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What, Then, Shall I Leave?

O

ne of the persistent questions that enters our minds
as we grow older, contemplate mortality, and prepare to pass the torch to the next generation is
What, then, shall I leave?
In other words, what will be our legacy? Since 1922, generations of ROA leaders have passed down to us a highly effective and respected organization. They certainly did not do
that by constantly maintaining the status quo, but rather by
adjusting and reshaping ROA to accomplish its goals in new
and different environments.
The last major shift in our governance structure was made
in 1981. Today’s Reserve Component is a fully engaged, operational force and roughly half the size it was 28 years ago.
That fact, combined with today’s harsh economic realities,
tells us that the time has come to readjust our organization to
meet the challenges of a new century.
At the opening session of the Mid-Winter Conference, I
gave a personal assessment of progress toward attaining my
four primary goals for the year. First, I believe that we have
done a superb job of focusing our written and spoken communications on highlighting our nation’s Citizen Warriors. Second, we continue to play a major role in legislative
and educational efforts supporting and promoting strong
national defense policies. In fact, at the Mid-Winter Medical Services Symposium, Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Reserve Affairs Tom Hall stated that since September 11,
2001, more than 200 provisions relating to Reserve Component matters had been enacted by Congress and, in almost all
of those, ROA played a major role.
Regarding what we shall leave as our legacy to future generations of ROA members, my last two goals go to the heart
of the question of our legacy: modernizing our governance
structure and attaining financial stability of the Association. Two big initiatives have been undertaken to address
those goals: an initiative to balance the annual budgets, ending
a decade-long practice of dipping into our savings, and direct
electronic/mail voting by all members for their ROA leaders.
At its Jan. 31 meeting, ROA’s National Executive Committee (ExCom) received a report from Executive Director
LtGen Dennis McCarthy, USMC (Ret.), laying out a Balanced
Budget Initiative (BBI), which he and the staff developed in
response to a December ExCom policy directive. The plan contains both operational expense cuts and revenue enhancements.
The ExCom gave its unanimous support to the BBI and
directed the executive director to execute all aspects of it
within his current authority. Further, the ExCom endorsed
seeking those changes to ROA’s constitution and bylaws
WWW.ROA.ORG

necessary to carry out the rest of the initiatives. During the
Mid-Winter Conference, the BBI received overwhelming
endorsement from the past national presidents and members
of the National Council.
A key part of revenue enhancements necessary to balance
future budgets is sustained annual giving by our life members—a Legacy Giving Program. Those of us so committed
to the ideals of ROA to become its Life Members must do
more. We are terminating our relationship with Barton Cotton & Co., which handled solicitations through the mass mailings of greeting cards, calendars, and other solicitations. Income generated by those mailings has dwindled over the years,
and member complaints about the mailings are too numerous
to recount. I call on all Life Members to pledge at least $50
annually to ROA. A $50 pledge amounts to a mere $4.17 per
month and would produce a significant amount of revenue.
Finally, we addressed how to modernize our governance
structure to be more responsive to the needs and desires of
today’s Citizen Warriors. At the direction of the past two national presidents and myself, a dedicated group of members,
called the Presidential Working Group for the 21st Century
(PWG-21), was appointed to study where ROA is today and
how it can best be organized and operated in this new era.
PWG-21’s charge was to investigate, gather data and members’ opinions, and brainstorm strategies to make ROA an
efficient and effective 21st century organization. The panel’s
most significant finding, overwhelmingly validated in member surveys, is the direct election of our leaders.
In December, the three service vice presidents—RADM
James R. Fowler, USNR; COL William J. Forshey, USAR;
and LTC Timothy N. Hoon, USAR (Ret.)—filed a motion
to amend the ROA Constitution to provide for the direct
election of our leaders by general membership through mail
or electronic ballot. That amendment will be presented for
approval to the Annual Convention in Orlando, Fla., in July.
During the Mid-Winter Conference, this proposed change
received the endorsement of the ExCom and the National
Council. I will be sending out to all departments a DVD
explaining the rationale and merits of the proposed amendment. I urge all departments to endorse this amendment to
enfranchise the entire membership to directly participate in
the election of ROA leaders.
These changes to our governance and financial well-being will go a long way toward answering the question What,
then, shall I leave? We can all feel more confident that we are
leaving a vibrant, financially healthy, and member-run organization to pursue the ROA ideals into the 21st century. x
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EDITORIAL
ltgen dennis m. mccarthy, usmc (ret.) • roa executive director

Changing ROA to Meet Today’s Challenges

W

e have just completed a most successful Mid-Winter
Conference and Reserve Component Expo, with
great attendance and outstanding presentations. Additionally, the National Council joined hands with the Executive Committee (ExCom) and our past national presidents to
issue a loud and clear call for immediate action to balance the
budget and implement many of the ideas proposed by our national president for modernizing ROA’s governance processes.
What drove this remarkable coming together?
First and foremost, ROA members understand that the
nature and mission of the Reserve Components has changed
dramatically and that ROA must keep pace. The character and
intensity of service expected from serving Reservists today is
significantly different than what was expected before the massive Reserve call-ups triggered by Operation Desert Storm.
Since that time, service on land, sea, and air around the world
has become routine for Citizen Warriors. Much of the Selected
Reserve of each service is now a significant part of that service’s
operational force.
During this same period, activity in most ROA departments and chapters, including participation in local meetings,
has declined significantly. The activity that still exists often revolves around retirees rather than currently serving officers. All
of these changes have a direct impact on the essential nature of
our Association and on the type of governance structures that
will best serve it.
Our fundamental purpose has not changed, however. Just
like ROA’s founders, we face the challenge of communicating
with Congress and the public about the needs of national defense and the important role the Reserve Components play in
that effort. Given the low percentage of military veterans occupying seats in Congress and leadership positions within the
executive branch, our voice is essential to bring military experience and wisdom into discussions of national security.
So how do we reconcile these conflicts—an association
governed by structures and practices designed for an earlier
era, trying to function at a different time, but still filling a
unique need? The first answer is to admit that we have some
fundamental challenges:
• Shifts in membership demographics have negatively influenced our revenue.
• Changes in the life insurance market for Reservists dramatically reduce non-dues revenue. Insurance
revenue that carried the Association for many years is
steadily declining.
• Changes in national meeting participation have lim-
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ited the voting “franchise” to a tiny percentage of
members who attend national meetings and show up
to vote.
Our complex governance scheme demands more participation than today’s Reservists can afford, resulting
in an organization dominated by retirees. Serving Reservists feel disconnected and powerless.

What did the ExCom and National Council call for?
• Begin now to increase revenue and decrease expenditures so we can bring the budget into balance in five
years or less.
• Amend the ROA constitution and bylaws to permit
each member to vote for the president and presidentelect, and each section member to vote for his or her
service vice president and other section officers.
What will these changes require?
Finding an annual net gain of almost $900,000 to balance
the budget will be a multiyear process. Every member and interest group in our Association will need to make sacrifices.
Increasing revenue will mean raising dues for Term and future Life Members, and seeking greater financial participation
from current Life Members. The “sustaining Life Member”
program—which hasn’t officially started—attracted a number
of voluntary contributions from Life Members attending the
Mid-Winter Conference.
Reducing expenditures will start with the national staff. We
will find ways to cut both salaries and benefits, but will do everything possible to maintain our current level of services. The
only other significant expense reduction is in the area of dues
rebates. As recommended by a number of thoughtful members (PWG-21, the Department and Chapter Development
Committee, to name a few) we must begin to phase out these
rebates over a five-year period. Departments must find ways to
become self-sufficient. Some are already doing so, and their experiences will benefit others. This issue will not come to a vote
in Orlando, but must be addressed soon.
Amending the ROA constitution and bylaws to permit
each member to vote means changing old norms. Each member should take the time to study the issue. If you find yourself
resisting the change, ask what it is that concerns you. Try to
address those concerns with fellow members to see if they have
worked through the same issues.
I hope we can come together for the annual convention in
Orlando July 8–11 to take the next steps toward making ROA
an Association for the 21st century. x
WWW.ROA.ORG
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RESERVE ENLISTED ASSOCIATION
cmsgt lani burnett, usaf (ret.) • rea executive director

Nothing Stands Alone

I

attended a seminar many years ago on “Conducive Learning Environments.” In addition to picking up best practices
on classroom setups and designing eye-catching presentation slides, I also gained a better understanding of learning
styles. Basically, there are three: visual learners (learn through
seeing), auditory learners (learn through listening), and tactile learners (learn through doing).
I’m an auditory learner. So when someone says to me,
“Do you see what I’m saying?” I get a little lost. Do you hear
what I’m saying works best for me. If I hear it, I’ll remember
it. If you tell me how to do something, I can. If I read it, I
have to read it out loud to remember it.
That said, while one may have a dominant learning style,
I believe a combination of the three is ultimately the best
path to true learning. No one style stands alone.
This seminar also reinforced my fascination with words. I
interpret the underlying meanings of words people choose to
use, but I also pay attention to how someone chooses to deliver those words, i.e., “Actions speak louder than words.” But
actions and words standing alone aren’t nearly as powerful as
actions backed up by words or words reinforced by actions.
Words are powerful. And, in the hands of a leader, they
can inspire or destroy, motivate or deflate, establish boundaries or help break through limits.
The word leader is a noun. Standing alone, leader is rather
nondescript. But paired with other words—like dreadful or
dynamic, weak or strong—we have a much clearer picture of
whom we choose to follow or how we decide to be.
The Reserve Enlisted Association—the national organization—does not and cannot stand alone. It is only through
the formation of local chapters to promote the general purposes of the Association at the local level that we will be
powerful. Chapters are the grassroots entity of REA and the
heart of the organization.
Local chapters are needed to strengthen your voice by
educating your representatives and the public about your
work, sacrifices, and needs. As the working unit of REA, a
chapter has great freedom in determining its programs and
priorities, and provides the basis for establishing REA’s goals
and objectives.
Chapters aid in furthering REA’s overall legislative objectives and are charged with the responsibility for local-level
legislative activity. REA chapters also have these purposes:
• to further enlisted Reservists’ interests and assist individuals’ current and future professional
development;
6
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to organize and lead other local military and veterans
organizations into a powerful coalition of voters;
• to serve as a local watchdog on legislative matters
that impact enlisted Reservists;
• to serve as a vehicle for persuasive action programs at
representatives’ home offices;
• to strengthen the position of the national organization through recruitment of new members.
Only 25 members located in a defined geographical area
are needed to support the start-up of a local chapter. We have
five chapters now and need to triple that this year.
To energize our grassroots advocacy efforts, Air Force Reservist SMSgt Eric Griffin, assigned to McGuire AFB, N.J.,
has generously stepped up and volunteered to act as REA’s
chapter management liaison. We have enough members in
several areas to stand up a chapter. SMSgt Griffin will work
closely with members in those areas to start a chapter and
to help them carry out their functions with maximum efficiency and effectiveness.
If you can see it, you can seize it! Those are the words.
Starting local chapters and energizing REA’s grassroots advocacy is the action. Let’s do this!

Thank You Notes

CSM Michael Gallucci, USAR, represented REA at
a 300-plus Army Reserve Non-Commissioned Officer
Summit in Dallas in January. In addition to spreading the
word about the work we’re doing, he recruited several new
members.
At the beginning of February, REA hosted its third “Leadership: An Enlisted Perspective” panel at the Reserve Component Joint Officer Professional Development Seminar (see
page 55). NCOs from several Reserve Components, handpicked by their respective service senior enlisted advisor,
described and discussed effective officer leadership as they
had seen it during their careers. The goal was to give future
leaders clear enlisted perspectives on what works and what
doesn’t when it comes to garnering the loyalty, respect, and
enthusiastic support of the enlisted corps to accomplish the
mission and make their units and commands more effective.
Thanks to CMSgt John Balducci, USAFR (Ret.), for pulling
the pieces together and to all of the panel members. For these
individuals’ perspectives on leadership, see page 31. x
On the Web: For more information on the Reserve
Enlisted Association, go to www.reaus.org.
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CAPITOL HILL CONNECTION
CAPT MARSHALL A. HANSON, USNR (RET.) • ROA DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION

Capitol View

Obama on Defense

The biggest surprise in the new president’s defense agenda
is that there are few surprises.

D

efense is one of 30 items on President Barack
Obama’s published White House agenda, with the
economy and energy and the environment featured
on the White House website home page (www.whitehouse.
gov). Using verbiage that appears to have been borrowed
from his election campaign, the agenda includes numerous provisions that provide direction for the various federal
agencies (see story below).
But in many cases, President Obama can’t move unilaterally. Congress still must review, authorize, and fund many
of these agenda items. With the president still in his honeymoon period, Congress may be more cooperative, but President Obama also heads a separate branch of government.
Both the Senate and the House are led by individuals with
strong personalities, and either chamber could prove to be a

stumbling block for the momentum of his initiatives.
Additionally, public opinion may weigh heavily. A Pew
Research Center survey taken in January showed that the
public’s attention is on domestic policy, especially the economy, topping its list with an 85 percent rating. Jobs came in
second with an 82 percent rating. While terrorism remains
a concern, listed in third place with a 76 percent rating, the
military was 14th on the list with a 44 percent score. Nevertheless, this was higher than the environment, which was in
16th place, and global warming in 20th place.
It is interesting to note where the Obama agenda emphasized rebuilding the military: special operations, civil affairs,
foreign language training, and cultural awareness for counterinsurgency. The Obama administration supports increasing the size of the Army by 65,000 and the Marine Corps by

President Obama’s Agenda for Defense
As issued by the White House,
Jan. 22, 2009
President Barack Obama and Vice
President Joe Biden will invest in a 21st
century military to maintain our conventional advantage while increasing our capacity to defeat the threats of tomorrow.
They will ensure that our troops have the
training, equipment, and support that
they need when they are deployed.

Invest in a 21st Century Military

Rebuild the Military for 21st Century Tasks: President Obama and Vice
President Biden believe that we must
build up our special operations forces,
civil affairs, information operations,
and other units and capabilities that
remain in chronic short supply; invest
in foreign language training, cultural
awareness, and human intelligence and
other needed counterinsurgency and
12
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stabilization skill sets; and create a more
robust capacity to train, equip, and advise foreign security forces, so that local
allies are better prepared to confront
mutual threats.
Expand to Meet Military Needs
on the Ground: President Obama and
Vice President Biden support plans to
increase the size of the Army by 65,000
Soldiers and the Marine Corps by 27,000
Marines. Increasing our end-strength will
help units retrain and re-equip properly
between deployments and decrease the
strain on military families.
Inspire Leadership from the Top:
President Obama and Vice President
Biden will inspire a new generation
of Americans to serve their country,
whether it be in local communities in
such roles as teachers or first-responders,
or serving in the military to keep our nation free and safe.
Lighten the Burdens on Our

Brave Troops and Their Families: The
Obama–Biden Administration will create a Military Families Advisory Board
to provide a conduit for military families’ concerns to be brought to the attention of senior policymakers and the public. The president and vice president will
end the stop-loss policy and establish
predictability in deployments so that Active Duty and Reserves know what they
can and must expect.

Build Defense Capabilities
for the 21st Century

Fully Equip Our Troops for the
Missions They Face: President Barack
Obama and Vice President Joe Biden
believe we must get essential equipment
to our Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines before lives are lost.
Review Weapons Programs: We
must rebalance our capabilities to ensure that our forces can succeed in both
WWW.ROA.ORG

conventional wars and in stabilization
and counterinsurgency operations. The
president and vice president have committed to a review of each major defense
program in light of current needs, gaps
in the field, and likely future-threat scenarios in the post–9/11 world.
Preserve Global Reach in the Air:
We must preserve our unparalleled airpower capabilities to deter and defeat
any conventional competitors, swiftly respond to crises across the globe, and support our ground forces. We need greater
investment in advanced technology
ranging from the revolutionary, like Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and electronic
warfare capabilities, to essential systems
like the C-17 cargo and KC-X air refueling aircraft, which provide the backbone
of our ability to extend global power.
Maintain Power Projection at Sea:
We must recapitalize our naval forces,
replacing aging ships and modernizing
existing platforms, while adapting them
to the 21st century. President Obama
WWW.ROA.ORG

Assistance Corps of 25,000 civilian volunteers with special
skills. such as doctors, lawyers, engineers, city planners, and
agricultural specialists. This item appears to duplicate a civil
affairs function in the Guard and Reserve. The Office of Civilian Volunteers in the Department of Health and Human
Services already has a Medical Reserve Corps that has mixed
results when responding to natural disasters (see “Civilian
Reserve,” The Officer, Oct. 2007).
A flip side to inspiring a new generation of Americans to
serve is speculation within the Beltway that President Obama
might be supporting universal service. Rham Emmanuel,
President Obama’s chief of staff, co-authored a book with
Bruce Reed, The Plan: Big Ideas for America (PublicAffairs)
that calls for, among other things, compulsory service for all
Americans ages 18 to 25. In the book,
they suggest three months of basic civil
defense training with the state or community where youth will learn what to
do in the event of biochemical, nuclear,
or conventional attack or natural disaster
and how to assist others in an evacuation. How this meshes with Homeland
Security has yet to be addressed. x

MC1 Chad J. McNeeley/US Navy

27,000. While the agenda’s “preserving global reach by air”
talks to maintaining U.S. airpower, examples given are unmanned aerial vehicles, electronic warfare, C-17 airlift, and
KC-X aerial refueling, with no mention of next-generation
fighters. The sea power agenda included recapitalization of
the naval forces, with the emphasis on supporting operations ashore and investment in smaller, more capable ships,
“providing agility to operate close to shore and the reach to
rapidly deploy Marines to global crises.”
The agenda continues to place an emphasis on the current
asymmetric warfare strategy in ongoing support of the battle
against al Qaeda, but does not include long-range preparation. Due this year, the Pentagon’s next Quadrennial Defense
Review will provide the administration with a suggested way
ahead for the military for the next 20
years.
There is also mention of integrating
military and civilian efforts, with the
Obama administration “building up the
capacity of each non-Pentagon agency
to deploy personnel and area experts”
to help the military. The administration also proposes creation of a Civilian

President Obama at the Pentagon

and Vice President Biden will add to the
Maritime Pre-Positioning Force Squadrons to support operations ashore and
invest in smaller, more capable ships,
providing the agility to operate close to
shore and the reach to rapidly deploy
Marines to global crises.
Support National Missile Defense:
The Obama–Biden Administration will
support missile defense, but ensure that

it is developed in a way that is pragmatic
and cost-effective and, most importantly,
does not divert resources from other
national security priorities until we are
positive the technology will protect the
American public.
Ensure Freedom of Space: The
Obama–Biden Administration will
restore American leadership on space
issues, seeking a worldwide ban on weapons that interfere with military and commercial satellites. They will thoroughly
assess possible threats to U.S. space assets
and the best options, military and diplomatic, for countering them, establishing contingency plans to ensure that U.S.
forces can maintain or duplicate access
to information from space assets and accelerating programs to harden U.S. satellites against attack.
Protect the United States in Cyberspace: The Obama–Biden Administration will cooperate with our allies and
the private sector to identify and protect
against emerging cyber threats.
the
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Restore the Readiness of the National Guard and Reserves

Equip, Support, and Modernize
the National Guard and Reserves:
President Obama and Vice President
Biden will provide the National Guard
with the equipment it needs for foreign
and domestic emergencies and the time
to restore and refit before deploying.
They will make the head of the National
Guard a member of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff to ensure that concerns of our Citizen Soldiers reach the level they mandate. They will ensure that Reservists
and Guard members are treated fairly
when it comes to employment, health,
and education benefits.

Develop Whole of Government
Initiatives to Promote Global
Stability

Integrate Military and Civilian
Efforts: The Obama–Biden Administration will build up the capacity of
each non-Pentagon agency to deploy
personnel and area experts where they
are needed, to help move Soldiers,
Sailors, Airmen, and Marines out of
civilian roles.
Create a Civilian Assistance
Corps (CAC): The president and vice
president will create a national CAC
of 25,000 personnel. This corps of
civilian volunteers with special skill
sets (doctors, lawyers, engineers, city
planners, agriculture specialists, police,
etc.) would be organized to provide
each federal agency with a pool of
volunteer experts willing to deploy in
times of need at home and abroad.

Restore Our Alliances

Engage Our Allies in Meeting
Our Common Security Challenges:
America’s traditional alliances, such
as NATO, must be transformed and
strengthened, including on common
security concerns like Afghanistan,
homeland security, and counterterror-

14
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ism. President Obama and Vice President Biden will renew alliances and ensure that our allies contribute their fair
share to our mutual security.
Organize to Help Our Partners
and Allies in Need: The Obama–
Biden Administration will expand humanitarian activities that build friendships and attract allies at the regional
and local level (such as during the
response to the tsunami in South and
Southeast Asia), and win hearts and
minds in the process.

Reform Contracting

Create Transparency for Military
Contractors: President Obama and
Vice President Biden will require the
Pentagon and State Department to develop a strategy for determining when
contracting makes sense, rather than
continually handing off governmental jobs to well-connected companies.
They will create the transparency and
accountability needed for good governance, and establish the legal status of
contractor personnel, making possible
prosecution of any abuses committed
by private military contractors.
Restore Honesty, Openness, and
Common Sense to Contracting and
Procurement: The Obama–Biden
Administration will realize savings by
reducing the corruption and cost overruns that have become all too routine
in defense contracting. This includes
launching a program of acquisition reform and management, which would
end the common practice of no-bid
contracting. President Obama and Vice
President Biden will end the abuse of
supplemental budgets by creating a
system of oversight for war funds as
stringent as in the regular budget. They
will restore the government’s ability
to manage contracts by rebuilding our
contract officer corps. They will order
the Justice Department to prioritize
prosecutions that will punish and deter
fraud, waste, and abuse. x

Paid-up SBP

S

tarting in October 2008, retirees who paid into the Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) for 30
years will no longer be required to pay
premiums as long as they are 70 years
or older. The change has caused some
confusion among those retired from
the Guard and Reserve.
The original bill was passed in 1998
for a survivor’s plan that originated in
1972. The law requires that 360 premium payments be made. The program
was designed so that retirement pay
was reduced by a designated amount.
While Active Duty participants begin
receiving retirement pay immediately
after leaving the service, Guard and Reserve retirees don’t receive retirement
pay until age 60. Reserve Component
retirees will not be paid up until age 90,
just as Active members who retire after
age 40 will have to pay 360 payments.
The confusion arises because individuals must elect to participate soon
after receiving their notice of eligibility after achieving 20 qualifying years.
Many Guard and Reserve retirees
incorrectly assumed that subsequent
drill pay was reduced to pay initial premiums. The Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) is required to
include a SBP counter on the Retiree
Account statements that it mails beginning last October.
Many ROA members disagree
with the counter, believing drill pay
was withheld in the early years of the
program. If the retiree can document
such payments, DFAS offers an appeal
process. Through June 30, 2009, you
can dispute the number of months on
the SBP premium counter. To begin
the dispute process, complete and submit a DD2656-11 form. Mail the form
to DFAS, U.S. Military Retirement
Pay, P.O. Box 7190, Attn: 2656-11,
London KY 40742-7190, or fax it to
1-800-469-6559.—MAH
WWW.ROA.ORG

Talking to Congress
ROA provides testimony and
information to legislators.
Veterans Affairs

Members of ROA and 35 other veteran and military service
organizations met Jan. 27 with 29 members of the House Veterans Affairs Committee to discuss legislative priorities for the
111th Congress. The roundtable discussion, held in the Cannon
Caucus Room, lasted more than two hours.
Each organization was asked to submit its top five issues for
2009. Knowing that many of the organizations would duplicate
items such as budgeting of the Department of Veterans Affairs
and care of aging veterans, ROA focused instead on concerns affecting the mobilized Guard and Reserve members, concentrating
on needed updates to the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act and
the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Act.
A video of these proceedings can be found on the Veterans
Affairs Committee multimedia link at http://veterans.house.
gov/hearings/hearing.aspx?NewsID=325. ROA’s statements
can be found at 22.5 minutes, and at 2 hours and 15 minutes
into the video.

House Armed Services Committee

Testimony before the House Armed Services Committee personnel subcommittee came early with ROA submitting testimony on Feb. 25. ROA endorsed an early retirement
bill, H.R.208, introduced by Rep. Joe Wilson (R–S.C.), which
would correct the early retirement benefit that was passed by
Congress, changing the eligibility date from Jan. 28, 2008, to
Sept. 11, 2001. ROA also endorsed H.R.270, introduced by
Rep. Bob Latta (R–Ohio), which would permit gray-area retirees to buy into Tricare Reserve Select following retirement from
the Guard or Reserve until age 60.
Among other recommendations, ROA supported permitting
mobilization of Reserve Component members for natural and
manmade disasters; eliminating the 30-day active duty minimum
for basic allowance for housing; reducing reimbursement distances from 100 miles to 50 miles for weekend training; paying
an optional stipend to employers to maintain civilian health care;
performing post-deployment health reassessments at home station; and providing six months of restorative dental care coverage
following demobilization.—MAH
On the Web: A copy of ROA’s testimony is posted on
ROA’s website at www.roa.org/testimony.
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Alerts Stoke Tricare Panic

I

t began with a Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
report issued in December offering the House and
Senate 115 options for reducing federal spending
on health care, altering federal health care programs,
and making substantive changes to the nation’s health
insurance system. This is not new: the last such report
was published in February 2007 when CBO provided
250 options to Congress.
The CBO report is not an administrative mandate,
nor even recommendation for legislation. Yet, an early
alarm was raised over just one proposal: option 96,
which suggested introducing a minimum annual out-ofpocket payment before accessing Tricare for Life. Soon,
viral e-mails were broadcast throughout the Internet to
the distress of retirees over 65.
Overlooked were two other proposals linked to military health care. Option 95 suggested increasing health
care cost-sharing for family members of military personnel on Active Duty. Option 97 proposed increasing
health care cost-sharing for military retirees under age
65. Three more options suggested changes to medical
health care provided by Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals.
Option 98 would require co-payments for medical care
provided by the VA hospitals for enrollees without a service-connected disability. Option 28 proposed ending enrollment in VA medical care for veterans in priority groups
7 and 8, while option 29 seemed to contradict a proposal
to reopen enrollment in priority group 8 veterans for five
years.
ROA is concerned with legislation that might affect
military health readiness and deny earned health benefits. Resolution 07-22 promises that ROA will work to
sustain these benefits. But ROA can ill-afford to focus
on just one option at the sacrifice of others.
One also must look at the CBO report as a whole.
As a compilation, its suggestions would transform the
entire health industry, with numerous options for the
private health insurance market as well as Medicaid
and Medicare. The report even suggests altering health
behavior by adding an excise tax of $16 on a gallon of
alcohol; placing an excise tax on sugar-sweetened beverages; and adding an additional dollar excise tax on
cigarettes.
ROA has already been in discussions with member associations in both The Military Coalition and the
National Military and Veterans Alliance. At this point,
the common view is that there is nothing to be alarmed
about, but at least 50 associations will track Congress’s
response to this report.—MAH
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hopefully add clout to his bill. A companion bill should be introduced by
Sen. Saxby Chambliss (R–Ga.) in the
Senate.
The new House bill was reintroduced on the first day of the 111th
Congress and has 25 co-sponsors, but
the original bill ended the 110th session

Gray-area buy-in was originally suggested by ROA in 2005. A group of
Military Coalition associations worked
with Rep. Latta’s office to develop the
legislation. Even before passage, costs
to gray-area retirees have decreased, following premium reductions that were
instituted by Department of Defense’s

D.C. Listening Post
House Makes Another Try
At Fixing Early Retirement

Rep. Joe Wilson (R–S.C.) reintroduced the National Guardsmen and
Reservists Parity for Patriots Act as
H.R.208, which would fix the inequities created by the early retirement
provision in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2008
National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA). This new legislation would
require retroactive eligibility to include
up to 600,000 Guard and Reserve members who have supported contingency
operations since Sept. 11, 2001.
“Our National Guard and Reserve
troops have distinguished themselves on
the front lines of the War on Terrorism
since Sept. 11, 2001,” said Rep. Wilson.
“Having assumed a more active duty
role, Guard and Reserve members deserve to have retirement benefits that reflect the new sacrifices they have made.”
The challenge to passage of last year’s
bill was a $1.8 billion price tag over 10
years as calculated by the Congressional
Budget Office. Rep. Wilson attempted
to get H.R.4930 included as an amendment in the FY 09 NDAA, but was unable to because of the lack of offsetting
dollars. His amendment was determined to be against the rules by House
leadership, and when Rep. Wilson challenged, he was gaveled down.
This year, Rep. Wilson is the ranking
member on the House Armed Services
personnel subcommittee, which will
16
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with 83 co-sponsors. Rep. Wilson’s office worked in collaboration with ROA
to develop the original bill. ROA members need to get their elected officials
to sign up to support this badly needed
bill.

New Gray Area Tricare Bill
Gets a Swift Start

Last year, a piece of good legislation
was introduced too late. No longer a
freshman, Rep. Bob Latta (R–Ohio)
has learned from his mistake and has already introduced the Tricare Continuity of Coverage for National Guard and
Reserve Families Act, H.R.270, which
would permit gray-area retirees to buy
into Tricare Reserve Select (TRS).
Originally introduced on June 4,
2008, the first bill missed the mark-up
of the House’s version of the NDAA.
These bills would allow retired Guard
and Reserve members with 20 or more
years of qualifying service to pay 100
percent of the premium cost for TRS
while in the gray area. Sen. Ben Nelson (D–Neb.) attempted to get this
measure included as an amendment in
the Senate NDAA, but while it was included in the manager’s package, it was
one of 100 amendments that failed to
reach the Senate floor because of partisan politics (The Officer, November
2008, “Down the Rabbit Hole”). The
bill has good support in the House and
the Senate because of negligible cost.

Health Affairs on Jan. 1, 2009. Monthly
TRS premiums dropped for individuals
from $81 to $47.51; family coverage fell
from $253 to $180.17. This adjustment
would mean that a gray-area retiree
family would pay about $644 a month
when legislation is finally passed.

SCRA Now Covers
Cell Phone Contracts

Following recent congressional
amendments, the Servicemembers
Civil Relief Act (SCRA) provides help
with certain cell-phone contracts. This
was included in the Veterans Benefit
Improvement Act that was signed into
law in October 2008. A member who
receives orders to deploy outside of
the continental United States for not
less than 90 days may request termination or suspension of any contract for
cellular telephone service entered into
before the date of the commencement
of that deployment. The provider may
not impose an early termination fee, nor
charge a reactivation fee if the member
elects to suspend rather than terminate
service. This protection also applies for
permanent change of station moves
within the United States.—MAH
On the Web: Stay in tune with
national security news; make
www.roa.org your web browser’s home page.
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House Armed Services Committee
Democrats

Chairman: Ike Skelton (Mo.)
John Spratt (S.C.)
Solomon P. Ortiz (Texas)
Gene Taylor (Miss.)
Neil Abercrombie (Hawaii)
Silvestre Reyes (Texas)
Vic Snyder (Ark.)
Adam Smith (Wash.)
Loretta Sanchez (Calif.)
Mike McIntyre (N.C.)
Ellen O. Tauscher (Calif.)

Robert A. Brady (Pa.)
Robert Andrews (N.J.)
Susan A. Davis (Calif.)
James R. Langevin (R.I.)
Rick Larsen (Wash.)
Jim Cooper (Tenn.)
Jim Marshall (Ga.)
Madeleine Z. Bordallo (Guam)
Brad Ellsworth (Ind.)
Patrick Murphy (Pa.)
Hank Johnson (Ga.)
Carol Shea-Porter (N.H.)

Republicans
Ranking Member: John M. McHugh (N.Y.)
Roscoe G. Bartlett (Md.)
Howard P. “Buck” McKeon (Calif.)
Mac Thornberry (Texas)
Walter B. Jones (N.C.)
W. Todd Akin (Mo.)
J. Randy Forbes (Va.)
Jeff Miller (Fla.)
Joe Wilson (S.C.)
Frank A. LoBiondo (N.J.)
Rob Bishop (Utah)
Michael Turner (Ohio)

Joe Courtney (Conn.)
David Loebsack (Iowa)
Joe Sestak (Pa.)
Gabrielle Giffords (Ariz.)
Niki Tsongas (Mass.)
Glenn C. Nye III (Va.)
Chellie Pingree (Maine)
Larry Kissell (N.C.)
Martin Heinrich (N.M.)
Frank M. Kratovil Jr. (Md.)
Eric J.J. Massa (N.Y.)
Bobby Bright (Ala.)

John Kline (Minn.)
Mike Rogers (Ala.)
Trent Franks (Ariz.)
Bill Shuster (Pa.)
Cathy McMorris Rodgers (Wash.)
Michael Conaway (Texas)
Doug Lamborn (Colo.)
Rob Wittman (Va.)
Mary Fallin (Okla.)
Duncan D. Hunter (Calif.)
John Fleming (La.)
Mike Coffman (Colo.)
Tom Rooney (Fla.)

Senate Armed Services Committee
Democrats

Chairman: Carl Levin (Mich.)
Edward M. Kennedy (Mass.)
Robert C. Byrd (W.Va.)
Joseph I. Lieberman (Conn.)
Jack Reed (R.I.)
Daniel K. Akaka (Hawaii)
Bill Nelson (Fla.)
Ben Nelson (Neb.)
Evan Bayh (Ind.)
Jim Webb (Va.)
Claire McCaskill (Mo.)
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Republicans

Mark Udall (Colo.)
Kay R. Hagan (N.C.)
Mark Begich (Alaska)
Roland W. Burris (Ill.)

Ranking Member: John McCain (Ariz.)
James M. Inhofe (Okla.)
Jeff Sessions (Ala.)
Saxby Chambliss (Ga.)
Lindsey Graham (S.C.)
John Thune (S.D.)
Mel Martinez (Fla.)
Roger F. Wicker (Miss.)
Richard Burr (N.C.)
David Vitter (La.)
Susan M. Collins (Maine)
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First Class
in Health Care

Tricare is a great benefit, but back it up with a
Tricare supplement for best protection.
By Terence B. Bernier, Marsh Affinity Group Services,
an ROA Affinity Partner
Over the past several years, there has been a freeze on Tricare
fee increases, while health insurance fees in the civilian sector
have increased annually to keep up with the rising cost of health
care, medical fees, and equipment and supplies.
Several studies and reports have offered differing ideas on
how Tricare fees should eventually be increased to keep up with
these increases in health care. (There are two exceptions: Tricare
Reserve Select fees were reduced 44 percent effective Jan. 1,
2009, and fees increase annually for Medicare Part B, which is
required for Tricare for Life participation.)
Regardless of what Congress decides—and when potential
fees will increase—Tricare will still offer affordable, first-class
health care coverage for Active Duty, activated Guard and
Reserves, and retired members, their families, and survivors.
In addition to providing comprehensive coverage, Tricare
offers the best of both worlds when it comes to health care
resources. That’s because it uses the uniformed services health
care providers as well as the civilian health care networks to
provide better access and service for military members.

Why Choose a Tricare Supplement?
Even though it offers excellent health care coverage, Tricare
was never designed to cover everything, much like in the
civilian sector where no civilian health care plan pays for all the
costs associated with medical needs. In fact, there are several
drawbacks to utilizing Tricare for your health care coverage,
which makes the need for a supplement more important.
Depending on which of the three Tricare programs you use
or are considering—Tricare Prime, Extra, or Standard—you may
be required to pay annual deductibles, copayments, cost-shares,
and excess charges. For example, Tricare Standard for retirees
under age 65 requires that an annual deductible be met. It also
sets a limit on how much certain medical procedures should cost
and pays 75 percent of the allowed amount for each procedure.
Further, if the doctor or hospital you use for your care charges
more than what Tricare Standard allows, you pay the difference.
(This difference is called excess charges.)

18
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The cost-shares, copayments, deductibles, and excess charges
could really add up to money you have to pay out of your own
pocket, which is why many members back up their Tricare
coverage with a Tricare supplement. Tricare supplements help
pay for these costs.

ROA’s ReserveCare Tricare Supplements
ROA offers four ReserveCare Tricare supplements to choose
from, depending on your military status, which Tricare option
you have, and your budget:

• ReserveCare Tricare Active Duty Family Supplement
• ReserveCare Tricare Standard Retiree Basic Supplement
• ReserveCare Tricare Standard Retiree High-Option Supplement
• ReserveCare Tricare Retiree Prime Supplement
In addition, ROA’s ReserveCare Plans automatically adjust
coverage when your status changes, such as when you retire from
Active service, become eligible for Medicare and Tricare for Life,
or switch Active Duty family coverage from Tricare Prime or
Tricare Standard.
For more information about ROA’s ReserveCare Tricare
supplements, including costs, exclusions, limitations, and terms
of coverage, call 1-800-247-7988 or visit the ROA Insurance
Plan Website at www.roainsure.com. ReserveCare Plans are
underwritten by Hartford Life Insurance Co. Plans may vary by
state. x
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One of the Best Healthcare
Coverages For You ...

ACCEPTANCE GUARANTEED
R

OA members across the country

are taking charge of their health care
and saving thousands of dollars with
members-only group rates and fewer
out-of-pocket expenses.
You can, too. And your satisfaction is
guaranteed for the first 30 days or you get
your premiums back, minus any claims paid.
Read on for details …

• Team ReserveCare up with TRICARE,
Pocket the Savings

Compare your current coverage to
ReserveCare paired with TRICARE today.
Whether you have employer-provided
coverage, civilian health insurance or another
TRICARE Supplement, ReserveCare can help
drastically reduce your healthcare expenses.
And ReserveCare benefits are second
to none.
ReserveCare helps pay for your doctor visits,
lab tests, prescription drugs, hospital stays and
other covered expenses after your TRICARE
Standard and ReserveCare deductibles are met.
(The ReserveCare deductible is $300 per
person.) ReserveCare then takes care of 100%
of your TRICARE copayments.

• Acceptance into the plan is GUARANTEED
Your status as an ROA member
GUARANTEES that you will not be turned
down. Any new medical conditions are
covered right away and existing ones are
covered if treatment-free for 6 months.

• Compare What You Pay Now to
ROA’s Buying Power

With affordable rates specifically negotiated
for ROA members, you and your family qualify
for DISCOUNTED RATES specially negotiated
using the buying power of 75,000 members.

• Take ReserveCare with You

If you switch jobs or relocate, ReserveCare
goes with you. You can keep ReserveCare as
long as the Master Policy remains in force, you
pay your premiums on time and you remain an
ROA member.

• ROA’s ReserveCare is RISK-FREE

ROA is confident you’ll save money and have
better healthcare choices. If for any reason you’re
not happy with ReserveCare, just let us know
during your 30-day trial period. You’ll get your
premiums back less any claims paid.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

You can see any doctor or specialist you
choose anytime you want. No referrals or
“special permission” necessary!

It pays to get ReserveCare ... the benefits you need and deserve.
Call today for FREE information*

1-800-247-7988

Ask for Request Number 041227-1-1-1

Our hearing-impaired or voice-impaired members
may call the Relay Line at 1-800-855-2881.

Or, visit www.roainsure.com

*Information includes costs, exclusions, limitations and terms of coverage. Coverage may not be issued in some states. Policy Form #GBD-1000A (5367)
41227 (4/09) ©Seabury & Smith, Inc. 2009

Underwritten by:
Hartford Life and Accident Insurance Company
Simsbury, CT 06089

Ushering in

I

nauguration Day,
Jan. 20, 2009, was an
extraordinary day for me.
As a member of the Armed
Forces Inaugural Committee
(AFIC) Capitol Hill Division,
I had the privilege of standing
25 feet from the new president
as he swore to “preserve,

protect, and defend
the Constitution of the
United States, so help
me God.”

As history was being made, I felt proud to be a Citizen
Soldier, supporting the peaceful transfer of civil authority in an
Army uniform. Nowhere else on earth is the military so trusted
by national history and constitutional mandate in a supporting
role in turning over power to a new national leader.
Little can prepare you for working on a presidential inauguration. No matter how lofty the person I came in contact with, a
mutually shared awe in the experience was evident. U.S. senators
became simple spectators along with the military ushers who escorted them to the viewing area. Looking out to the Washington
Mall, I saw a sea of humanity simply wanting to be a part of the
moment. I thought this in some small way must have been what
Dr. Martin Luther King saw when he gave his famous “I Have a
Dream” speech 47 years earlier, or what Mahalia Jackson sang to
on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in 1957. In many ways the
crowd, too, was looking for that promise of a brighter day: to be
inspired, to feel American.
In inaugural history, the host city has switched three times.
When George Washington became the first U.S. president in
1789, he was inaugurated in New York City. The event then
moved to Philadelphia and did not arrive in Washington, D.C.,
the newly designated capital city, until 1801 when Thomas

ration 2009 Inauguration 2009 Inauguration 2009 Inaugura
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History

MAJ Tim Salazar, USAR

Citizen Warriors take an active part in
the swearing in of a new president.

Jefferson took the oath of office. Even the timing has changed.
Inauguration Day was originally March 4, as it took weeks
for votes from outlying areas to be counted and for the newly
elected president to travel to the capital. Since 1937, however,
Jan. 20 has been officially set as Inauguration Day to speed the
changeover of administrations.
For me, the pomp and circumstance was visibly prevalent
on Inauguration Day: the herald trumpets, the honor cordon,
the White House escorts. But unlike what you would find at
Buckingham Palace, this was not for an individual but for a
nation. Not for an office of birth but for merit earned. Not
through conquest won by force but through the ballot box. Not
taken in the dead of night but in the light of day—exposed,
visible democracy. As Puritan leader John Winthrop wrote in
1630: a city upon a hill, for the entire world to see.
What makes working on the inauguration so enjoyable
are the extraordinary men and women who make up AFIC.
Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines, and Coast Guard members
all comprise a highly efficient military organization of support
to the Presidential Inaugural Committee (PIC) and Joint
Congressional Committee on Inauguration Ceremonies
( JCCIC). Traditionally, the armed forces have provided units

that include color guard, marching bands and other musicians,
salute batteries, and honor cordon to participate in the
inauguration by invitation of the PIC and JCCIC.
AFIC members come from all across the United States
as volunteers to be a part of history. While the selection to
participate is rigorous, the rewards for staying with the process
are great. It’s more than a civics lesson; it’s the opportunity to
participate with a front-row seat in American history. Those who
were selected agreed that this assignment might very well be
their most remembered, certainly one of their most enjoyable.
In the months leading up to the inauguration, there arose
a friendly rivalry within AFIC as to which division was more
important—Capitol Hill or Parade, Street Cordon or White
House, Operations or Military Assistants—making the
experience even more remarkable and yet almost fraternal.
I arrived at AFIC in mid-July to begin the task of reading
what my predecessor deputy chief of Capitol Hill had left
four years ago in his continuity books and operational plan.
Because relationships are so important given the amount of
interagency participation, most AFIC personnel begin their
time learning about their new job and introducing themselves
to their counterparts in other agencies who participate in the
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inauguration. Because AFIC’s Capitol Hill division primarily
interacts with JCCIC, I had a much easier time of learning the
faces on Capitol Hill.
My primary function was helping the AFIC Capitol Hill
Division coordinate the military requirements of JCCIC
during the inauguration. The Joint Congressional Committee
on Inaugural Ceremonies comprises the Senate majority leader,
the chairman and ranking member of the Senate Committee
on Rules and Administration, the speaker of the House of
Representatives, and the majority and minority leaders of the
House of Representatives. The Senate and House leadership
have organized the presidential and vice presidential swearingin ceremony since 1901. Before that, the Senate had sole
responsibility in organizing the swearing-in ceremony for
the president. The Constitution specifically provides that
Congress will organize the inauguration of the president who
must be sworn into office as close as possible to 12 noon on
the 20th of January. Congress closely guards its constitutional
mandate. While its members work with the president-elect in
accommodating personal preferences, Congress still maintains
the final word on any activities at Capitol Hill, including
the swearing-in ceremony. The separation of powers remains
historically strong, even during this celebratory event.
It is the Presidential Inaugural Committee that represents the
president-elect’s wishes in coordinating the Inaugural Parade,
the Gala Balls, and all inaugural activities outside Capitol Hill.
The PIC is a non-profit organization that raises money to pay for
the inaugural events throughout the week, including the parade,
balls, and all that is needed to support the enormous crowds who
watch the inaugural swearing-in ceremony from the Mall.
As 12 noon approached for the swearing-in ceremony, I was
strategically located within the Capitol Building itself, looking
out the half-moon window just behind the platform where
President Barack Obama would be sworn in. That was where
our AFIC Capitol Hill command post was located. The day
was sunny and cold with a breeze that made you take notice.
As former presidents and vice-presidents were introduced, time

seemed to crawl until the fateful minute for the oath of office.
I heard President Obama recite, under the U.S. Constitution,
Article II, Section 1, the same oath that George Washington
swore in 1789:
“I do solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute the office of
president of the United States, and will to the best of my ability,
preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United
States.” Suddenly, the battery fired its 21-gun salute, ruffles and
flourishes sounded, and we had a new commander in chief, a
new president.
For me, in the Capitol Hill command post, there was no time
for thought or reflection of what I had just seen. The inaugural
speech followed, then the exit of the new president and vicepresident, the departure of the former president, and the
beginning of the JCCIC luncheon for President Obama and the
congressional leadership.
When all the coordination support on the Hill had finally
ended and the president had made his way to the reviewing
stand at the White House, we on the Hill could finally breathe
a sigh of relief. We had completed our mission and helped in
an important page of our nation’s history. We had been a part
of a peaceful democratic transfer of power from one person to
another in one of the mightiest nations the world has ever seen.
We had worn our military uniforms proudly, as a symbol of
our nation’s strength in arms and in civilian authority over the
military.
When I came home from this incredible day’s work, I was met
by my wife and 9-month-old son, Joshua. As I looked into my
son’s eyes, I knew in the years ahead I would have a big story to
tell him about when his father had seen the Constitution come
alive on a special winter day in January 2009.
MAJ Salazar, an ROA Life Member, was deputy chief of the
Armed Forces Inaugural Committee Capitol Hill Division. He is
assigned to the 88th Reserve Readiness Command at Fort Snelling,
Minn.

“ As history was being
made, I felt proud to
be a Citizen Soldier,
supporting the peaceful
transfer of civil authority
in an Army uniform. “
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AnHonored

Gathering

ROA hosts a breakfast for Medal of Honor recipients
on the morning of the president’s inauguration.
Story and photos by Eric Minton, Editor

S

From the top: Nicholas Oresko; Brian Thacker,
secretary of the Congressional Medal of Honor
Society, with ROA National President Ladd Pattillo;
Rosemary McCarthy with Ronald Rosser; ROA Executive
Director Dennis McCarthy, center, with Donald Ballard,
left, and ROA Life Member Thomas Hudner.

FC Ronald Rosser, USA (Ret.), was first invited to a U.S.
presidential inauguration in 1953, when Dwight Eisenhower
took the oath of office. “I couldn’t afford a party dress for my
wife,” said SFC Rosser, who received a Medal of Honor for his
actions while serving in the Korean War. He also couldn’t afford the plane
ticket or hotel, “not on sergeant’s pay,” he said.
But since then, corporations and organizations have chipped in to
make sure Medal of Honor recipients are among the honored guests
at inaugurations, and beginning with President Eisenhower’s second
inauguration, SFC Rosser has attended all 14.
ROA is one of those organizations that play a part in bringing these
special servicemembers to presidential inaugurations, hosting a breakfast
at ROA’s Minuteman Memorial Building the morning of the swearingin ceremony. About 40 Medal of Honor recipients were among some
170 invited guests for this year’s breakfast the day President Barack
Obama took the oath of office. After dining on eggs, sausage, bacon,
oatmeal, fresh fruits, and assorted breads, the honored guests mingled
with Department of Defense officials, ROA leaders, and ROA’s industry
partners. Most then headed to the Capitol for the ceremony, while others
stayed in the warmth of ROA’s headquarters to watch the swearing-in on
big-screen televisions.
MSG Nicholas Oresko, USA (Ret.), who received his Medal of Honor
for service in Germany during World War II, was one of those who
took advantage of ROA’s extended hospitality. “I’ve sat out in the cold
enough over the years,” he said. His first inauguration—also President
Eisenhower’s second—was the most exciting one for him, he said, but
“the excitement never leaves. It’s still wonderful to be here.”
Like SFC Rosser, MSG Oresko has now attended 14 inaugurations.
Both cite President John F. Kennedy’s inauguration as a highlight.
“They were all good, but Kennedy was very nice,” MSG Oresko said. “I
thought John Kennedy was especially gracious,” SFC Rosser said of a
cocktail reception to which the president had invited the Medal of Honor
recipients. “And I liked the way he talked.”
But at the ROA-hosted breakfast before this year’s swearing-in
ceremony, SFC Rosser said the inauguration of President Obama looked
to be another special one. “The people seem more excited than ever,” he
said. “This is a different crowd than I’ve seen before, and I’ve never seen
any this big.” J
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Conversations:

Perspectives on

Leadership

“Who wouldst
thou serve?”

GEN Peter W. Chiarelli

The title character of William Shakespeare’s King
Lear asks this of the stranger. “You” replies that
stranger, known to the audience as Kent. “Dost thou
know me, fellow?” asks the king.

“authority” Kent is alluding to a bestowed title—that
of king—but he more intentionally frames it as an
inward attribute, something in one’s “countenance,”
meaning a look or bearing.

“No, sir; but you have that in your countenance which
I would fain call master.”

The Officer’s editor, Eric Minton, sat down with a
selection of servicemen and women—senior leaders, junior leaders, and enlisted leaders—to get their
perspectives on leadership. Using Shakespeare’s
dialogue from King Lear as the starting point, these
conversations unfolded, touching on both the inner and
outer attributes that make a good leader, examples of
good leaders, the role of combat experience, the impact of technology on leadership, and the current state
of leadership in America’s military today.

“What’s that?”
“Authority.”
Putting aside the plot-driven circumstances surrounding this conversation (Kent, banished by King
Lear for defending the monarch’s disgraced—but
good—daughter, has returned in disguise to help
protect the now-disenfranchised king from his two
wicked daughters), Shakespeare is taking a stab
at the intangible qualities of leadership. In the word
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To read the complete transcripts of these conversations,
visit www.roa.org/theofficer.
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GEN Peter W. Chiarelli, USA
You’ve got to find a way to be one of them.

Humility

We sat at a round table in the Army vice chief of staff’s Pentagon office. During
our interview, GEN Peter W. Chiarelli often referred to “the trappings” of this office,
even as he looked back over his career as a cavalry officer and his time in Iraq,
first commanding the 1st Calvary Division there, and then as commander of the
Multi-National Corps–Iraq. On the walls, desk, and countertop are the mementos
typical of a long military career—the coins, the plaques, the statuettes—but on the
wall above his computer screen is a poster of the movie Saving Private Ryan. On
the opposite wall is a photo of the flag-draped Pentagon after 9/11: GEN Chiarelli
was running the Army Operations Center in the building on the day of the attack.
We start with Kent’s recognition of “authority” in King Lear’s countenance.

I think more than anything it speaks of a humility. Real, real
leaders, the best, are humble. Humility comes with service,
service to an ideal that is bigger than you. And when you take
a look at the Soldiers we have today, who are on their third,
fourth, fifth deployment, they are a wonderful group of young
men and women who are serving because of something bigger
than self for a cause that they believe in.
When you think of humility, whom do you think of with that
kind of leadership?
Omar Bradley was probably one of those individuals. He was a
humble individual who was a great leader and loved by the Soldiers he led because he was considered one of them. I think if
you’re going to lead Soldiers, you’ve got to find a way to be one
of them.
How do you do that?
A lot of different ways you can do that. You can do it by walking four blocks in the rain in your dress uniform rather than
waiting for the car to pick you up in the front of the building to
understand what it’s like to live in [the Pentagon’s] South Parking Lot. That can be a very humbling experience when you’re
asked the question, why we don’t allow umbrellas in the Army.
You can do that on the battlefield by walking patrol and understanding what it really means to wear Kevlar plates around the
battlefield with 123-degree heat every single day loaded down
with anywhere from 30, 40, 50, 60 pounds of other equipment.
You can’t possibly both understand and realize what that
Soldier is going through if you don’t take some time to walk
in his moccasins to see what it’s like. The idea of going out the
gate every single day in a Humvee in Iraq or Afghanistan today:
you put yourself in a position where your life could be taken
or you could be injured very, very quickly with no notice. That
idea of going out that gate very single day and looking the devil
in the eye, it’s important that leaders understand what Soldiers
are going through. That helps you understand some of the issues you see on this side of the war, things like post-traumatic
WWW.ROA.ORG

stress disorder and traumatic brain injury.
You need to ensure that
if you sit in this building,
you don’t get too taken
with a big office with your
own bathroom and not
understand that a pound
or two on a pack can make
a heckuva lot of difference
in how that Soldier feels
every day as he’s walking down the street.
Do you feel, especially today when we are at war, that combat experience is necessary in leadership?
I’m not going to say it’s necessary in every single instance. I
think it’s got to play an important role. I think combat experience gives you the opportunity to understand a little bit more
about what some Soldiers are going through on a day-to-day
basis because you’ve been out there with them. But there are
plenty of folks who are making tremendous contributions to
this fight that we’re in who have never served a day in combat. I
would argue that many of them contain those traits of leadership that you are trying to get at.
When you mention Omar Bradley, there’s almost an immediate ying and yang; you’ve got to think of Patton. Nobody thinks of
Patton as being humble.
In his moments he probably was. People don’t think of him as
humble, but at times I’m sure he was. At times, I think he displayed traits of humility with his Soldiers. And not all leaders
have the same traits. Just like all meals don’t have all the same
ingredients but they can be good. I think that’s what you find
with leadership. But I think humility is important.
Regarding different traits, do you need to get in touch with what
you find strength in within yourself ?
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I get strength from being with Soldiers. I get strength in doing
the kinds of things that Soldiers are doing and experiencing
what they’re experiencing. I remember as a young lieutenant, I
was a motor officer. I decided to put on the coveralls for a week
and go through what my mechanics were going through on a
weekly basis. It gave me an appreciation for what it meant to
have a full toolbox. It gave me an appreciation and understanding of what it meant to have something like a dry sweep so that
when you had a spill of oil, you cleaned it up so the floor wasn’t
all messed up; the importance of having rags so you could wipe
your hands off; the importance of having the right manuals.
I never forgot the lessons I learned, and I can go into a motor
pool today and draw back on the experience I had as a young
lieutenant, and that helps me understand the absolute criticality of those kinds of things.
Spending the week in the motor pool with your coveralls, was that
your idea or did somebody suggest that?
It was probably a great sergeant who told me to do that, because
all good ideas come from great sergeants. If you want to find a
guy who’s been in the Army 36, 30, 26, 24 years, they had one
constant, and that was the first noncommissioned officer they
worked with. You will hardly find anybody who makes the Army
a career who said their first platoon sergeant or first sergeant was
a dirtbag. I have never run into it in 36 years in the service.
Who are some of your mentors in leadership?
Tons of them. My first boss, guy named Tom Garrett. Retired as
a major general, but I knew him as a young captain and major
out of Vietnam. SFC Henry Linedecker was in the very first
unit I was in. A great veteran: taught me all kinds of things
about Soldiers and soldiering. As I grew older, people like former Chief of Staff of the Army Eric Shinseki, who I met as a
brand-new division commander. I was his G3 and later his chief
of staff. I worked for him again in the Army operations center
in 2001. In fact, I was running his operations center when the
plane hit the building. Just an absolute, amazing mentor.
I’ll give you another one who’s a civilian, Brewster Denny.
Brewster Denny was running the University of Washington
grad school in public affairs. He was the dean of that school at
the time the United States Army sent me back there to go to
school. I got into his program as a young captain prior to going
to West Point to teach. I learned just so much about leadership
and how to lead from him.
What did you learn in particular from him, because he wouldn’t
help you in understanding Soldiers?
The importance of second- and third-order effects and understanding that the decisions you make have more than a single
effect. He really understood that concept. If you run into anybody I work with today, you will hear me talk about secondand third-order effects. I’m looking for people who work for
me who always are willing to lay those out for me.
Normally, by the time a decision gets to this level, they try
to make it really easy for us because, you know, we’re old. And
they try to give you some very stark choices to make: the sun
will come up tomorrow or the sun won’t come up tomorrow,
which do you choose. But what you want is people who will
give you those solutions but at the same time will point out to
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you the second- and third-order effects of the decisions you
make. When you don’t do that you get some very, very bad
policy in this building, or you get yourself in a situation when
you’ve let down the people that you’re trying to serve.
Let’s talk about technology and its impact on leadership.
Technology is changing everything. How is it changing leadership? If we are going to truly, truly use our ability to pass information, you’ve got to break down the hierarchical structure of
the organization we’re in to allow that information to be passed
swiftly to the decision-makers who need that information.
You’ve got to be willing to break down the hierarchical roadblocks that are part of the bureaucracy.
When I was in Iraq, I had a picture on my desk of some guys
who held up a sign that said “Thanks, Pete.” It just appeared
one day, and I had no idea who these guys were. And it was a
MiTT team [Military Transition Team training Iraqi Security forces]. One day I got an e-mail; it’s a young kid who says,
“Hey, listen, they deployed me with an M16 rifle, and the guys
I’m getting ready to relieve have M4s.” The M4 is particularly a
better weapon if you’re riding around in a Humvee and you’ve
got all kinds of body armor on and you’ve got to get out of
that Humvee to take some kind of action. The M16 gets you
all tangled up, the M4 gives you the ability to get out. He says,
“These guys that are going back home are going to take these
M4s, they’re going to put them in their arms room, and they’re
going to sit until the next time they drill. Why can’t they have
my M16s and I have their M4s?” I got done reading that and
I walked down to my chief of staff and I said, “Don, I think
I’m going to write this guy back and tell him that before he allows those guys to leave that he roll them and take their M4s
and give them the M16s and tell them to get the heck out of
Dodge.” Don said, “Sir, please don’t do that.” And I said, “OK,
you figure out a way to make this happen.” My chief figured out
how to do it. And the picture that showed up on my desk was
these kids, and not only did they have a sign that said “Thanks,
Pete,” they were all with M4s. I always sign my e-mails Pete. VR
Pete. And I don’t care who I’m writing to unless they are senior
to me, that’s what they say.
What would have happened if that kid hadn’t done that?
He would have reported it to somebody, it would have finally
gotten to an iron major or iron colonel someplace who’d say,
“Oh, we can’t do that. Serial numbers and all those kinds of
things and we’ll lose accountability and dadá-dadá-dadá.” But
my chief was able to see the problem, understand there was a
way to fix the problem, understand something that I didn’t understand that those weapons had been used for a year, probably
made sense to send them down to Kuwait, get them rebuilt real
quick, and get them back up to the kids, and that’s what he did,
and within four days they were back up to the kids.
We need to figure out a way to maintain what’s absolutely
critical about the chain of command—that there’s somebody
always in charge—but at the same time free up the organization so that you can make maximum use of our ability to pass
information. There’s got to be a balance. But that’s what good
leaders do. They find a way to maintain that balance while at
the same time allow us to take advantage of all the things technology can bring to us. H
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BrigGen Tracy L. Garrett

Preparation

Real leaders are people, they’re not gods, they’re not heroes; they don’t
have the magic elixir.
BrigGen Tracy L. Garrett, USMCR, commanding general of Marine Corps Forces Europe and Africa, is the first female general in the Marine Corps Reserve, and she has
been selected for promotion to major general. She was visiting Washington, D.C.,
when we got together for this conversation. Hanging on the walls of the small conference room we used in the Pentagon were posters of U.S. postage stamps commemorating Marine leaders: LtGen Lewis B. “Chesty” Puller, two-time Medal of Honor
recipient SgtMaj Daniel J. Daly, LtGen John A. Lejeune, and GySgt John Basilone.
Someone who enjoys Shakespeare, BrigGen Garrett was intrigued by my choice of the
King Lear scene to start a discussion on leadership, as she had just recently read a
modern updating of the Lear story, A Thousand Acres by Jane Smiley.

Kent’s association really is one of huge loyalty, based not on
friendship necessarily, because they weren’t peers, but on a
sense of devotion to a person he admired. And then, caught up
in that, maybe he was a little bit blinded to the shortcomings
over time, because he stayed loyal through the whole play. How
uncommon it is to really have professional friends like that,
because you can hardly be one or have one. You can be friends
with your peers, but those for whom you’re responsible or for
those whom you lead, that degree of friendship is, I think, uncommon and sometimes inappropriate. That’s the basis for our
fraternization policies, that you wouldn’t have a friend like that.
That degree of devotion—looking at the four men who are
in here [on the posters]: there are still Marines who are entirely
devoted to the ideals John Lejeune had or Chesty Puller. We still
talk about them as though they are in the room. So much of our
culture is around these great men as examples of great leaders.
What do Marines see in these four men that you would follow?
Although they were leaders, and some of them quite senior, it’s
not really the authority of their position as much as their moral
authority as the keepers of Marineness. They seem to embody
what the high ideals of being a Marine and being in service are.
These are pretty startling men in their accomplishments, and I
think most Marines would aspire to some degree to be like them.
In your career, did you have any mentors who to you were examples for leadership, who were great leaders?
That’s a little bit different, being a woman, because in the Marine Corps there were very few whom you could choose. I
would say, for me, that all the good examples in my career have
been men. But given that, there are some pretty cool women
out there who can show me how they do those leadership
things, in their context. My favorite one is [Girl Scout founder]
Juliette Gordon Low. I’m a big fan of Girl Scouting. She decided what she wanted to do and, though it was not socially
acceptable, went out and did it, and today there are millions of
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women who’ve had the experience of being a Girl Scout or Girl
Guide who are doing great things because of what they learned
or what they learned about themselves through the confidence
they gained through scouting. I don’t think she was out to
change the world, but she did.
It’s never been easy to be a Marine, a woman Marine, so I admire early women Marines for sticking their hand in the air and
volunteering. Our original woman Marine [Opha Mae Johnson]
was in 1918; that’s a long time ago for her to raise her hand.
This cool job I have right now, with Marine Forces Africa,
has fed my interest in Africa. There are a couple gals down there
who are really inspirational to me. The woman who’s the president of Liberia; I had the chance to meet her, Ellen JohnsonSirleaf. She’s a grandmother. She’s a perfectly normal person on
the one hand, and just extraordinary on the other hand. Her
way of solving problems is to try to be completely honest and to
engage with people with a respect they haven’t been accorded
before. The other gal in Africa that I admire is from Kenya,
Wangari Maathai, a Nobel Peace Prize winner [2004]. They have
to look after the land, so she started planting trees [the Green
Belt Movement] in Kenya. But in writing the memoir of her life,
she revealed the core corruption of their political system, and
was a huge catalyst for change there in a very positive way. They
don’t do women in Kenya; they don’t do women in Liberia; so,
it’s interesting to me that these women can kind of percolate to
the top, staying who they are, staying close to their own personal
core, and their core interests and values, and still do good things.
“Staying who they are”: how important is it to be true to yourself
in leading people?
I think most people don’t know who they are, to start with. I
didn’t imagine that I was going to be where I am now. I didn’t
think the opportunities were there for me to do it. I didn’t imagine that it would be of interest to me, to start with. I just wanted
to be a good Marine. So I just started out to be a good Marine.
the
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And was that being true to who you are?
I think part of it is the gender thing. How can you be a good
Marine and still be a woman? Somehow those images don’t
seem to go together. But I think if you do the work, it kind of
speaks for itself.
Are leadership attributes different between men and women?
No, I don’t think so. Because the group of people that you need to
draw to your vision are all kinds. So you can’t say that there is only
one flavor of leader. There have to be many flavors of leaders that
are representative of the group with which you’re trying to get the
mission accomplished. In fact, the diversity of leadership is what
gets the bigger group, because more people can relate to the mission, and they can relate to the imperative of accomplishing it.
You mentioned LtGen Lejeune didn’t lead in a war context. How
important is combat experience to true leadership?
Well, it’s not combat, it’s adversity, difficulty. Everything is made
harder under adversity. You could choose combat or you could
choose extreme conditions. It’s very difficult to be a good leader
in the Antarctic. We can admire somebody who can be successful
under difficult conditions, or in an austere environment. It really
has to do with adversity.
The reason combat is a good catalyst for growing leaders
is because they must pay attention to what’s going on. If you
don’t, you just kind of fade to the edge because it’s a time of intense focus. Some people can do it and some people can’t. And
they can hardly prepare for it because they haven’t experienced
it before.
Is leadership, then, learned or innate?
Leadership is both. But the learned part is the gross muscle movement: “when this happens, then what?” But I apply the intellectual rigor to thinking about “what if ” and then when it happens
I can do it. So, it pays to prepare. It’s the Ginger Rogers thing—
everything Fred Astaire does, Ginger Rogers does backwards in
high heels, because she’s prepared for that. It looks easy, but it’s
not at all. I think there’s quite a lot of preparing yourself to be a
leader. You prepare yourself through study; you prepare yourself
through seeking incremental challenges—I can do that, and I can
do the next thing, then I can do the next thing. And you don’t
see leaders hanging back, saying, “Well, I can do that, but I don’t
have to show you that I can do that.”
Is there a sense of confidence that comes with each learned experience, too?
Yes, or an appreciation for it, that you’re not quite so naïve,
maybe, about some of the challenges. And once you get stuck
into it, you realize all the things you hadn’t considered. But
then you do consider them, and then you can do it. Combat
is very intimidating, but once you’re in it—I guess because
I’m not a person who’s out where the bullets are flying—once
you’re in the challenge, you kind of get your footing and you
recognize “I can do this. It’s still hard, but, first of all, I’m not
doing it alone, and secondly, I’ve been prepared to do it.”
One of the things that I look to do as a senior leader for the
people who work for me is to try to set the conditions for their
success. That’s a question I often ask myself: “Have I set the
conditions for this person to be successful?” And that means,
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to the extent that I can, does the person have the education?
Does he or she have the building block experiences to be successful in that? And if they fail, to some degree it’s a reflection
of how I’ve prepared them. Perhaps I haven’t done as good a
job as I could have, not just for them, but for their unit and for
the Marine Corps.
I think it’s interesting how we just see an aspect of somebody we admire and we forget that they’re a whole person. In
the last month or so I’ve been very interested in what else there
was about Abraham Lincoln. We all think Lincoln was such a
great guy, but let’s read some of Lincoln’s speeches given in his
time, under the conditions in which he had to operate, and see
what he said. We have this idea of him that isn’t really him. If
you look at that, then you say, that’s true about me, too. People
have an idea about me, but it’s maybe not really me.
So, is it the idea that’s leading or is it the person that’s leading?
I think leaders are very tangible. The good leaders are available; you can see them. You see them walking around in the
building, you see them in the barber shop, like real people, getting haircuts. In other words, they’re people, they’re not gods,
they’re not heroes or something like that; they don’t have the
magic elixir. Aside from that, they get prepared for their challenges the way that you do. They go to the gym. They’re in
the context of a family. They live in communities. That’s part
of who they are. They’re not a postage stamp; they’re a person. That actually makes them more accessible to you as a role
model, that they’re real people.
Does technology shape or change the perspective of leadership?
What technology helps me do as a leader is collaborate and
communicate better. I can widen my circle for inputs and
feedback through collaborative tools. Video teleconferencing
allows the ability to move six time zones in a day and get to
a meeting. And then the arrows go the other way, too: technology is supporting me in executing leadership. I can make a
DVD on motorcycle safety or vehicle safety, and I can get that
out to the 500 Marines who work in the 53 nations of Europe,
and they can all see me and hear me tell them how important
it is to me that they take these safety measures. I could never
get all those guys together otherwise. It helps me hear them on
the front end of decision-making, and it helps me on the back
end in disseminating decisions. But leaders have always used
whatever was available to help with that piece. So, technology
is helpful, but I don’t see it shaping in anyway.
But technology, especially something like the Future Combat System, is also bringing decisions down to some of the lowest levels,
and leadership is now being spread out more through the ranks.
We’re counting on it. That’s why the quality of Marines has
gone up so much in the last generation, because there’s no other
way to get the fight taken care of. Marines have to be so dang
smart at the lowest ranks. And what we have to do, as senior
leaders, is make sure we give them the information they need
to make smart choices where they are, without paralyzing them
with electrons. I’m paralyzed from electrons about half the
time. And I can be because I have more time to make decisions,
but they can’t be because their decisions have to be made [snapping her fingers] very quickly. H
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RDML Daniel R. May, USCG

Opportunity

Everyone is a leader. Leadership is all about readiness.

After we shot a few pictures in his Washington, D.C., office, RDML Daniel R. May, the
Coast Guard’s director of Reserve and training, suggested we shoot some pictures in a
hallway displaying the various Reserve Component awards, including ROA’s ADM Bud
Sparks Award for the Coast Guard Reserve Outstanding Junior Officer and the Admiral Waesche Award for Exceptional Reserve Program Stewardship. We returned to his
office, and though I started off with King Lear and Kent, the 1979 Coast Guard Academy graduate—who was the assistant superintendent of the Academy before being
promoted into his current position—channeled a well-known passage from another of
Shakespeare’s plays, Twelfth Night: “Some are born great, some achieve greatness,
and some have greatness thrust upon ‘em.” For RDML May, great leadership combines all three.

In my mind there are three things in leadership. You have
to have some innate qualities, personal qualities. You will acquire other skills during your development through experiences,
through mentorship, through formal training, through observations. And then you need opportunity. I think if you looked at
that in great detail, you’d find those three commonalities in our
great leaders across the country and certainly within the military.
I was watching 60 Minutes last night. They did a little spiel on
the pilot from US Airways [Captain Chesley Sullenberger, who
ditched the crippled Airbus 320 airliner in the Hudson River
after taking off from New York’s LaGuardia Airport]. Here’s a
guy, grew up in the military, has flown for 30-some years, and
would have never been known by the public; he’s toward the end
of his career, but the tragic events on that plane provided him
with the opportunity. He had the skills, he had the experience, he
had all those things until that day the opportunity occurred and
he exercised all those things, and, in a true leadership way, took
charge of that plane, saved 155 lives. That’s a clear demonstration
of what leadership is all about. And I think you could draw similar conclusions to the battlefield.
When you say “Who are you going to follow?” you look for
folks with those types of characteristics that you want to follow,
you want to emulate; you want to be with them, you want to be
in their charge to accomplish and make things happen in a positive way for the organization. I think that’s especially true in the
Coast Guard. We look for folks who fit those areas very well.

strikes, when there are lives at stake, or a mission to be accomplished, you’ve got that authority to act, and we expect you to
do so. That bias for action. Those are the things a person is born
with, and then you can refine those, you gain the experience, you
gain the observations from seeing others, and that all then builds
to make you into the leader that you are.

What are those innate traits in your mind?
I think the ones you’re born with: certainly, honesty, integrity,
compassion. A “bias for action.” That’s a term you’ll hear around
the Coast Guard, and I would like to think that’s somewhat of
an innate trait, but I think we also encourage that and develop
it further through our leadership programs and the things that
we do within the Coast Guard. What that’s really all about is:
we don’t necessarily wait. [Hurricane] Katrina’s a good example.
We instill in our field commanders that concept; when tragedy

You used a term—and a lot of people use it—“leadership skills.” It
invokes the idea that it has been trained. What is a leadership skill?
It’s about motivation; it’s about working collaboratively, about
how to direct people. There are certain ways you can direct people that are positive. It’s about reinforcement. It’s about thanking
people for their service, for what they do for you. I think those
things are things you can learn and develop. Somebody was talking about leadership a couple of months ago and about definitions. I think the best definition I heard was that ‘leadership is all
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You’ve brought up “observation” twice.
Coming from the Coast Guard Academy, I loved talking with the
cadets. They were great young men and women in that they really
liked to talk to folks about leadership and about their experiences. They were like a sponge; they would just sit down with you
and soak up some of these things.
Do you think that’s a trait of leadership?
I do, absolutely, and what I used to tell them is that during your
career you will see examples of extraordinary leadership that you
need to observe and file away, and that’s how you develop. You’ll
also see examples of where folks either failed to lead or maybe led
in the wrong way, and you can learn from that, too. You can learn
from the positive and you can learn form the ones who maybe led
in the not-so-positive way. One of the terms we like to use in the
Coast Guard is “lifetime learner,” and I think leadership fits into
that category very well. You’ve got to constantly be learning. I’m
still learning today, I’ll be learning until the day I die. The more
you can learn, the more you can observe other people, the better
off you will be; so, look for all those opportunities.
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about getting someone to do something that they might not ordinarily would have done, but through your interaction they not
only do that, they feel good about doing that.’ So that’s the art—
if you want to put leadership in that category—that’s the art of
leadership. It’s also about the collaborative piece, about working
with others. It’s easy sometimes to lead an organization in a certain direction, but a part of leadership that I think is even more
difficult is working with another organization. You’ve got to be
able to work collaboratively with folks toward a common goal.
Who were some personal mentors to you in leadership?
I have not had one mentor; I kind of took the sponge approach.
Early in my career I had the opportunity to spend a lot of time
out in the field, working with small units within the Coast Guard
commanded by chiefs, chief petty officers, senior chiefs, master
chiefs, and warrant officers, and I spent a lot of time watching
them. So I learned a lot from them, seeing how they managed
their units. These are folks doing search-and-rescue, law enforcement, aids to navigation. It was a great learning environment for
me, learning from those folks. And again, I learned in both: I
saw a lot of great things, I saw some not so great. I also had a tour
where I traveled around the Coast Guard working with our buoy
tender fleet; I got to sail on just about every buoy tender in the
Coast Guard. Those are usually commanded by O-4s or O-5s,
about a 40 to 50-person crew, requiring good communication,
good teamwork, doing a dangerous mission. And I saw everything from flat, calm seas, to rough, so it could be very challenging. Again I saw some fantastic captains and their crews perform
extraordinarily, and I saw a few others where I filed that away and
said, “That was not a good thing.”
From a leadership perspective, I was blessed to have those experiences early in my career, and the good Lord blessed me with
a brain smart enough to recognize those learning opportunities.
And not only observing them, but I also had time to interact
with the folks and ask, “Why did you do X, Y, or Z?” and they
were able to share those things with me. So I would say I really
am a product of a whole host of folks and the organization that
gave me those opportunities.
When I did get my first command as a lieutenant I was able to
demonstrate a lot of those things that I had learned. I don’t think
I realized it at the time, in the actions I was doing, how much the
early learning experiences had influenced my behavior. But looking back on it now, 20 years later, I recognize how they played a
great role in my ability as a lieutenant. I was in charge of a station
at a small base and had about 75 people I was responsible for
with search-and-rescue and a variety of other missions. It was a
pretty challenging position for a lieutenant. I didn’t recognize it
at the time, but the success of that command, I owe to having had
those experiences early in my career.
Do you think that people can be leaders without realizing they’re
leaders?
I think so. There’s a guy, John Gibson’s his name. He worked for a
major insurance company in Hartford, Conn., an executive of 34
years, had a Ph.D. He really understood the real leadership concepts from a business perspective, but saw how they applied to
the military, as well. His wife had passed away, and he wanted to
come over and be part of the Coast Guard Academy’s leadership.
30
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This was in the early ’90s, when we were developing some key
leadership programs there. We couldn’t hire him, but he didn’t
really want to get paid, so he joined the Coast Guard Auxiliary.
He really kick-started some leadership courses. The guy was phenomenal. He wore this T-shirt that said “Everyone in the Coast
Guard is a leader.” People would ask him, “Who’s a leader?” and
he would say, “Everyone’s a leader.” So he had this T-shirt made
up and he would put it on and go into the classroom and say to
the students, “Explain to me what this means.” His whole point
was that everyone will have an opportunity to be a leader, and it
may be ever-so-slightest.
Which brings us to preparation. I’m thinking of Tom Brady, the
New England Patriots quarterback. His whole thing is concentrating on doing good in practice because, he says, that’s where he wins
Super Bowls, in practice.
We like to use the term readiness. I like to think that leadership
and acquiring those skills is all about readiness. It’s about being
ready to execute the mission. It’s about being ready to perform
your job no matter what, because you just don’t know when that
situation might come up. Obviously the US Airways pilot is a
great example. He took off for Charlotte like he’s done time and
time again, and it had all the indications of being a normal flight.
But you never know. I’d like to think his military background is
why he was able to do that, because I think the military does afford people opportunities to practice leadership one way or the
other. It could be combat, it could be many other ways. Some
folks found what he did amazing; I don’t think it’s quite that
amazing because I’ve been a product of the military organization. He was very clearly able to assess the situation and then very
clearly look at options, evaluate risk, and come to a conclusion.
Anytime anybody faces adversity, that’s the thought process folks
go through. His situation changed dramatically; he had to immediately assess that, then he had to very clearly assess what his
options were, and the risk associated with each of those, and then
act upon that. Clearly he acted in the right way. I think being
ready to do that, being prepared to do that, is what it’s all about.
I remember I was the operational commander for the port of
Boston in the Northeast. It was a cold winter day; we had a fishing boat that was taking on water and was trying to head back
to Gloucester. It was clear they weren’t going to make it. We had
a helicopter overhead; I had one of my small boats on scene. I
had put a couple of my crewmembers over on the boat, but they
couldn’t control the flooding. The boat was gong to sink, but
we were also motivated to help save this fisherman’s boat if we
could. So we ended up rigging a tow, and then we took everyone
off the boat by helicopter. I had seen these before, and I said that
in rigging that tow, should that boat start to sink we’ve got to
be able to release that tow immediately so that we don’t jeopardize our 47-foot boat with the sinking of the 80-foot trawler.
Sure enough, it couldn’t have been more than about 10 minutes
the trawler rolled and started to sink and the crew immediately
released the tow. One of my folks in the command center said,
“Wow! Captain, you called that one.” It’s all about preparedness.
I didn’t know that was going to happen, but it’s all about experience, about being prepared and being ready should something
happen. As it turned out, we weren’t able to save the boat, but we
saved six lives we pulled off that boat. H
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NCO Roundtable

Passion

There’s some intangible magic. You’ve got to bring it.

At ROA’s junior officer professional development programs during the Association’s annual meetings, the Reserve Enlisted Association sponsors a panel of senior noncommissioned officers who give the young officers
leadership and management tips. After the NCO’s panel concluded at this year’s Mid-Winter Conference (see
page 55), we gathered in one of the hotel’s restaurants for a roundtable discussion on leadership. Attending
were (pictured, left to right) SFC Tony Johnson, USAR, assigned to the Office of the Chief of Army Reserve;
SMSgt Kim Guidry, USAFR, Reserve Component personnel superintendent for the Joint Staff; 1SG Douglas
Conaway, ARNG, at the Army National Guard Warrior Training Center, Fort Benning, Ga.; SMSgt Thomas (T.K.)
Stoudt, ANG, National Guard Bureau A7 (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosives)
and emergency management functional manager at Headquarters, Air National Guard; SSG Michael Noyce Merino, Montana ARNG, an infantry squad leader with the
163rd Cavalry Regiment who last fall became the first
Guard member ever to be named the Army’s NCO of
the Year; and PSC Doug Gilmer, USCGR, chief port security specialist for Sector Baltimore.
The group was not familiar with King Lear, so I recounted the story for them. Let’s just say I didn’t come
anywhere near Shakespeare’s adept handling of the
complex plot. Thus, this group of NCOs tended to
focus more on the nature of Kent’s service, trying to
come to grips with why Kent would risk having his
head chopped off to serve the very king who promised
to do the beheading for the flimsiest of reasons.
SSG Noyce Merino: I think Kent came back because he believed in King Lear. He believed that he had the ability to be a
great king. And talking about authority, when I see someone and
I recognize that they have authority, it’s the ability to command,
the ability to inspire. When you can take on a mission, take on a
goal and make it personal, and inspire other people to follow you,
I think that’s authority. As far as me personally, what it would
take for me to come back and work for somebody who had
kicked me out, I would have to believe in them, and I would have
to place the mission above my own personal feelings. I’d have to
believe that whoever it is that I’m serving can, with guidance, accomplish the mission and that it’s in the best interest of the goal,
the mission, for me to help him do that.

‘Guidance’ seems to be a key caveat for you.
SSG Noyce Merino: Absolutely. Because if I thought he could

do it on his own, I’d let him. He kicked me out, and if he didn’t
need me anymore I would trust him to accomplish it. The reason
I’m coming back is because I believe I could help him, and the
mission is more important than my personal feelings.
SMSgt Guidry: I’ve only had one situation in my 23-year career,

a two-star, who I feel I would follow like that, and it’s because he
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took my constructive criticism and he respected what I had to
say. I actually told this two-star, “Sir, you can’t do that,” and he’s
like, “Got it.” And to this day, he’s the only one I would want to
work for that much more. He respected what I had to say; he respected my constructive criticism.
SFC Johnson: Authority, first of all, to me is power, having a
certain amount of granted power, or the will to execute something. It sounds like in this story, if it were me, what it would take
for me to continue under that type of leadership is someone similar to what SMSgt Guidry just said, someone who would trust
you enough, and they would also confide in you enough to allow
you to make decisions like that.
1SG Conaway: Honesty. You could get Soldiers to do a lot of

things. But if you don’t tell them honestly what’s going on, they
might do it once, twice. The third time they’re going to learn and
you’re going to be on your own. Be honest with Soldiers; let them
know you care about them, you’re putting out accurate information to the best of your ability. The biggest problem with a lot
of things is the underinformed Soldier, Sailor, Airman, Marine,
Coast Guardsman. But as long as you keep them informed, and
you’re honest with them, you’ll gain a lot of respect.
the
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That also goes for being honest in telling them where their
mistakes are so they’ll know how to improve. If you’re not honest with that Soldier and you don’t tell him, “Hey, you need to
fix this,” as he goes up in the ranks he’s now affecting four other
people, and four more people are going to be affected by each of
those four people. By not telling him and being honest with him,
it’s got a long-term effect. Honesty is crucial to success.
PSC Gilmer: I would say I can work for anybody if I’m ordered

to. It goes back to respecting the position, not necessarily the person. Sometimes you’re forced to do things because of the greater
good because you have the mission at heart. But I think that in
order for that relationship to be most beneficial, I’m going to
have to recognize the greater good.

SMSgt Stoudt: I agree with the last statement and SFC John-

son, that I think authority equals power, and there’s two kinds of
power in my book: position power and personal power. The king
obviously has the position power. But there seems to be something missing for me in the story for me to come back and serve
him. There must be more than that one bad decision you shared
with us; maybe it was one bad decision among 20 or 200 good
decisions, so I need that piece of the puzzle. I certainly respect
authority power from the position that person is in; but for me
to come back, I have to respect that personal power side also.
And they get that from many different ways, whether it’s information, expertise, charisma. But I would have to make sure that I
had secured that personal power piece to come back and serve in
that kind of environment.
Kent is willing to lose his head to serve his
king, kind of like taking a bullet for a leader,
a statement I’ve heard NCOs use. Has there
been a leader who made you feel that way?
1SG Conaway: It doesn’t have to be some-

body higher in rank. It should be anybody.
Our job is to take care of our Soldiers, and I
would rather it be myself than writing a letter back to my Soldier’s wife or mother.

PSC Gilmer: I agree that it’s our job to take care of those who

are in our charge. I think it goes both ways; whether it’s an officer or another enlisted person, I, too, would much rather take
the hit than one of my folks, whether it’s a figurative or literal,
administrative or actual casualty. I wouldn’t want to write that
letter home, nor am I ever going to put my people in a position
that I’m not willing to go into as well; I’m not going to expect
any more out of them than I’m willing to do, and that’s what I try
to show my folks. If I’m willing to give 100 percent, then I want
you to do the same. Hopefully, the feeling I have about them, the
willingness to take the hit for them, is reciprocal, not only between that person and myself but also within the unit.

SSG Noyce Merino: I want to divide this into two parts. First
off is, whoever is out in the field with me, whoever is on the mission with me, every person’s life on the mission is equal, whether
it’s a second lieutenant, lieutenant colonel, a private, or a sergeant. My job is to take care of my Soldiers; I’d be very quick to
take a bullet for them. But at the same time, I’m willing to take a
bullet for anyone else who is on that mission. Our lives are equal.
32
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The other part is, let’s say, for instance, a commander comes to
me and says, “Hey, I want you to do this special mission, something extra, this extremely risky thing for me, and I picked you
to do it.” There are some very high criteria that have to be met
for me to willingly do that. Yes, I’m a Soldier; yes, I do my mission; but I have to believe that leader has my best interest and
the interest of my men at heart and that we’re not expendable,
that if I’m going to go risk my life and their lives it’s for a worthy
cause. He’s asking us to do this mission because he believes in us
to do it, and I have to trust his judgment that if he’s putting us
into harm’s way, he believes the mission is more important than
our lives. I think there has been only one man who has qualified
in that way, and everybody else has fallen short of that standard.
In my mind, it’s a very high standard. That’s why I say, lead from
the front because that proves your intentions. I’ll follow any commander on the ground because they’re on the ground; we’re dong
the mission. But when you have somebody who sits back and
says, “Go forward and do this,” I have to believe that they have,
not just my own interest, but the interest of my men.
SFC Johnson: I’d like to echo the same sentiments. When
we signed up in this uniform, we’ll defend this nation and we’ll
stand up for our Soldiers and take a bullet for anyone, regardless
of who it may be, sister services or whatever. In a situation I faced
over in Iraq, we were not ordered, but we were asked to go out on
a mission with special forces by our commandant. Unfortunately,
the commandant was from a sister service, from the Marine
Corps. He wanted 10 guys to go out and help kick in doors, and
our senior NCO stood up and told him we were not going to do
that; it had nothing to do with our mission, it was totally voluntary, we had never even met the special force guys, we were not
briefed on what their mission was. In that instance, I do recall
hearing one of them say it’s not worth taking a bullet or losing
one of our men for something that could be personal.

Does our military, right now, have good leadership through the
ranks?
SSG Noyce Merino: More yes than no. We’re not where we
need to be at all. But the mission we’re faced with, the situation
we’re given, we’re doing an incredible job. There’s always room
for improvement.
SMSgt Stoudt: This dialogue is really close to the Saving Pri-

vate Ryan question. Do you save the private because the Big
Army told you to, or do you follow the captain into battle and
take a bullet for the [officer in charge]. To answer that question
leads me to be less positive than SSG Noyce Merino is about
our leadership. There’s only one of those officers out there who I
would go save Private Ryan for. I’ve been disappointed more in
leadership than I have rushed to take a bullet, whether it be administratively or physically. I would be scared to death to go into
battle with some of the cats I’ve worked for.

PSC Gilmer: It’s not just the Air Force. It’s the Coast Guard as
well. There are very few people in positions of authority over me
in the Coast Guard that I would just drop everything for and
follow into battle. There are a couple whom I trust, but a lot of
that comes from the culture of the Coast Guard. Since 9/11,
the Coast Guard is an entirely different service. Prior to 9/11,
whereas the Coast Guard always had a national security mission,
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always had an in-theater mission, always had a law-enforcement
mission, those always took a back door to the environmental
mission and aids to navigation. You basically had what I call the
blue Guard and green Guard. You had the blue-suiters who did
the aids to navigation and the environmental stuff, and you had
the green Guard, the port security units that regularly deployed
and all went through combat school, but there was a real lack of
leadership in that particular area. After 9/11, you suddenly found
yourself working for people who had very little or no operational
background. Quite frankly, you didn’t quite trust their judgment.
A lot of that is changing now within our service, and I think
we’re seeing a very distinct culture change in the Coast Guard.
That’s being driven from the top, a commandant who’s operationally minded and has given the marching order that you get on
board or you get out. You may want to work in the environmental field, but that may not be where you stay, and you need to be
prepared to make the tough decisions when they come.

SSG Noyce Merino: You can’t be a leader without passion.

SMSgt Stoudt: An easy one is the Fit to Fight Program for the

SFC Johnson: Hooah.

Does a good leader keep everybody accountable? Does a good leader
keep him- or herself accountable?

SSG Noyce Merino: The fact that you either care about your
Soldiers or the mission enough to want to be a leader in the first
place, that’s what gets you there. And when you’re there, you cannot be a leader without having passion for both the mission and
whoever it is that’s following you. Without that, you will never
succeed. It takes that to continually take the bullet administratively, physically, whatever for the people that you’re leading. You
constantly fill this gap between your higher leadership and the
troops, and you have to want to do that; you have to be able to
put your heart into that.

Air Force. An audit on that [found] there’s no integrity in the
program; there are people who gained 4 inches on their waist in
85 days. If commanders are not holding the standards on fit to
fight, what about the big things?

SMSgt Stoudt: Lack of accountability is what affects our reten-

tion rate the most. I’ve got some performers who don’t get recognized for their performance, whether it’s getting an award or
promotion; it goes to the guy or gal who’s waited in line and who
hasn’t performed. You see the same thing on the rating systems:
everybody gets fives, but you know who the threes are, you know
who the fours are. Why not say it out loud?

SMSgt Guidry: I can see with this enlisted panel that the biggest issue we have is that we all have passion for what we do. If
you don’t have passion and you think of this as drawing a paycheck, you’re not going to move up. Passion
is everything. [The other NCOs all nodded or vocalized agreement.] You’ll move
up, but you’re not going to feel rewarded.
You’re not going to have that self-actualization, that peak.
SFC Johnson: I totally agree with that.
And it sounds like SMSgt Stoudt was reading my mind because I was thinking earlier
that, when you’re talking about accountability, one of the first things that jumps
out with me is the NCO Evaluation Report. We’re having such a
systemic problem with leaders holding their Soldiers accountable
when it comes to evaluations. Counseling, evaluations, these are
some of the things that foster good leadership. Officers have to
start stepping up and holding Soldiers accountable with evaluations, because that’s the only way you’re going to be able to fairly
promote a Soldier or give a fair assessment on where you want
this person.

When SMSgt Guidry mentioned passion, everybody here lit up.
What role does passion play in leadership?
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SMSgt Stoudt: I was a [Professional Military Education] in-

structor. Passion is what takes leadership to application. Everybody can read the books, you can read John C. Maxwell, you
can learn situational leadership, you can learn the core values.
But when you’ve got to work Saturday, you’ve got to work overtime, you’ve got another tour in the desert, you’ve got to deliver
some bad news to a troop, the passion is what gets leadership to
application.

PSC Gilmer: If the people that you’re leading don’t see the pas-

sion, if they don’t see the spark, they don’t see the light…

SMSgt Stoudt: It’s infectious, too.
PSC Gilmer: …. What’s going to get them through? And you’re

right, it is infectious.

SSG Noyce Merino: I want to backtrack a little bit, talk about
accountability, because I was thinking about it while everybody
else was talking. I think of the problem we have sometimes—I
guess people call it professional courtesy—where we have a Soldier who gets a DUI, and he’ll get an article 15; he’ll get punished for it. Then we have a staff sergeant who gets a DUI, and
he’ll get a slap on the wrist or nothing. That breaks the morale
of Soldiers. The leadership isn’t being held accountable, and
when they’re not, it sends a message that we have two groups; we
have leadership and we have Soldiers, and they’re not the same.
They’re not treated the same. One of them gets benefits and the
other one doesn’t. And that will destroy morale in a unit and destroy cohesion faster than anything else.
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You touched on leadership as an entity, “the leadership” vs. leadership as a quality. There are two different things, the institution of
leadership—officers and senior NCOs—and there’s the quality of
being a leader. Are you seeing a disconnect between the institution of
leadership and the real qualities of leadership?
SSG Noyce Merino: Absolutely. Especially when you talk to a

lower enlisted, E-4 and below. Where they say “The Leadership,”
it’s basically their team leader to their company commander, as
far as they’re concerned. You can be in a leadership position and
part of the leadership and not have leadership qualities. You can
be just filling the job, checking the block, and not being a leader.
Down the ranks, does that undermine the notion of leadership,
leadership just becomes “the officers”?

1SG Conaway: As far as the aspects of leading, I don’t think it’s

that important. However, we are in the military, and for a lot of
Soldiers, as soon as they see somebody like this senior master sergeant [he gestures toward SMSgt Stoudt] and they’ll look at him
and say, “Hey, he’s got this badge and that badge and another
badge; this guy, I’ll listen to what he says.” Compared to somebody who didn’t have a badge or didn’t have combat experience,
even though we’re not saying he or she is a less-quality Soldier
or individual, if you’ve got prior experience in a combat zone or
doing this type of mission, it just reiterates the importance that
this guy knows what he’s talking about.

SMSgt Guidry: I think with the new paradigm shift that’s going
on and the situation we’re in right now, that’s the norm.

SSG Noyce Merino: No. For the young enlisted, they may

PSC Gilmer: I think it’s not necessarily critical to the founda-

aspire to be a leader. My story was that my team leader did not
display the qualities of leadership. He was the person holding a
job, he did the absolute least he could to get by, and there was
nothing I admired about him. I resented that. But I wanted to be
a leader. I wanted to take his job and do it a hundred times better than he did. So, there’s a separation there between who is in
place, what they are doing right or wrong, and what you imagine
it should be and you want it to be.

tion of leadership, but I want the person at the helm to be wellrounded. And I think that means that person has got to have
operational experience, whether it’s combat experience in the
Army or Marine Corps, or even the Air Force, or from the Coast
Guard’s perspective somebody that’s led a port security unit overseas securing oil platforms, or has done numerous tours in an
operational capacity in charge of a law-enforcement detachment,
something like that. That credibility goes a long way.

Leadership sounds like it came from inside you. How much of leadership is trained, and how much is internal?

Earlier in the discussion I had given a heads up that my last question would build on SSG Merino’s use of the phrase “spirit of leadership.” They were to think of one word that describes that spirit of
leadership. By the time we got to the end, I cut them some slack; if
they couldn’t do it in one word, they could give me a formula.

SFC Johnson: I think that depends on the individual Soldier,
officer or enlisted, because you’re going to have those individual
Soldiers who are born with certain leadership qualities. That
which is internal only comes out with that passion that SMSgt
Guidry said. A natural leader, such as SSG Merino, wants to be
a leader. There’s nothing trained about that, that’s inside of him.
What comes from the institution only enhances that.

SSG Noyce Merino: So many terms come to mind, and there’s

PSC Gilmer: I don’t know that you can train a person to be a

1SG Conaway: Dedivotion.

leader. I think that you can put a person in a classroom and you
can give a person the tools they need to be a leader; you can give
them the tips, the books, whatever. I think you inspire a person
to leadership. I think it’s an internal attribute.

SSG Noyce Merino: This is the way I’d describe it. I think the

spirit of leadership is something that people can be born with. I
think the skills of leadership have to be learned. You can teach
someone how to be a leader, but that doesn’t necessarily mean
they receive it. A person learns how to be a leader by looking at
leaders they admire, taking on those qualities, and then learning
through experience, what works, what doesn’t, and how to interact with people. Nobody knows from birth what leadership style
is going to work on every other person. That has to be learned.
SMSgt Stoudt: That’s the NCO of the Year right there. Wow!

Awesome.

SFC Johnson: This is a leader talking about leadership.
1SG Conaway: Leadership: either you’ve got it or you don’t.

Plain and simple. If you can’t communicate and you can’t lead
you’re not going to be a great leader. Anybody can be a leader but
to be a great leader you’ve got to communicate.
How necessary in the military is combat experience to leadership?
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one thing that defines leadership over everything else and that’s
faithfulness. You’re faithful to the mission, faithful to the troops,
faithful to yourself, faithful to the ideals.

Dedication and devotion?
1SG Conaway: Yeah, you said one word. So, dedivotion.
PSC Gilmer: He cracked the code.
SFC Johnson: I’m going to use a formula, and it’s from this
movie, the greatest movie I know, and it’s called The Gladiator. I
think those two words are strength and honor. That to me is what
exemplifies leadership.
SMSgt Stoudt: Stroner? [Everybody laughs.]
PSC Gilmer: I’ll go with one word that I think can summarize a

lot of what these guys said, and I’m going to go back to the word
passion. I think if you have passion, you’re going to have the dedivotion, you’re going to have the strength, you’re going to have the
honor. It’s all part of the package.

SMSgt Guidry: You stole my word. I said it from the beginning,
you have to have passion. Because if you don’t have passion, you
don’t believe in what you’re doing.
SMSgt Stoudt: My word is kismet. There’s some intangible

magic that one brings, that brings passion to leadership. It’s like
It, and I don’t know what It is. Kismet. You’ve got to bring it. H
WWW.ROA.ORG

CPT Sierra Usher, USAR

Loyalty

Being a good leader and being a good follower share the same attributes.
CPT Usher and I met at this year’s ROA Mid-Winter Conference and Reserve Component
Expo, where she was serving as a sergeant at arms. We set up a phone conversation
from her home in Wichita, Kan., where she is the headquarters and headquarters company (HHC) commander for the 89th Sustainment Brigade and in her civilian life a mediator for the Parent and Community Support Network with the Wichita Public Schools. While
she is a junior officer, she is not so junior in experience: she entered the Army Reserve in
1988 and reached the rank of E-7 before getting her commission. Nevertheless, she took
on the topic from the perspective of an officer brand new to command in a command that
was, itself, brand new. We started with the King Lear passage and CPT Usher’s interpretation of Kent’s “authority.”

Someone with the ability or capacity to make things happen,
someone who can impact decisions: that’s what I see as authority. I haven’t met anybody like Kent with that kind of loyalty, but
I have met people in my lifetime who have the ability to make
things happen, who serve as an authority figure.
Anybody in particular?
I served as an aide to BG George Harris. He was the deputy commanding general for the 89th Regional Readiness Command.
The thing that inspired me about him was his loyalty, his selfless
service, his personal courage, and the respect people had for him.
Do you see a lot of the qualities of leadership in your civilian work,
in the hierarchy of a school district?
We do have some individuals in our school district who are true,
quality leaders. I think about Denise Wren, the assistant superintendent of high schools. She is very loyal to her work, very loyal
to the students, very loyal to the staff who works under her, making sure that she teaches them what she knows, brings them up in
rank, as well as ensuring that the students have what they need.
And if there are individuals who work for her that are not doing
what’s best for kids, she doesn’t have a problem letting them
know that.
Is combat experience essential to good leadership in the military?
I don’t think so. There are a lot of good leaders who haven’t gone
to theater, although I think it enhances it. I will tell you I learned
so much while I was over in theater. I came back a better person;
I was a more knowledgeable person. I was ready for new experiences, new challenges, new opportunities to be able to put in
practice what I had learned while I was over there in Iraq.
So Iraq, for you, was a big part of the ingredients in the caldron of
leadership.
For me it was. I wouldn’t say that for everybody, but for me it
was.
So are there any other caldrons that help enhance leadership skills,
leadership abilities, leadership perspective?
WWW.ROA.ORG

Desire to do well. Having great self-confidence. Having great
mentors. For some, college, but not for all. It doesn’t take
schooling to become a great leader, in my opinion, but for some
it does. I think how you were raised plays a big part in that. The
things you learned as a child; the culture that is still with you
now plays a big part in forming leadership. Life experience.
Can leadership be taught?
I think that a person can be blessed with abundant leadership
skills, but I also think that mastering a defined set of skills, that is
taught to you, that you learn.
‘Mastery’ is a cool word. Why did you use the word ‘mastering’?
Because, with leadership, you can’t half-do stuff. There are certain
key qualities, key ingredients that you have to have in order to
be a leader: Loyalty, being able to share your vision, being able to
recognize individuals for what they do, having a caring spirit, that
speaks volumes for individuals who are under you; being able to
listen, spending time with those who are under you, being visible. Some people don’t know how to do those things, they don’t
know how to listen, they don’t know how to be caring, but to me,
if you master some of those things right there, those are some of
the core pieces of leadership. And you have to have that balance
to know how much of it to give; you can’t give too much, you
can’t give too little; it’s a balance. When I speak about mastering,
those are the things you learn from other people who have been
there, done that, and have received the T-shirt and are wearing it.
You learn from the experiences they’ve had. When you have good
mentors who have had those great leadership experiences, they
share those things with you.
In your position, as a captain with your experience, do you see much
difference between being a good leader and a good follower, or are
they the same attributes?
I think they have some of the same attributes. When I look at a
good follower, do I see loyalty? Yes. Do I see duty? Yes. Do I see
integrity? Yes. Do I see personal courage? Yes. I think you have to
have some of the same attributes. H
the
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For a recap of
Association
business at MidWinter, see the
ROA National
President’s
message on
page 3, and the
editorial on page
4. An excerpted
transcript of the
Reserve Chiefs
Panel begins
on page 59.
For more MidWinter coverage
and photos, visit
www.roa.org/
midwinter.
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ROA/ROAL Mid-Winter Conference
& 24th Annual Reserve Component Expo

E

Feb. 1-4, Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.

nergy—in every permutation—popped up during these four February days, in expected and unexpected ways. The bright lights and packed rows of the Expo on
the opening evening. The laughter of a party in full swing as I got off the elevator and waded into the Air Force social. Row upon row of servicemembers listening quietly to the Reserve Component chiefs, and then a burst of thoughtful questions. Thinking “Wow!” at the hours of effort behind every ROAL table decoration, door prize,
and ambitious scholarship plan. The buzz of all this human energy made me proud of
our Reserves and of our Association, and of all the efforts that we individually make.
—LtCol M.E. Earl, USMCR (Ret.), Associate Editor
In the pages that follow, LtCol Earl and the rest of The Officer team—Editor Eric Minton, Senior Editor
Elizabeth H. Manning, Associate Editor Jeanne Kouhestani, Senior Photographer COL John Chapman, USA (Ret.), and ROA National Public Relations Officer CAPT Henry Plimack, USCGR (Ret.)—
capture the buzz and bring you the highlights of the ROA and ROAL Mid-Winter Conference and Reserve Component Expo.
WWW.ROA.ORG

ADM Michael G. Mullen
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

A Time of
Extraordinary Change
“Our challenge will be to capture
the lessons we learn and then
rapidly incorporate them.”

A

day after the just-in-bounds touchdown by the Pittsburgh
Steelers shut down the biggest comeback in Super Bowl
history, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff heard
himself introduced by his Reserve advisor—ROA Life Member
Maj Gen James W. Graves, USAFR—as “our own MVP, a man
who knows the importance of keeping control of the ball with
both feet in bounds.” ADM Michael G. Mullen, USN, then proceeded to demonstrate just that.
“We live in a time of extraordinary change,” the chairman told
the overflow crowd at ROA’s joint services luncheon during the
2009 Mid-Winter Conference. “Our challenge will be to capture
the lessons we learn and then rapidly incorporate them.”
The most obvious driver of that change is the economic crisis,
he said, and he sounded a warning bell about its impact on national security. As “resources are drying up,” global instability will
intensify “in places we might be able to predict; but as those of
you who have been doing this for a while know, also in places we
are not so good at predicting,” he said.
ADM Mullen expressed caution regarding lean budget times
ahead. “There is not an institute of government that, one, is not
going to be affected, and two, shouldn’t be affected,” he said. The
challenge for the Department of Defense (DoD) is to “represent
what we need for national security,” which hinges on the lessons
of experience: how to use the resources it has best, where the
needs are greatest.
The needs are in such areas as equipment and training, but
to distill it down to what’s most important, it’s the needs of servicemembers, the admiral said. “When we’ve got you or someone
going into the fight, what do we need to do beforehand, what do
we need to do afterwards?” he asked. “And what policies should
change? What laws should change?”
In the months since ADM Mullen was sworn in as the 17th
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in October 2007, the pendulum of perception with regard to the Reserve Component has
swung back a bit from operational to strategic. DoD has increasingly emphasized the unique capabilities of the Reserve forces and
the importance both of applying them strategically and preserving
them for domestic as well as international missions.
ADM Mullen made several points about manpower, in the
presence of ROA members, CNN, C-SPAN, and other media at
the event. Among his comments:
WWW.ROA.ORG

• “As for our young leaders—those who have deployed, those who
have been in combat, those who have seen the worst of that,
those individuals so knowledgeable—those need to be captured
just as we capture ideas. Leadership needs to continue to address
their concerns because they are our leaders of tomorrow.”
• “I believe integration is absolutely paramount in the future on
the Reserve side. When I’m in Iraq and I see one of our people
in uniform, I don’t have a clue what his background is. All I see
is the uniform. It is one force, and we need one force, given the
world we live in.”
• “I think we have a long way to go with reintegrating. We used
to come back from combat on ships, and that time period was
part of the reintegration process. Now we go fight, then we get
on an airplane, get back, and are expected to go back to our
jobs.... We have to find the sweet spot in getting people back
home with their families and meaningful access regarding PTS
[post-traumatic stress].”
• “We must never forget the families of the fallen, those who
have fallen, and those who have been wounded. We must get in
touch with them and stay in touch with them as time goes on,
and they should be taken care of for the rest of their lives…. The
only way I know how to do that is through communities.”
• “When we talk about our people, it’s not just personnel and pay
issues. It extends to their families. So we need to talk about child
care centers, housing, the totality of what it takes. If we get it
right for people and their families, we will be able to operate and
sustain a force second to none. The opposite is true as well.”
“The military does too much,” he replied when an ROA member asked him about the current balance of responsibility between DoD and the Department of State. “That doesn’t mean we
should back off on our mission,” he said. “We need to build up
civilian agencies like USAID [U.S. Agency for International Development]. For example, the number-one need in Afghanistan is
good governance.”
Indeed, DoD has begun to place greater focus on Afghanistan,
and ADM Mullen’s remarks often reflected this shift. When asked
by a Vietnam veteran how we can avoid the traps in Afghanistan,
he replied, “There are lessons we can carry from Iraq, but we have
to be careful about that. Afghanistan is more complex.”—EHM
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Bing West
Author and Military Analyst

The Strongest Tribe

“We all know we’re heading into a
huge train wreck of which the Defense
Department is a small piece but is liable
to get pushed off the track first.”

D

rawing a straight line from ROA’s founding and charter
to the emerging security situations in Iraq and Afghanistan, award-winning author and military analyst Bing
West laid out the serious challenges the Association will face to
help navigate the nation.
“What a chore you have in front of you,” he said in his keynote
address at the Mid-Winter conference’s opening session. He also
offered some radical solutions of his own, including tearing down
what he called the guild-like structure of the nation’s armed forces.
A Marine Corps Reserve infantryman who served in Vietnam
and later as assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs for President Ronald Reagan, Mr. West is a popular
commentator for a variety of media outlets. His books include
No True Glory: A Frontline Account of the Battle for Fallujah and
The March Up: Taking Baghdad with the United States Marines
(co-authored with MajGen Ray Smith), and his book on Vietnam, The Village, is used at military war colleges as a primer on
counterinsurgency.
However, Mr. West pointed to his audience as the more important communicator on national security issues, citing the founding of ROA in 1922 by General of the Armies John J. Pershing, to
keep national security concerns before Congress and the American public. “Yesterday I was chatting with GEN George Casey,
the chief of staff of the Army,” Mr. West said, “and he said, ‘Somebody has to be out there reaching out and be that linkage between
the American public as a whole, and those of us who are professionals in the military, and that’s what the Reserve Officers Association does.’ And what a challenge you have. Holy smokes!”
He called Congress “tremendously generous” to the military,
including the Reserves, over the “past several years.” “When they
recognize that they have a problem, they do something to try to
correct it. But at the same time the generosity in the moment
doesn’t relate to a larger picture for where we’re going. And we
all know we’re heading into a train wreck—a huge train wreck of
which the Defense Department is a small piece but is liable to get
pushed off the track first.”
Against this background, Mr. West discussed three potential
areas that could positively impact the defense budget.
• The personnel system: “It’s the same that General Pershing
knew. It’s the same that Napoleon knew. The essence of the
system is a guild, just like it was in the 15th century in Europe.
You start at the bottom when you’re 18 to 21 years of age; you
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work your way up parallel with everyone else at the same pay;
you get promoted at the same opportunity, all the way to the
top. There’s no in-between. Do we have to have a guild that
is that rigid in the 21st century?” He suggested that the services could open their doors to more people with highly valued skills over the long term if they allowed more flexibility
in entering or leaving the ranks. “Sooner or later, you have to
change the guild system if no one can afford where we’re going
with the cost of personnel.”
• Deployment rotations: Mr. West advocated shorter rotations.
“You would help with morale. You’d send more people over,
get the experience, and come back.” He noted that the special
operations forces have the shortest amount of times in theater
and keep rotating.
• How the war in Afghanistan will play out: The key to success
in Afghanistan is to have a single entity in charge of strategy
and who assesses risk. “This always got to me about Iraq. There
has to be an independent risk assessor who is watching what’s
happening but is not in charge of what’s happening and can
give a different opinion if he doesn’t think it’s working out.”
Mr. West compared the war in Afghanistan with the experience in Iraq, especially the true consequence of the surge. “What
actually happened in Iraq was out in Anbar the tribes had decided
they were on the wrong side. They had had it on the one hand
with Al-Qaida, and they had seen enough of the Americans to say,
‘You’re the strongest tribe, we prefer being with you.’” This was despite Anbar having no economic development, no rule of law, and
no respect for Iraq’s central government, he said.
Afghanistan comprises fractious tribes with a U.S.-imposed
government in Kabul that “hasn’t reached out and has no narrative,” Mr. West said. “The Taliban narrative is scary, but people understand what it is: ‘You will do what I say in the name of
Islam.’ The narrative in Kabul is ‘I’m going to get mine.’ So you
haven’t had a linkage down from Kabul to the villages that’s equal
to what the Taliban is doing from the bottom up. How do you
break that?”
Given the coming budget train wreck that will likely limit how
much can be spent in Afghanistan, the United States will need to
determine a strategy that is short of nation-building but achieves
the objective of denying Al-Qaida sanctuary, Mr. West said. “Can
you settle for something less than winning?”—EM
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Robert M. Gates
Secretary of Defense

Minuteman of the Year

Undersecretary of
Defense for Personnel and Readiness
Thomas F. Hall accepts
the Minuteman of the
Year award from ROA
National President COL
Ladd Pattillo on behalf
of Secretary of Defense
Robert Gates.

“The Citizen Warrior has
contributed mightily to success in
Iraq and Afghanistan and will
continue to contribute as long as we
are engaged anywhere in the world.”

R

OA bestowed its annual Minuteman of the Year award
upon Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates during the
Association’s annual Mid-Winter Banquet. ROA honored Secretary Gates for his recent directives ordering the services
to implement processes and policies that would fully transition
the Reserve Components into an operational force (The Officer, December 2008) and taking action on many of the recommendations put forth by the Commission on the National Guard
and Reserve (The Officer, January 2009).
Secretary Gates was unable to attend the banquet as he was
recovering from surgery for an injured shoulder. Undersecretary
of Defense for Personnel and Readiness Thomas F. Hall accepted
the award on his behalf and read to the audience a letter sent by
Secretary Gates in which the Department of Defense head paid
particular notice to the Mid-Winter Conference’s theme, “Celebrating the Citizen Warrior.”
“It is my honor to be ROA’s Minuteman of the Year recipient,
especially during this critical time in our nation’s history,” Secretary Gates wrote. “With almost 700,000 men and women of
the Reserve Components having been mobilized since Sept. 11,
2001, and with more than 123,000 currently serving, the American people have benefited from some of the most highly trained
individuals to ever have served in the armed forces. The Citizen
Warrior has contributed mightily to success in Iraq and Afghanistan and will continue to contribute as long as we are engaged
anywhere in the world.

“I take personal pride in being associated with the outstanding
men and women you represent and know that the nation appreciates their service and sacrifice. A grateful nation is forever in debt
to those who wear the uniform with pride and distinction.
“On behalf of the Department of Defense, it is with great pride
that I accept being recognized as your Minuteman of the Year.”
Noting that his boss had agreed to stay on as secretary of defense under the new administration, Secretary Hall—who likewise was asked to remain at DoD—concluded with his own tribute. “Secretary Gates could have gone back to his home. He could
have faded away. He could have not answered the call. But he’s a
great patriot.”—EM

The Roaring 90s
The opening session of the Mid-Winter Conference took time
out to sing “Happy Birthday” to Maj Gen Homer I. “Pete” Lewis,
USAFR (Ret.), left, former chief of the Air Force Reserve. “This 90th
celebration is nothing. Wait until the 100th!” he said afterward. At
the Air Force Section Meeting, current Air Force Reserve Chief Lt
Gen Charles Stenner introduced his predecessor to the young officers in the room. “That’s one of the special things about ROA,” Lt
Gen Stenner said. “You have history and the present working for
tomorrow.”

WWW.ROA.ORG
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On the Hill

Effective Advocacy
“You have to maintain a level of
readiness of a kind that the World
War II and Korea mentality never
saw in the Guard or Reserves.”
Sen Bennett, left,
with RADM Fowler.

R

OA’s nine-member Utah delegation trooped to Capitol
Hill on the last day of the ROA Mid-Winter Conference
to meet with its members of Congress: Sen. Bob Bennett and Reps. Jim Matheson, Rob Bishop, and Jason Chaffetz.
Six staffers also stopped by, including two senior staffers from the
office of Sen. Orrin Hatch, who at the last minute was unable to
attend. Utah’s was one of several ROA departments that participated in the annual “Take it to the Hill” program.
Funding for training equipment topped the list of priorities
presented to the members of congress. Delegation leader RADM
James Fowler, USNR (Ret.), ROA’s Naval Services national vice

Receptive Audience

The day ROA’s Southeastern Coalition
hosted its Congressional Reception at the
Minuteman Memorial Building, Life Member
Rep. Joe WIlson (R–S.C.), top right, was
hosting Ketil Solvik-Olson, a member of
Norway’s parliament (middle right, with Lt
Col Geoffrey Wooten, USAFR. “I’ve had the
good fortune of having him shadow me all
day,” Rep. Wilson said, “and I told him, ‘You
have to end the day on a high note: you
have to end at ROA.” Also at the Minuteman Memorial Building, Rep. Charlie Dent
(R–Pa.) was among the congressmen attending the ROA Department of Pennsylvania reception (below, left), and Rep. Dennis
Moore (D–Kan.) mingled at the ROA Department of Kansas reception (below, right).
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president, said, “I think the main thing is that we have sufficient
funds to be sure the Reserves and National Guard units are able
to have front-line equipment to continue their training after they
return from deployment.”
The meeting met with positive response, although Democratic
Rep. Matheson cautioned: “We have a deficit in terms of our infrastructure that is going to take a number of years and commitment to fix. … I’m glad you’re talking about it and it’s something
we have to get very serious about.”
Republican Rep. Bishop noted that he’s tried to get funding
for equipment, but with rumors of an imminent 10 percent cut
in military funding, “my fear is that it will be the first
thing to go.”
The ROA delegation also addressed health care for
Reservists who return from deployment but remain unemployed; gaps in benefits for gray-area retirees; benefits to help junior officer retention, including support
for families; and concern about being deployed with
Active units without being trained on the same frontline equipment.
Republican Sen. Bennett compared his own experience in the National Guard with today’s realities for
Guard members and Reservists. “The transformation
that I have witnessed firsthand is something that the average American does not understand,” he said. “When
I was in the Guard, they’d get called up, but they didn’t
see any real action. Now, with the level of training that
you maintain, you can be called up and a week later
find yourself in Baghdad. You have to maintain a level
of readiness of a kind that the World War II and Korea
mentality never saw in the Guard or Reserves.”
Sen. Bennett also noted that Utah has had
a higher percentage of its Guard and Reserves
serve than any other state. “That shows a level of
dedication on your part that was unknown in the
days I was in the Guard. I think that’s a story we
need to tell, and I try to get that out. We owe
you a great debt of gratitude for the service you
provide and your willingness to be there with a
hair-trigger time of deployment that puts you absolutely on the battlefield.”—JK
WWW.ROA.ORG

ROA Resolutions

The National Council approved five resolutions recommended by the National Resolutions Committee. Each resolution begins its resolved clause with “NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Reserve Officers Association of
the United States, chartered by Congress…”
Additional resolved clauses begin with “BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Association…”

Renewed Resolution

09–01 Ensure an Adequate National Defense Budget …urge the president and Congress to establish and maintain defense spending at no less than 5 percent of Gross Domestic Product during the Global War on Terrorism.

New Resolutions

09–02 Relating to the Procurement of the C-130 Avionics Modernizations Program … urge the Congress of the United

States to fully support and fund procurement of the Air Force Reserve C-130 Avionics Modernization Program.

09–03 Need to Improve Military Voting …urge Congress to direct the Government Accountability Office to report on
the effectiveness of absentee voting assistance to military and overseas citizens for the 2008 general election and determine how the Federal Voting Assistance Program’s efforts to facilitate absentee voting by military personnel and overseas
citizens differed between the 2004 and 2008 national elections; and

… urge the secretary of defense, in conjunction with states and local jurisdictions, to gather and publish national data
about the 2008 election on disqualified military and overseas absentee ballots and reasons for disqualification; and
… urge ROA departments to work within their states to improve the absentee voting process for absentee and overseas
voters.
09–04 Management of Operational and Strategic Forces of the Reserve Components … urge Congress to continue to
support and fund each service’s authority to manage the readiness of its Reserve forces.
09–05 Project on National Security Reform … urge the president and the Congress to consider promptly and thoroughly

the recommendations of the Project on National Security Reform and quickly implement those measures that will address
the nation’s security needs for the 21st century.

Prayers and Baseball

As ROA members paid their annual visits to Congress, ROA’s newly honored
Chaplain of the Year, MAJ Jim Higgins, USAR, delivered the opening prayer to the
House of Representatives. Chaplain Higgins and his wife, Pam, were welcomed
by their congressman and sponsor for the day, Rep. David Scott (D–Ga.). They
chatted about events in Georgia’s 13th District and baseball, not surprising,
given that Rep. Scott is Hank Aaron’s brother-in-law, and Chaplain Higgins a fan.
Rep. Scott escorted the couple to the House chamber (right) for Chaplain Higgins to give the invocation. “In these difficult times, we acknowledge before you
that we are unable, through the strength of our own power, to guide this nation
that you have entrusted to us,” Chaplain Higgins prayed. “So we pray for a sense
of your will and of your presence. Along with the vision of what is right, give us
the courage to act accordingly.”
Rep. Scott and Rep. Phil Gingrey (R–Ga.), from the neighboring 11th District,
took the floor to acknowledge Chaplain Higgins’ actions both as a Reservist and
as senior pastor at his Powder Springs, Ga., church. Rep. Scott praised him as “a
minister [who brings] peace and comfort to his fellow Soldiers at a time of great
stress on the battlefields, as well as here at home.”
In receiving the Chaplain (Lieutenant) Vincent Robert Capodanno National Chaplain of the Year award during the
opening session of the ROA Mid-Winter Conference, Chaplain Higgins praised the mentors who convinced him of his
calling to be an Army chaplain. “The reason I am here is that I had people above me who saw in me something I didn’t
see in myself and were able to pull that out,” he told the ROA audience.—MEE
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Reserve Officers Associaton Honors

z

ROA International Award

Lt. Col. Hans-Juergen Schraut, Germany

Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers (CIOR)
president 2004–2006.
“Thank you to ROA for your support, dedication,
and friendship to our alliance.”

MG Strom Thurmond Award for
Outstanding Junior Officer

Air Force Reserve
Outstanding Junior Officer

z

CPT Curtis C. Owens, USAR
Company Commander, 3/485th, 98th Division, Fla.

“I was surprised and am very humbled by the
award. I was in Balad when my package was
submitted, so I didn’t know about it.”

Air Force Individual Reservist
of the Year (Officer)

“If I had magical powers, I would arm or equip
every Soldier in our Army with the same structure I
have at home. Because that is not possible, it is our
job as leaders to love our Soldiers and take care of
them and supplement their family structure or replace
that void if one exists.”

z

Capt Karwin R. Weaver, USAFR
419th Maintenance Sqdn, Hill AFB, Utah

z

Capt Joseph P. Dunagan, USAFR
HQ ACC, Langley AFB, Va.

“This is really an award for everyone involved, not
only for the support of my family but also of my
employer [Lockheed Martin] and the Active leaders.”

z

SSgt William N. Cullins, USAFR
Det 7, 56 Security Forces Sqdn, Luke AFB, Ariz.
“My civilian background as a police officer
really helped with my military assignment.
Even after active duty, they keep asking me to
come back.”

Air Force Individual Reservist
of the Year (Senior NCO)

z

MSgt Dana J. Wakefield, USAFR
HQ PACAF, Hickam AFB, Hawaii

“Becoming a victim advocate for the Air Force Sexual
Assault Program has given me a sense of accomplishment,
[as] part of a training program that educates men and
women on this often hidden violence among Airmen,
Soldiers, Marines and Sailors…. No American Warrior
should have to fear his or her wingman.”
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Outstanding USAR Drill
Sergeant of the Year

z

SFC Michael D. Noland
3/318th, MP/OSUT, 95th Reserve
Division, Va.

“My most memorable moment was winning
the Drill Sergeant of the Year competition
at Fort Monroe back in June.”

Air Force Individual
Reservist of the Year
(Airman)

z

Air Force Individual
Reservist of the Year
( Junior NCO)

SrA John M. Pickering, USAFR
Det 2, 618 Tanker Airlift Control
Center, Scott AFB, Ill.
“I just did my job, and the award
was a surprise.”

WWW.ROA.ORG

Naval Reserve
Outstanding Junior
Officer

z

Marine Corps Reserve
Outstanding Junior Officer

z

Capt Joseph C. Maher, USMCR
CO, Company D, 2d Light Armored
Reconnaissance Bn, Regimental Combat Team 5, I
Marine Expeditionary Force Forward

LCDR Bryon T. Smith, USN
Fleet Logistics Support Squadron
(VR-55)

“Couldn’t do it without my battalion….
Absolutely great group to work for.”

“I simply could not do this
without my wife, without the stability
and love she gives me every day.”

PHS Outstanding Junior
Officer VADM Admiral C.
Everett Koop Award

z

LT Rebekah A. Sagan, USPHS
Special Assistant, Office of the U.S. Surgeon
General

Acting Surgeon General RADM Steven K.
Galson, right, said LT Sagan received the
award for amazing leadership skills and great
contributions to the missions of PHS.

NOAA Outstanding
Junior Officer

z

LT Amanda L. Goeller
OIC research vessel Nauvoo (National
Marine Fisheries Service)
“I’ve found that the easiest way to do
well in your job is to love what you do
and to have good people around you—
and that’s what I have.”

z

ADM Russell R. Waesche Award

Eight Coast Guard District, New Orleans, La.
Coast Guard Integrated Support Command, New Orleans, La.
Coast Guard Integrated Support Command, St. Louis, Mo.
RADM Joel Whitehead, commander, 8th Coast Guard District:
“We’ve been saying for many, many years that we couldn’t do our
mission without the Reserves. They are the flesh and bones of the
Coast Guard.”

CW4 Michael J. Novosel Outstanding
Warrant Officer
CWO2 Michael T. Reilly, USCGR
Coast Guard Investigative Service

z

“I hope I can aspire to [CW4 Novosel’s] standard of honor,
courage, and devotion to duty and bring myself up to that
level to better serve the Coast Guard.”

ADM Bud Sparks Award
for Coast Guard Reserve
Outstanding Junior Officer

z

LT David J. Cripe, USCGR
Sector San Francisco
“I’ve taken advantage of a lot of
opportunities. Our opportunity now is to take
what we’ve achieved here and pass it on to the
junior officers as we go on.”

Compiled by M.E. Earl
WWW.ROA.ORG
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24th Annual Reserve Component Expo

Winding Our Way
Through Aisles of Booths
I have an impressive collection of pens,
fridge magnets, literature, and a deeper
appreciation of all the organizations
that support our Reserves.

T

his is my third opportunity to cover the ROA Mid-Winter Conference, and I always volunteer to write about the
Expo. It gives me a chance to walk around, talk to people from everywhere, and see what’s new in the Reserve world. So
this year, armed with a camera, notebook, and some sturdy Booz
Allen Mid-Winter bags for all the give-aways, photographer John
Chapman and I plunged in.
Close to the door were two STARs partners, Lockheed Martin
and Boeing. Their booths were big and welcoming and filled with
glossies on technology in action. We started to fill up our bags,
and decided to visit other STARs booths to see what was new.
From SAIC’s John McAndrews we learned that “the company
does a little bit of everything,” including compiling the Department of Defense Foreign Clearance Guide. And Logistics Management Resource’s Fred Sundstrom mentioned that the company
had a good summer and fall: five new contracts.
Education has really changed since I squeezed in Saturday
classes in Okinawa—much more specialized and attuned to military needs. George Mason University takes advantage of its D.C.–
area location to offer the only master’s in peace operations policy,
a study of the efforts to mitigate regional conflicts. Students can
study homeland security online with California University of
Pennsylvania. And Western Governors University, a competencybased online university, offers scholarships to Reservists and National Guard members.
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Above, ROA National President COL
Ladd Pattillo cuts the
ribbon opening the
Expo with help from
ROA Executive Director LtGen Dennis
McCarthy, left, and
Lani Burnett, ROA’s
director of industry
affairs and business
relations. Right,
happy customers
use the cyber café at
the new Command
Central.

Some of the organizations are so familiar to the military that
dropping by their booths is like chatting with old friends. Our
stop at the Defense Commissary Agency booth gave Dawn Pittman-Macon a chance to point out that I can save about 30 percent
on groceries, especially in a high-cost area like Washington, D.C.
The AAFES booth served as a good reminder that checking its
prices online is a good way to hunt for items large and small.
Our bags were getting full, so John and I took a coffee break at
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Command Central and watched the people go by. New this year,
Command Central, ROA’s cyber café in the middle of the Expo,
was marked by a mix of light-hearted banter and intense concentration on laptop screens.
We split up after that. John headed to the Army Knowledge
Online booth to get his AKO password reset. I wandered to the
booth next door and discovered ROA Life Member 1LT Helen
Elrod, USAFR, director of Public Affairs for Fort Hunter Liggett, Calif. It turns out that Fort Hunter Liggett is huge—165,000
acres of unencroached land—and is the largest Army Reserve installation. Its training areas include a five-mile convoy course with
360-degree, live-fire capability and many others, making it an increasingly busy training stop for Army Reserve units.
We rounded a corner and found not one but three booths that
had information about vaccines. It turns out that one of the many
functions of the U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency is to equip
and sustain the medical force, including supplying vaccines. Its neighbor, the Military Vaccine Agency, ensures
vaccine availability and gives education and training to
military clinics and personnel (go to www.vaccines.mil).
And Christina Armstrong of the Vaccine Healthcare Centers Network said her organization offers a 24-hour vaccine information line for members and their health care
providers at 1-866-210-6469.
Close to the door we found two companies having
drawings: one company familiar to the Reserve community and one that’s a new face. STARs partner USAA gave
us a chance to enter a drawing and to get information about
new products and services, with a focus on retirement
planning. ROA’s new travel affinity partner, International
Cruise & Excursions, had a drawing for a free vacation, and
encouraged members to sign up at www.GovVacationRewards.com (see story on page 74).
With 78 booths and lots of floor space, we didn’t have a chance

WWW.ROA.ORG

to speak with every exhibitor, but it was certainly fun to try. I have
an impressive collection of pens, fridge magnets, literature, and
a deeper appreciation of all the organizations that support our
Reserves.—MEE
Above, the Employer Support for the Guard and Reserve provided information on employee rights; USAA ofered a drawing. Across the bottom, from
the left, LtCol Earl visits the Lockheed Martin booth; the Selective Service
System hosts a visitor; ROA National Naval Services Vice President RADM
James Fowler enters the drawing for a free vacation with Gov Vacation Rewards; members of the U.S. Army Human Resources Command describes
its services; the Freedom Team Salute booth.makes an impact
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Army Section

Training and Support
“Be unbashful in surfacing the issues
for Reserve Component families,
our employers, and especially our
servicemen and women.”

I

n a security environment that has become increasingly dynamic, realistic
training of the force must remain a top
priority of the Army’s senior leaders, LTG
Michael G. Rochelle, the Army’s deputy
chief of staff for personnel, said in his keynote address to the Army Section at ROA’s
Mid-Winter Conference.
LTG Michael Rochelle
LTG Rochelle stood in for scheduled
speaker GEN Peter Chiarelli, vice chief of
staff of the Army, who was unable to attend at the last minute. In
his remarks, LTG Rochelle said the Army is going through a seminal time in which all its components are stretched and stressed.
Forces are conducting operations in a strategic environment where
“today’s Soldiers must be prepared to address on fairly short notice the full spectrum of operations from high intensity all the
way down to support to local governments …. because the environment we operate in today is increasingly dynamic and even the
most seemingly benign situations can frequently escalate in a matter of days or even hours.”
Decisions that may shape future policy no longer are made
only in the Pentagon but also by junior officers and enlisted personnel in a split second on the battlefield, he said.
LTG Rochelle pointed to three trends: exploding populations
and urbanization, which can lead to urban and civil unrest; access
to technology by nations; extremism.
In this environment, realistic training must remain the top priority of the Army’s senior leaders, he said. Engaging against unconventional enemies and the endurance this will require can only
be achieved by Active, Reserve, and Guard Components working
together as one.
The Army needs to better capitalize on a 12-month deployment period for Reserve Components, he said. This will require as
much training as possible, but the secretary of defense has stated
he will not approve more requests for continuous mobilization.
This means training periods may not be conducted within 60 days
of the unit’s reporting to the mobilization station to avoid the
perception of continuous mobilization. “However, the standard
must always be that we never send a Soldier into harm’s way less
than fully prepared, less than fully trained,” LTG Rochelle said.
He called on ROA “to be unbashful in surfacing the issues for
46
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GMAC CEO
Dave Wilson,
left, and LTG
Jack Stultz sign a
memorandum of
understanding.

Reserve Component families, our employers, and especially our
servicemen and women.”
LTG Rochelle complimented a fellow general and featured
speaker at the Army Section meeting. “I can tell you unequivocally that I have never seen a leader with more vision, not just for
the Army Reserves, but for the Army as a total force, than the
chief of the Army Reserves, my friend, LTG Jack Stultz.”
LTG Stultz, chief of the Army Reserve, later got the opportunity to honor his partner in vision when he presented the Freedom
Team Salute Award to his wife, Laura. Launched in 2005, Freedom Team Salute is an Army-wide
initiative allowing serving Soldiers
to honor their parents, spouses, and
employers for their support. Though
he was not on the committee that
selected her, LTG Stultz said he was
proud to present the award. “She has
been working with passion for our
families and our Soldiers,” he said.
In another ceremony, Dr. David
W. Wilson, president and CEO of
GMAC, and LTG Stultz, signed a
partnership agreement providing
that GMAC and the Army Reserves
share information, support, and re- LTG Stultz honors Mrs. Stultz
sources to help anyone who wants to with a Freedom Team Salute.
make an informed decision about obtaining a graduate degree in management, education, or business.
Other highlights of the section meeting:
• LTC John Warsinske, director of operations at the Army Heritage and Education Center, talked about an exhibit erected in
the Army Executive Office hallway at the Pentagon (The Officer, February/March 2009);
• David Davis, professor at George Mason University, spoke
about that college’s master’s of new professional studies in
peace operations, which includes civil affairs, reconstruction,
and stabilization programs;
• LTG Stultz completed the program with an update on the
Army Reserves, reflecting on its successful transformation to
an operational reserve.—JK
WWW.ROA.ORG

Air Force Section

Operational and
Strategic
“To produce a more capable, more
affordable Air Force composed of
Regular, Guard, and Reserve Airmen by
modernizing our force and changing our
organizational constructs.”

K

eep the strategic reserve. Continue the seamless integration of the Air Expeditionary Force. Help Reservists
maintain the crucial balance between military commitments, family, and civilian jobs. These are the messages Lt Gen
Charles Stenner, chief of the Air Force Reserve, emphasized during his overview at the ROA Mid-Winter Conference.
An operational perspective but a strategic Reserve force are
vital, Lt Gen Stenner argues, to ensure success in such missions
as homeland security and contingency operations. Operationally,
the 120-day deployments of the Air Expeditionary Force—an integration of Active Duty, Reserves, and Air National Guard combat wings—remains the most sustainable operational tempo.
Air Force Reserve priorities, which mesh with and support
Regular Air Force priorities, focus on four areas: provide an operational, combat-ready force while maintaining a strategic Reserve,
through volunteerism and mobilization; preserve the viability of
the Reserve triad—Airmen, family, and employers; broaden Total
Force Integration opportunities; and champion equipment and
facilities modernization.

State of the Reserves

Maj Gen Mark Anderson, mobilization assistant to the chief
of the Air Force Reserve, and Col Nancy Zbyszinski of the Readiness Management Group gave a “State of the Reserves” on numbers, both now and in the future.
The Air Force Reserve has 67,000 total Reservists
in Fiscal Year (FY) 2008, with traditional Reservists in 39 wings (63 percent), plus individual Reservists (37 percent), including 8,200 Individual
Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs). These numbers are down from pre–Program Budget Decision (PBD) 720 figures, which drew down personnel Air Force–wide in order to shift money to
aircraft replacement programs. PBD 720 cuts to
the Reserve-targeted low-operational-tempo career fields, and most cuts are now complete.
Col Vince Fagan
There is good news for Air Force Reserve
numbers, however. FYs 10–12 will see a growth
of approximately 4,250 traditional Reservists and 600 IMAs.
This growth will be in new mission areas such as cyberwarfare,
nuclear weapons, and unmanned aircraft systems. Hiring in high
WWW.ROA.ORG

Lt Gen
Charles
Stenner

ops tempo career fields such as intelligence, pilot, navigator, chaplain, security forces, and logistics, also continues. Other Reservists
can be attached to Active Duty units as Participating Individual
Ready Reservists (PIRR); there are no billets attached to this category, but PIRR members form part of the strategic Reserve, part
of the “seamless force multiplier” of Lt Gen Stenner’s vision. The
Readiness Management Group, headquartered at Robins AFB,
Ga., provides readiness servicing and personnel and administrative servicing for the IMA and PIRR programs.

Professional Development

Maj Doreen Bonner of the Air Reserve Personnel Center
urged each member to keep Lt Gen Stenner’s vision of force development in mind and develop an individual Reserve Officer
Development Plan. More information can be found at http://
arpc.afrc.af.mil/.

Total Force Integration (TFI)

Col Vince Fagan, Headquarters USAF Strategic Plans, briefed
that the Total Force objective is deceptively simple: “To produce
a more capable, more affordable Air Force composed of Regular,
Guard, and Reserve Airmen by modernizing our force and changing our organizational constructs.” It encompasses a transformation, though, that is affecting every unit in
the Reserves. The core concepts for this integration are host units (units that have primary responsibility for both their personnel and their aircraft or weapons systems);
associate units (units that have primary responsibility for its personnel, but share aircraft or weapons systems with their hosts);
and new or emerging missions to the Air
Reserve Components (such as F-22s or
unmanned aerial systems).
There is now a TFI list of 135 initiatives, and most of them are being funded
in FY 09–11. For example, at Niagara Air
Reserve Station, N.Y., the 107th ARW has
transitioned from the KC-135R into the C-130H2. The 914th
AW (AFRC), as host, traded its C-130H3s for H2s and added
four more.—MEE
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Naval Services Section

Focus on People and
the Future
“We have to be careful not to
push the pedal to the metal for
all our Reservists.”

“S

VADM Dirk
Debbink

Navy

teady on course, increase speed when and where able”
was the message VADM Dirk J. Debbink, chief of
the Navy Reserve, shared with the ROA Navy Affairs
Committee at the Mid-Winter Conference. In an enthusiastic
presentation, VADM Debbink briefed the Navy Reserve officers
on the course being set for the U.S. Navy Reserve.
The Navy Reserve still has about 6,000 of its members mobilized, including 3,000 with “boots on the ground,” he said. These
numbers are consistent as the Navy Reserve deploys constantly,
but “we also have to be careful not to push the pedal to the metal
for all our Reservists,” VADM Debbink added. The admiral discussed the Returning Warrior Workshops, designed to reintegrate returning mobilized Reservists and their families. He also
talked about the 272 Sailors on medical hold and the grassroots
efforts to send them home while still under orders. The Navy is
also working with the other services to allow servicemembers and
their families to seek assistance at any military location and still
feel comfortable.
Discussing the challenges Reservists face in the new mission
environment, VADM Debbink shared with ROA some of the
Navy Reserve’s strategic concepts. He said his staff was looking
past the Global War on Terrorism at ways to keep the Navy Reserve an enduring requirement, justifying a return on the $3.4 billion-a-year investment. He explained that initiatives shouldn’t be
limited to strategic and operational models, as operational support by itself isn’t a good enough mission. Reservists are cost-efficient, as they develop an expertise and fill part-time requirements
that the Active Component can’t afford to maintain full time.—
CAPT Marshall A. Hanson, USNR (Ret.), ROA Director of
Naval Services.

Coast Guard

Modernization of the Coast Guard Reserve force was one of
RDML Daniel May’s three primary goals when he became director of Reserve and training last year, and at this year’s Coast Guard
Affairs meeting during the Mid-Winter Conference he presented
ROA members a status report.
“That train has left the station,” he said. “We will have work to do,
but it’s well under way.” Modernization of the Coast Guard Reserve
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Program is emerging in the form of the Reserve Force Readiness
System (RFRS), a continuation of integration with Active units and
further implementation of full-time support billets for the Reserve
force. CAPT Frank Mullen of the RFRS implementation team provided an in-depth briefing on the progress of that transformation in
a separate Coast Guard Affairs meeting at Mid-Winter.
Now that modernization is rolling, RDML May said he’ll turn
more of his focus to his two other primary goals: Reserve recruiting and communications.
While considering recruiting, RDML May noted that the Coast
Guard must be diligent, selective, and innovative. This is the last
year for the PS (Port Security) rating, which will be replaced by a
new rating, ME (maritime
law enforcement), and that
will launch with a new
course in Charleston, S.C.,
in early 2010. Given that,
RDML May mentioned
the possibility of partnering with sheriffs’ associations in recruiting Reserve
Coast Guard members,
following the lead of the
Army Reserve’s ground- RDML Daniel May
breaking recruiting partnerships with employers (The Officer, June/July 2008). “We
need to think outside the box in how we do recruiting,” he said.
RDML May made note of the positive steps taken last year to
improve communications through the ranks, including getting
computer-access card readers out to Reservists, improving The Reservist magazine, and taking proactive strides in mentoring programs. He said the job is not done and that additional focus will
be placed on communications.—EM

NOAA Corps

A contingent of officers representing all levels of the NOAA
Corps joined Director RADM Jonathan W. Bailey for the NOAA
Corps Affairs meeting at ROA’s Mid-Winter Conference to review
the findings of NOAA’s recent Senior Executive Service Summit.
Just as the senior executive service did, RADM Bailey asked
the officers to reflect on the challenges facing the NOAA Corps.
WWW.ROA.ORG

Questions such as “What barriers
RADM Galson declined to discuss
do you face in accomplishing your
a specific wish list, saying he wanted
goals?” and “If the NOAA Corps acto complete discussions with incomcomplishes only one thing in the next
ing HHS leadership first. But LCDR
three years, what should that be?” enTimothy Jiggens, recruiting and traingendered lively discussions from all
ing officer in the surgeon general’s Ofranks about the ways that the NOAA
fice of Reserve Affairs, said his office
Corps can address issues ranging from
had lacked funds in the last fiscal year
current personnel shortfalls to the
to run the resident initial-training
need to build solid political support
course for new USPHS servicememfor the corps within the new NOAA
bers, for example. “That’s a significant
leadership.
hurdle to moving people up to fill poRADM Bailey also noted that be- RADM Jonathan Bailey, left, and RDML Philip M. Kenul, direc- sitions,” he told The Officer.
Meanwhile, said RADM Galson,
cause NOAA does not have a Reserve tor of NOAA’s Marine and Aviation Operations Centers
he’s been moving ahead with his priComponent, many of the junior offiorities during the transition in the
cers don’t understand the value of joining ROA. “Had they been here in the ’90s and seen what ROA did White House and HHS leadership. For example, “we’ve gotfor us, they’d see the connection. Folks here supported us and stuck ten a lot of positive feedback” from a campaign to reduce childhood obesity, the “Healthy Youth for a Healthy Future” initiative
their necks out for us,” he said.
Suggestions were made to improve NOAA Corps education (www.surgeongeneral.gov/obesityprevention/), he said.
of stakeholders both inside and outside of NOAA, as well as to
Several Obama administration officials, among them Congrespair up with the Public Health Service to identify and address sional Budget Office Director Peter Orszag, are on record as linkcommon concerns from the perspective of two “non-military” ing obesity to rising health care costs. In turn, President Obama
uniformed services.—JK
has listed health care reform high on his task list.
Other USPHS initiatives RADM Galson is eyeing are underage drinking, deep vein thrombosis, and helping families gather
Congress was still thrusting and parrying over passage of the genetic information via the Internet. In January, his office rolled
economic stimulus package when members of the U.S. Public out a new, upgraded version of an online tool to compose family
Health Service (USPHS) met at ROA’s Mid-Winter Conference. health history. The secure website, https://familyhistory.hhs.gov,
But whatever its details, acting Surgeon General RADM Steven K. allows users to assemble a medical history for their families, downGalson, M.D., told them, it appeared that “many, many hundreds of load it (for privacy, it’s not available to the government), and pass
millions of dollars” were headed for the Department of Health and it on to family members and doctors. “My Family Health Portrait” aims to save patients time in their doctors’ waiting rooms,
Human Services (HHS), and that was good news for USPHS.
“We may be able to do some training and fund some things in provide physicians with more thorough information, and help
the commissioned corps that we haven’t been able to for a while,” families build “health trees” that may point to disease risks.
Short-tour activation days totaled 2,890 for Fiscal Year 2008,
said RADM Galson. The comment elicited smiles around the
room, even with the reality check that followed: “We have to keep with officers carrying out assignments as far-reaching as offering
in mind, of course, that these are short-term funds, and we need physical therapy to wounded warriors at Walter Reed Army Medto think about what happens when they go away.”
ical Center to dental services and training in Cambodia.—EHM

Public Health Service

ROA and MCRA: A Force Multiplier

Over the past year, the Marine Corps Reserve Association
(MCRA) and the Reserve Officers Association have been discussing how each association could help the other in the joint goal of
supporting and strengthening the Marine Corps and its Reserve.
After many discussions and meetings, each organization independently determined that it is in the best interests of both to work
together more closely and to move forward smartly.
To this end, at the Mid-Winter ROA Conference, Col Tom Ragsdale, Marine Corps member of ROA’s Executive Committee, and Col
Bob Donaghue, MCRA president, agreed and strongly committed
to work together on initiatives to enhance the working relationship
between both organizations. These initiatives include a strongly
worded joint-membership endorsement by MCRA’s Board to its
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3,300 members; participation in the professional development
seminars offered by ROA’s Defense Education Forum; fuller participation in ROA national conferences; and more coordinated joint
efforts to enhance the Reserve Component. A mutually supportive
publishing and mailing effort was also discussed.
The first initiative, to begin immediately, is a joint membership
offer reaching out to Marines across the country, strongly encouraging and promoting membership in both MCRA and ROA. This will
bring awareness to Marines of both organizations and strengthen
the voice of the Marine Corps Reserve and its national and grassroots advocacy activities on matters critical to national defense and
the Marine Corps Reserve.—Col Will Holahan, USMCR (Ret.), ROA
Director of Member Services
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Defense Education Forum

I.O.U.S.A.: Debt Threatens
National Security
“We need not only to get everyone
to understand what’s at stake. We
also need processes in government to
support these very difficult decisions.”

I

n October, the federal government passed legislation to bail
out America’s troubled companies and financial markets
by allowing the U.S. Treasury to purchase some $700 billion of their bad investments and other assets. The documentary
I.O.U.S.A., screened at ROA’s Mid-Winter Conference, poses the
question, “Who would bail out the United States?”
Historically, the federal government has turned to U.S. citizens
when it needs to borrow. At the end of World War II, when the
federal budget deficit was a whopping 122 percent of the country’s
gross domestic product, a public schooled in patriotism and the lessons of the Great Depression held virtually all the national debt.
Today, keeping the lending in the family, as it were, is an option
the government doesn’t have. Americans on average now spend
nearly everything they earn, a habit that has kept our consumerdriven economy rolling on sunny days but has two downsides:
there’s no buffer to keep it going on the inevitable rainy days, and
the government must turn elsewhere for many of its loans.
High levels of foreign-held debt have implications for national
security. In 1956, I.O.U.S.A. points out, Washington successfully
pressured London to halt Britain’s invasion of the Suez Canal in
large part by threatening to sell off holdings in the British pound
and sterling bonds. The United States held large reserves at the
time, and the move would have devalued the pound so dramatically that the British economy would have collapsed.
Now tables have turned on America. By 1975, foreign-held debt
inched up from zero to 16.7 percent, then to 22.0 percent by 1995.
Then, in only 10 more years, in 2005, it’s jumped to 44.5 percent.
“It’s unlikely that China is going to dump its dollar assets, because right now it would hurt their economy, too,” said Susan
Tanaka, director of citizen education at the Peter G. Peterson
Foundation, which funded the documentary. “But what they
could decide over time, unless we get our house in order, is to stop
buying our debt. That will start driving up our interest rates and
affect our quality of life.”
The irony is that the current economic situation is drastic
enough that the short-term fix is opposite the long-term one:
Americans need to spend, not save, to get businesses and markets
back on firm footing, and the United States needs to encourage
foreign countries over its own citizens to finance itself.
What’s the long-term fix for the government’s increasingly
dangerous habit of spending more than it takes in? Ms. Tanaka,
50
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Susan Tanaka

formerly a consultant for the bipartisan Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget, raised several points at the ROA Defense
Education seminar:
• Get the economy going. “A timely, targeted stimulus is appropriate, even though it makes our budget deficit bigger in the
short term.”
• Address Social Security. The surplus from these payroll taxes has
been covering other government bills for years. But in less than
10 years, Social Security will start to pay out more than it takes
in to retiring baby boomers, according to I.O.U.S.A., which
quotes figures from the Social Security and Medicare Trustees
Report (2008). “By 2017, Social Security will not be reducing
our federal deficit; it will be adding to it,” intones the film’s narrator, to which Ms. Tanaka added, “[Fixing Social Security] is
not an impossible task if everything else is in order. Raising the
retirement age and cutting back on benefits for wealthier retirees are some of the solutions we need to consider.”
• Get health care costs under control. “The current rate of growth
means one thing: limiting access,” said Ms. Tanaka. “If we do
it right, that means only unnecessary access. But that’s a hard
call for doctors to make. Figuring this one out will be very, very
difficult,” and only more so as people lose jobs and access to
private health care, she noted. Medicare and Medicaid represented 18 percent of the 2008 federal budget. (Social Security
payouts and the military were about even at 21 percent.)
• Put everything on the table. “We’re going to have to go back in
and make hard decisions about what works and what doesn’t.
Politically, this is very difficult. But if some program, only if it’s
a few million dollars, serves only a small constituency, it needs
a hard look. All these little programs add up.”
• Build more transparency into the budget process. “We need
not only to get everyone to understand what’s at stake. We also
need processes in government to support these very difficult
decisions.” Most politicians know what needs to be done, but
shy away for fear of being punished by voters at home who
don’t know the extent of America’s straits, she said.
I.O.U.S.A. is available as an 80-minute DVD for $24.99 from
PBS Home Video, and a 30-minute version is free. Both are available via the website iousathemovie.com.—EHM
WWW.ROA.ORG

T

Faulting Common Sense

he way we wage war today will not work tomorrow, and
the rise and fall of nation-states and their changing missions cannot be predicted through conventional thinking. So argued Dr. George Friedman to those gathered for a Defense Education seminar at the ROA Mid-Winter Conference.
Dr. Friedman is CEO of STRATFOR, a leading organization in
global intelligence, and the author of The Next 100 Years: A Forecast for the 21st Century.
“One thing is absolutely certain. Common sense is wrong.
Common sense assumes continuity of geopolitical formations, and history teaches over
and over again of radical discontinuity,” he told the audience.
“Military organizations live on
common sense. The application
of common sense in geopolitics
will get it wrong every single
time. You don’t have to think
out of the box, you have to be
outside the box in geopolitics.”
He argued that engaging
in military planning without a
deep understanding of geopolitics is futile. “The American
military must be prepared for
anything. It can’t be prepared
for everything. The military
will find itself in unexpected
Dr. George Friedman
places.”
To illustrate this point, Dr.
Friedman reviewed the global cycles of the 20th century and the
rise and fall of nation-states that no one would have dreamed possible less than 20 years prior. Germany, for example, went from
being the laughing stock of Europe in 1932 to the most powerful
military and economic force on the continent in 1938, just six
years later.
The assumptions we make about the wars we are going to

fight are critical because it takes 15 to 20 years to build a colonel and construct a contemporary weapons system, Dr. Friedman
said. “The Army we started developing in 1980 with a bunch of
weapon systems that were designed to deal with an ascendant Soviet power, deployed in 2000, is not going to be needed,” he said.
“So what the U.S. military does is deploy to common sense, and
then has the fastest learning curve you’ve ever seen, because that’s
the only way to stop it.”
After relaying a number of geopolitical facts, including the “astounding ascendancy” of the United States, Dr. Friedman proceeded to “violate common sense.” He predicted that by mid-century, the three emerging powers
to reckon with will be Japan, the
world’s second largest economy
with a strong military; Turkey,
a strong economic and military
power with tentacles throughout Europe, the Middle East,
and Asia; and Poland, a country located where Europe and
Russia meet, which will make
it strategically valuable to the
United States. Poland, with the
help of the United States, will
undergo an enormous buildup of power similar to that of
South Korea, he said.
In conclusion, Dr. Friedman
said if we “build our weapons,
train our officers, train our
troops, for this [Islamic] war,
we will be in the same position we were in when this war
began —with our officers and troops all ready to fight the war that
isn’t happening. Geopolitical events have short cycles … and the
United States is going to be cycling through enemies; it’s going to
be cycling through threats. The 21st century is going to be a century of war, like every other century. But, what will change will be
your enemies. You will have a mission. Hopefully, in this century,
your mission and your enemies will coincide.”—JK

Texas-Size Donation
The Department of Texas handed over a $2,000 donation to ROA at
the Mid-Winter Conference. From the left are Col Marilyn Pattillo, USAFR
(Ret.); CAPT Morgan Little, USNR (Ret.); ROA National President COL
Ladd Pattillo, USAR (Ret.); Lt Col Scott Russell, USAFR; Maj Gen Richard Anderegg, USAF (Ret.), and COL Marco Marin, USAR. Additionally,
contributions from individual members of the ROA Department of Texas
ammounted to another $815.

WWW.ROA.ORG
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Medical Seminar

Medical Care
Changes on Battlefield
“When you’re lying in bed having lost a
limb, it’s hard to hear about a signature
wound. In my view, there’s a signature
weapon in this war, and that is the blast.”

F

rom an armchair and 6,000 miles away, operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan may set off comparisons with the Vietnam War. But for the “docs,” those medical personnel
from combat buddies to stateside surgeons who care for wounded
troops, these are very different times, reflected in the treatment
their patients receive.
“Somewhere in the early part of the war, the big Army folks
rethought how to deliver care. What if we moved it closer to the
front lines?” said MG Robert Kasulke, MC USAR, at the daylong Health and Medical Seminar that started off ROA’s MidWinter Conference. “That would go against traditional Army
medicine. But it appeared some Soldiers were losing lives or limbs
because of that [tradition].” MG Kasulke, ROA’s national surgeon, is deputy surgeon general for mobilization, manpower, and
Reserve affairs for the Army.
Perhaps the biggest change that came out of that realization,
he said, was a new military occupation specialty for health care:
the combat life-saver, designated 68W. Instead of the traditional
one-medic-per-unit approach, several warfighters are given targeted training in combat first aid.
Combat life-saver training is a three-day curriculum that incorporates many of the
same skills given the traditional medic, MG Kasulke told his audience of
nurses, trauma surgeons,
optometrists, dentists, administrative staff, and others from the range of service branches.
“You might think these
guys are working with
dummies in a room, but
it’s not like that,” he said.
MG Robert Kasulke
“There’s smoke, there’s
noise, there are vibrations,
there’s yelling and screaming. The instructors are throwing body
parts around and making very loud critiques as Soldiers are trying
out techniques—in other words, they try to make the same kind
of confusion as on the battlefield. At the end of three days, they’re
pretty competent. And then they deploy. That’s the model.”
52
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LTG Eric
Schoomaker

The result—along with the development of travel dressings,
clotting powders, and other advances for first-aid kits—has been
“a huge decrease” in mortalities, he said. The drop comes at a time
when the insurgents’ use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
has made wounds more complex.
“Much has been said about a ‘signature wound’ in this war,”
said LTG Eric B. Schoomaker, the Army’s surgeon general and
commander of its Medical Command, in a presentation of his
own. “I think that when you’re lying in bed having lost a limb, it’s
hard to hear about a signature wound. In my view, there’s a signature weapon in this war, and that is the blast.”
One change in treatment on the battlefield is bringing back
the tourniquet, LTG Schoomaker noted. “It’s not conventional
practice, but it’s saving lives,” he said. Tourniquets for medics used
to be discouraged for fear of accidentally leaving one on too long
in the heat of battle or during transport. But IEDs and body armor have
made hemorrhagic wounds on extremities more common in this war
than in previous ones.
MG James Hasbargen, MC
USAR, commander of the Army Reserve Medical Command (ARMEDCOM), offered a strategic look ahead
for medical personnel, 59 percent of
whom are in the Army Reserve. First,
expect continued deployments for
MG James Hasbargen
now, he said—the 90-day deployments ARMEDCOM instituted
when longer deployments threatened doctors’ civilian practices.
The command is also looking to become much more flexible in
its force structure and to adjust training accordingly. “We need
to tailor units to fit the mission rather than to just find the unit
that best fits the mission,” he explained. Re-equipping the force is
a priority as well.
Finally, the focus will expand beyond Iraq and Afghanistan
in coming years, MG Hasbargen said. “There’s [Northern Command], for either natural disasters or threats, and [Africa Command]. This command just stood up and will have strategic importance because of things like its natural resources and its problems.
The pirates are one example.”—EHM
WWW.ROA.ORG

Thomas F. Hall
Undersecretary of Defense
for Personnel and Readiness

Follow-Up and
Incentives
“A unique opportunity to tell
the leadership what you think.”
Secretary Thomas Hall

A

s part of his new dual hat as undersecretary of defense for
personnel and readiness, Thomas F. Hall, the Pentagon’s
long-time assistant secretary of defense for Reserve affairs, surprised the audience of ROA’s Health and Medical Seminar with an appearance and talk that outlined some of his upcoming priorities.
Mr. Hall’s new portfolio, which includes the $36 billion Defense Health Program, had yet to be formally announced when he
attended the Mid-Winter Conference. He described it for seminar
participants as “a unique opportunity to tell the leadership in the
[Pentagon] building what you think.” As assistant secretary of defense for Reserve affairs, he has served as the principal staff assistant
to the undersecretary of defense for personnel and readiness, David
S.C. Chu, since 2002. Mr. Hall had planned to retire with the new
administration, but was asked to stay on to assume both roles.
After one of his first rounds of back-to-back meetings, he
joked, “My wife said, ‘Tell me why you’re doing that?’”
Mr. Hall told his medical audience that a topic brought up at
one of those meetings was the response time for wounded servicemembers in theater. “There’s a two-hour lift time in Afghanistan
and a one-hour lift time in Iraq,” he said. “Why aren’t they the same?
We’re looking at the causes of that, and we want to address them.”

WWW.ROA.ORG

He also wants to emphasize follow-up with servicemembers
after redeployment. “At 30, 60, 90 days, we need to bring troopers
back and ask them, ‘Are you doing OK?’” he said.
As for another aspect of his new position, personnel matters,
Mr. Hall suggested that the Department of Defense (DoD) set
up incentives to encourage servicemembers to stay longer than
the standard 20 years. “That’s when we need them. At 20 years,
they’re at the top of their game,” he said. “It doesn’t make sense
for us to move them along, and then spend $80,000 to get a new
recruit and start training him all over again.”
When a session participant asked where the slots would come
from to retain such personnel, he replied, “We’d need a different
manpower system, you’re right. We can’t stagnate—increase incentives for the ‘old’ fellows at the expense of taking up promotion slots for the younger ones. But we can figure that out.”
Mr. Hall said one reason he decided it important for him to
stay on at DoD is that “I have walked in your moccasins.” A retired rear admiral who graduated from the Naval Academy in
1963, Hall served as chief of the Navy Reserve, the last assignment of his nearly 34 years on active duty. He was executive director of the Naval Reserve Association before moving to the
Pentagon.—EHM
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Reserve Component Joint Officer
Professional Development Seminar

RCJ(+UK)OPDS
“It’s good to find out how the United States
military thinks about things and views
things in terms of junior officers.”

I

t was a record number and a record reach for the Reserve
Component Joint Officer Professional Development Seminar
(RCJOPDS) at this year’s ROA Mid-Winter Conference.
Two Reservists with the British Army and one from Great
Britain’s Royal Navy joined 183 American classmates—with representation from the Army Reserve, Army National Guard, Air
Force Reserve, Coast Guard Reserve, Navy Reserve, and Public
Heath Service—for a series of seminars on leadership and national strategy that intertwined with the rest of the Mid-Winter agenda. Thirty-six ROTC cadets also sat in on some of the
RCJOPDS sessions, and some of the junior officers joined with
the cadets on a tour of the Pentagon and a ceremonial wreath-laying at the Tomb of the Unknowns in Arlington Cemetery.
For the British officers, RCJOPDS provided an opportunity to
build a working relationship with allied colleagues. “One thing I
have learned is I understand more how
Plus Cadets you guys work,” said
Royal Navy Lt Adam
Slonecki. “The U.K.
and U.S. are now operating together the
world over, and we’re
working in very hostile environments,
and we’re working
very well together.
So if I do have the
opportunity—and
hopefully will have—
to serve with you
Aside from British officers attending
guys, then I’ll have a
RCJOPDS for the first time, this year’s
program also included cadets from ROA’s
better understanding
annual ROTC program at Mid-Winter.
of what your probAccording to after-action surveys, combining
lems are and how you
the junior officers and cadets received
go about overcoming
overwhelming approval. Wrote one cadet:
them.”
“There was ample opportunity to interact with
The RCJOPDS
Reserve officers and learn about the Reserve
sessions
included a
career track.” Wrote an RCJOPDS participant:
panel
of
senior
non“I thought it was a great opportunity for
commissioned offimentorship with ROTC cadets.”
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Maj Gen William Cohen
signs a copy
of his book
for the three
British officers
attending
RCJOPDS.

cers addressing the enlisted perspective of leadership; Dave Otto
of Career Training Concepts speaking on behavioral diversity; Maj
Gen James W. Graves, USAFR, assistant to the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff for Reserve matters, speaking on jointness and
the Reserve Components; author Maj Gen William A. Cohen,
USAFR (Ret.), talking about the principles of leadership; and
MG Craig Bambrough, USAR (Ret.), offering tips on mapping
out a successful military career through vision and experience.
“We teach the same kind of stuff in the U.K., but it’s a different
angle,” said British Army Lt Benjamin Clare. “You’ve got things
like Vietnam and other wars we were never involved in, so you
have a very different perspective; though it’s the same ideas, they
come from a different perspective. And it’s good to find out how
the United States military thinks about things and views things in
terms of junior officers.”
The inclusion of students from across the pond came through
ROA’s involvement in the Interallied Confederation of Reserve
Officers (CIOR). At a CIOR meeting in The Hague last fall, Col
Chris Argent of the United Kingdom Reserve Forces Association
(UKRFA) approached ROA’s CIOR vice president, MG Robert
W. Smith III, USAR (Ret.), about the possibility of sending some
of his young members to an ROA seminar. Both associations participate in the Young Reserve Officer Workshop during the annual CIOR Summer Congress, where Reservists from across
NATO learn how to work together despite language and cultural
barriers. However, MG Smith and Col. Argent saw the potential
value of having young officers attend the existing professional development program of another nation.
That potential was realized for the British officers attending
RCJOPDS. Asked for their overall impression, Lts Clare and Slonecki paused briefly then answered simultaneously: Lt Clare with
“Fantastic” and Lt Slonecki with “Hectic.” They laughed.
“Both, hectic and fantastic,” Lt Clare said. “It’s really been busy,
the working side of it and the social side, as well. But it’s also been
an opportunity to network and meet senior officers from other
militaries.” “And being so warmly welcomed,” Lt Slonecki added.
“Every single person, they’ve been happy to see us, and we’ve been
more than happy to be here.”
The UKRFA is planning to send three of its members to the
Joint Officer Leadership Development Training Seminar at
ROA’s National Convention in Orlando, Fla., July 8–11.—EM
WWW.ROA.ORG

Reserve Enlisted Association

The View from the
Middle
“They are the experts.
Trust them.”

From left, SFC Tony Johnson, PSC Doug Gilmer,
and SMSgt Thomas
Stoudt.

I

• SMSgt Kim Guidry, USAFR, Reserve Component personnel superintendent for the Joint Staff —“Build a rapport with
your senior NCOs. They are the experts. Trust them. And
don’t ever react to a situation too quickly.”

• 1SG Douglas Conaway, ARNG, at the Army National Guard
Warrior Training Center, Fort Benning, Ga.—“First, make an
impression. Let the Soldiers know you care about them. Next,
make a plan, whether it’s an individual plan for your Soldiers
or where you want to take the unit. Third, make a difference.
Every day you go to work, make a difference.”

• PSC Doug Gilmer, USCGR, chief port security specialist for
Sector Baltimore—“Be proud of who you are; be proud of
your branch of service; and don’t be afraid to let that show because that’s going to make an impact on your people. Lead by
example. If you’re not fit to fight, you can’t expect your folks to
be. Don’t be afraid to say, ‘I don’t know.’ Go find the answer.
They’ll respect you for it later.”

t has emerged as the most rewarding session of the Reserve
Component Joint Officer Professional Development Seminar, according to surveys: a panel of senior noncommissioned
officers (NCOs), sponsored by the Reserve Enlisted Association,
offering their perspectives on what makes a good officer.
The session started with each NCO recounting an incident
from his or her own experience of good (or bad) leadership, and
then the panel took questions from the audience of junior officers
and cadets. At the end, after the audience gave the NCOs a standing ovation (and the NCOs returned the gesture), officers and cadets alike descended on the panelists for more one-on-one mentoring. The NCOs left the young and future oficers with these
experienced-borne tips:

• SSG Michael Noyce Merino, ARNG, an infantry squad leader
with the 163rd Cavalry Regiment in the Montana National
Guard who last fall became the first Guard member ever to be
named the Army’s NCO of the Year—“Always set the example,
always lead from the front.”

• SMSgt Thomas (T.K.) Stoudt, ANG, National Guard Bureau
A7 (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield
explosives) and emergency management functional manager
at Headquarters, Air National Guard—“If you’re an Air Reservist or Air National Guard member, know your story. One
of my soundbites is that the Air National Guard provides 34
percent of the air capability in theater right now for 7 percent
of the budget. And trust your senior NCOs.”

• SFC Tony Johnson, USAR, assigned to the Office of the Chief
of Army Reserve—“Communicate with candor and honesty
up front. When you listen to them, listen to them with an attentive ear and try to learn what their concerns are.”—EM

The Chief Drops In on SARCA
Chief of Staff of the Army GEN George W. Casey Jr. paid a visit to the Senior
Army Reserve Commanders Association (SARCA) meeting in conjunction with
ROA’s Mid-Winter Conference at the Marriott
Wardman Park Hotel in Washington, D.C.
After his talk and a Q&A session, GEN Casey
was presented with an honorary membership to SARCA. He was then joined by LTG
Jack Stultz, chief of the Army Reserve, in the
awarding of a distinguished service medal
to SARCA President and ROA Life Member
MG Paul E. Mock, commander of the 63rd
Regional Readiness Command, right.

WWW.ROA.ORG
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ROAL

Afghanistan
Humanitarian Project
“Kids are standing in
the snow in bare feet.”
ROAL National President
Anne Groskreutz

R

ecently retired Lt Gen John Bradley, former chief of the
Air Force Reserve, is restless with retirement. “Every day
is a Saturday!” he complained, drawing loud laughter
from the ROAL luncheon audience at the Mid-Winter Conference. Fortunately for the villagers of Afghanistan, though, he’s
found a new calling.
He and his wife, Jan, along with an all-volunteer group from
across the United States, have begun the Lamia Afghan Foundation, dedicated to providing life’s basics to Afghanistan’s rural
poor. “There is more need there than I can describe,” he said. “Kids
are standing in the snow in bare feet.”
His inspiration for the project came when he traveled as commander, Air Force Reserve Component, to remote areas and met
a 10-year-old girl named Lamia who bravely asked him for boots.
He promised to return with boots—which he did—and promised to assist Lamia and as many others as he could.
The foundation is just beginning its efforts, and specializes in

“gently used” items such as warm clothing and blankets. Lt Gen
Bradley hopes to use military airlift or sealift for transport, taking
advantage of the Denton Amendment,
which allows space-available transport
of humanitarian items. “The time is
right for this,” he said. “Our government is reviewing its Afghanistan strategy now, and many parts are needed for
success in Afghanistan.”
The ROAL audience was visibly
enthusiastic about the project, asking
many questions about how to get involved. Lt Gen Bradley promised to Lt Gen John Bradley
keep the foundation’s website, www.
lamia-afghanfoundation.org, updated with the latest efforts and
information. “We won’t solve Afghan hunger here, but we will
make a difference in a few people’s lives.”—MEE

Congress and the
Military

both houses of Congress and directly impacts Reserves.
The way ahead is less clear, and Mr. Gracie sees a dynamic year
for military-related legislation. Despite uncertainty, Total Force
integration and transformation will be an overriding theme, and
the Reserves and Congress will emphasize a number of priorities:

ayne Gracie tried the
impossible. The director of Air Force Reserve Policy Integration at Headquarters Air Force attempted to
provide a legislative update during
the opening days of the Obama administration, when “everything is
change and uncertainty. If I wrote
this briefing two hours from now,
it’d be different,” he joked in his Wayne Gracie
address to ROAL during the MidWinter Conference.
A few recent actions are clear. The 2009 military pay raise and
the Jan. 1 decrease in the Tricare Reserve Select Programs premiums involved active negotiations between the White House and

• Military construction—The current rate of
construction is so slow that the rate of replacement
now exceeds 150 years. “We don’t need every building a heritage building,” says Mr. Gracie.

W
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• Balance between strategic and operational
Reserve—Even during high operational tempo the
strategic Reserve must maintain readiness, such as
effective domestic response to natural disasters.
• Maintaining a balance between modernization and military personnel costs—Mr. Gracie anticipates a slowdown in modernization, as budgets
decline.
• Personnel programs, such as recruiting and retention; joint
duty qualifications; and pre- and post-deployment programs,
such as the Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program.—MEE
WWW.ROA.ORG

National
Convention

T

he ROA and ROAL National Convention is set for July
8–11 at the Marriott World Center in Orlando, Fla. In
what is scheduled to be the last large-scale summer annual meeting for the Association—and a new national meeting
format in which the convention will move to Mid-Winter and
the National Council meeting will move to the summer beginning in 2010—ROA will hold elections and conduct other Association business, along with a slate of national security briefings,
armed services and policy updates, and education programs, including the Joint Officer Leadership Training Seminar.
Orlando, of course, is set in the heart of the world’s numberone family destination, with four major theme parks in the vicinity (Disney World, Universal Studios, Sea World, and Busch Gardens) along with a number of other family attractions, including
the Kennedy Space Center. Many of these parks are offering tremendous deals for military families
At the Walt Disney World Resort, an active or retired member
of the U.S. military may obtain one free five-day “Disney’s Armed
Forces Salute” ticket with “Park Hopper” and water park options.
Active or retired military personnel also may make a one-time
purchase of up to five Disney’s salute companion tickets, good for
five days, for $99 each, plus tax, for family members or friends.
Universal Orlando Resort’s new Military Salute program offers
one free two-park, seven-day unlimited admission ticket to all active (including Guard and Reserve) and retired military service
members, and they and their family members can also purchase
additional two-park, seven-day unlimited admission tickets for

And Bulgaria, Too!

Bulgaria is a country steeped in history, and
you can help add to the country’s rich heritage by
visiting Sofia for the 62nd Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers’ (CIOR) Congress and the
63rd Interallied Confederation of Medical Reserve
Officers’ (CIOMR) Congress Aug. 8–12.
A new member and active participant in
NATO’s operations, Bulgaria is a state with a
1,300-year history and unique culture, derived
from the traditions of three main ethnic groups:

WWW.ROA.ORG

up to $35 off the retail price.
Visit www.roa.org/orlando for updates, and look for
more details in upcoming issues of The Officer.—EM

The ROA Academy

The ROA Academy will be offered in conjunction with the
ROA National Convention in Orlando in July 2009. The academy offers opportunities for discussions with ROA’s national
leadership, as well as seminars and round-table discussions of issues facing all levels of the Association.
The ROA Academy is geared to department-level leadership,
but is open to any member of ROA attending the convention,
without additional cost. It addresses leadership issues, legislative processes, the resolutions process, ethical and legal aspects of
ROA participation, awards, publications, and more.
The academy is a full-day presentation, offered before the ROA
Convention’s opening ceremonies at 6 P.M. on July 8. We encourage you to attend the student/faculty/staff mixer on Tuesday evening, July 7.
The academy is not just for newcomers: many of our attendees
return each year for a refresher course on what is new in the Association. Based on our attendees’ feedback, we seem to be getting it
right, so we encourage you to attend as well as to participate.
Look for more information in The Officer magazine in
future months. For now, we want you to save the date—July 8,
2009—for the ROA Academy.—LCDR Michael O’Donnell,
USCGR (Ret.), vice chair of the ad hoc ROA Academy
Thracians, Slavs, and Bulgarians. The people of Bulgaria
are known for their racial, ethnic, and religious tolerance.
Bulgaria is a parliamentary republic with full membership in NATO and the European Union. Located in the
eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula with the Black Sea
to its east, Bulgaria has a population of 7.7 million. Sofia,
the capital city, has about 2 million inhabitants.
To see all the historic wonders that Bulgaria has to
offer, come to the next CIOR and CIOMR Congress. For
more information, visit www.roa.org/cior.—Col. Konstantin Popov, President of the Association of the Bulgarian
Army and Vice President of CIOR.
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Ike’s Leadership Legacy
New memorial to Eisenhower moving forward in Washington, D.C.
By Dr. Richard A. Striner

A

s architects compete to design a new
memorial to Dwight
D. Eisenhower in Washington, D.C.—across the street
from the National Air and
Space Museum—one of the
themes they will build on is
Ike’s greatness as a leader.
Eisenhower’s leadership
gift appeared early in his life.
According to biographers,
even small children looked
to him for guidance and for
protection. When bullies
closed in, other kids on the
playground would start to
call, “Ike, Ike,” and young
Eisenhower came to the rescue. In the Army, Ike’s talents as
a leader were recognized by exceptional officers such as Fox
Conner, Douglas MacArthur, and George C. Marshall.
Eisenhower’s star rose rapidly as World War II broke
out and America prepared for global war. As supreme
commander of Allied Forces in Europe, Eisenhower led
the largest seaborne armada in history. He took full responsibility for making the “go” or “no go” decision on the
eve of D-Day. He even wrote a message accepting blame if
the invasion failed.
Eisenhower was a master
of modern warfare and coalition leadership. He made
certain that his forces were
supremely well-supplied.
And he held his quick temper under firm control as he
kept in harness a fractious
team of other commanders, including such volatile
personalities as George S.
Patton and Bernard Montgomery. Ike was the unfail-
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ingly responsible leader of all
his soldiers.
After World War II,
Eisenhower was recruited
into one leadership position
after another: president of
Columbia University, first
commander of NATO, and
Republican nominee for
president in 1952. Moderate Republicans recruited
him to stop Robert Taft
from steering the Republican Party into isolationism.
Ike accepted the responsibility, fearful that the losses
of World War II would be
sacrifices in vain if America
retreated behind its own borders after the war.
In 1946, in a speech to disabled World War II veterans
who had just completed the program for National Service
Officers at American University, Eisenhower spoke about
the leadership challenge in relation to civilian priorities:
“Why is it that the demonstrated abilities of a great nation and her allies to produce the mightiest force of righteous destruction yet seen upon earth, cannot produce an
equal progress toward the heart’s desire of every individual on that earth—the assurance that he may pursue his
peaceful desires in tranquility and absence of fear? To this
question I believe there is but one answer. It is leadership.”
So it is, and soon the great leadership of Eisenhower—
one of the finest generals, presidents, and world citizens
we have ever produced—will be commemorated in the
nation’s capital.
Dr. Striner is a senior writer for the Eisenhower Memorial
Commission and professor of American History at Washington College, Chestertown, Md.
On the Web: For more information, visit the
Eisenhower Memorial Commission’s website
at www.eisenhowermemorial.org.
WWW.ROA.ORG

Following are excerpts of the Reserve
Chiefs Panel during the 2009 ROA MidWinter Conference and Reserve Component Expo at the Marriott Wardman
Park Hotel in Washington, D.C., Feb. 3.
Moderating the panel was ROA Executive Director LtGen Dennis McCarthy,
USMC (Ret.). For a full transcript,
including the questions and answers portion of the program, visit www.roa.org/
theofficer.
VADM Dirk J. Debbink, USN
Chief, Navy Reserve: Your 67,700-person Navy Reserve is doing
fantastic these days. We have
today about 6,100 of our 67,700
mobilized. Of that, about 3,000
are what we call boots on the
ground in the Middle East along
with the Active Component,
so it’s side by side with them
over in theater. We’ve mobilized
about 52,000 since 9/11. In addition
to those that are mobilized we have an
additional 12,000 that are in operational
support on any given day. So, somewhere
around 25 to 30 percent of our force is

This report is a publication of the
Defense Education Forum of the
Reserve Officers Association and
is intended to advance discussion
and scholarship of national
security issues. The views
expressed in this report are solely
those of the participants and not
necessarily those of ROA.
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doing some kind of duty every day.
I want to make that point because
people often talk about this strategic vs.
operational reserve that we’re all facing.
Although we are very operational, at the
same time more than 60 percent of the
Navy Reserve is strategic. That’s a very
important part of our Reserve. Those
people are doing around 38 to maybe
50 days of duty a year, and I believe that
sometime in the future, when life allows
them to give us more support, they won’t
be there unless we honor their service
today at that level they can offer. I speak
from experience because back in the ’80s
and early ’90s, that’s probably about all I
could do. If you hadn’t allowed me to do
that back then, I wouldn’t be here today.
The strategic part of our Navy Reserve is just as ready as the operational
part of the Navy Reserve—medically, in
dental, administrative, family readiness.
We work hard to take to heart President
[George W.] Bush’s words on Sept. 12,
2001, which were “be ready.” I believe
you’ll find your Navy Reserve extremely
ready, somewhere well above 80 percent
and into 90 percent of almost every

metric that we look at.
We’ve just completed a Reserves
capabilities review at U.S. Fleet Forces
Command down in Norfolk, Va. We’ve
revalidated some 98 percent of our
billets, from a strategic sense as well as
an operational sense. That’s great news
for those of you who are Navy Reservists. That says, hopefully, that you are in
a billet where you are getting real and
meaningful work to do every day and
your job has been validated against either
strategic or operational requirements.
Two other recent initiatives that I
want to talk about briefly. One is the
elimination of what was called the
running mate system. We decoupled
ourselves from Active Duty promotions.
We now have community managers for
both officers and enlisted in the Navy
Reserve, and we are looking at promoting to requirements—what a concept,
huh?—instead of promoting to Active
Duty requirements, which really didn’t
match up well with Reserve requirements. Our goal is that when we promote you, we actually have a job for you.
I know other services have been doing
the
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that for many years; in fact, you don’t
even get promoted until you have a job.
We haven’t been doing that as well in the
Navy recently.
We also recently published a mobilization deployment list, trying to give
people more predictability in the possibility of being mobilized. Right now,
we’re just looking at officers. We expect
to mobilize only about 430 officers,
which are unrestricted line officers in the
Navy Reserve. We’ll also mobilize intel
and medical and other designators, but
of the unrestricted line officers, we’ll mobilize about 432 this year. We published
a list in priority order of 600 officers
who are next up, and we’re trying to tell
you that we think you’re in the window.
That 600 comes off a total list of about
4,300 that are eligible for mobilization.
However, we need to have a match for
your skill set for the job we’re assigning
you to, so the number-one person might
not get the next job. At the same time,
we’re encouraging volunteers: if you’re
not on that list, you could look at the list
of assignments coming up and volunteer
sooner.
Another important thing we’re
looking at as we work through this
very operational time for our Navy
Reserve—and Navy, for that matter—is
how we’re supporting our Sailors and
their families. We’re working hard to be
much more proactive than we’ve been
and also to look at each Sailor and each
Sailor’s family and approach their needs
as individually as possible. In fact, where
I’m leaving for this morning is down to
our medical holding area in Norfolk. We
have two medical holding companies,
one in Norfolk and one in San Diego.
We have 172 in long-term medical hold
right now. Our question is not whether
we are treating them as we would want
to be treated. Our question is whether
we are treating them like they want to be
treated, and we’re working hard to make
sure that that’s the case.
Finally, for all the Reservists, I just
want to tell you I’m literally in awe every
day of what you all are doing for our
60
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country and for your service. Thank you
for that. It’s indeed a huge privilege to be
chief of the Navy Reserve.
LTG Jack C. Stultz, USAR, Chief,
Army Reserve: Just to give you a real
quick snapshot of the
Army Reserve: our
operational tempo has
not slowed down. We currently have about 29,000
Soldiers mobilized. That
pretty well stays constant:
somewhere between
25,000–30,000, depending on rotational schedules coming and
going. I don’t see that declining even if
we draw down in Iraq because my forces
are the enablers. If you talk to any commander in theater, they’ll tell you that as
you draw down brigade combat teams,
the enabler bill doesn’t come down with
it because there has got to be a support
structure there in place. At the same
time, as you increase the brigade combat
teams in Afghanistan, the enablers
need to get there first. So, we do see an
increase, maybe in the near-term, but
nothing dramatic.
The Soldiers, as Dirk said, are just
doing wonderful things. We have never
been more integrated with the Active
forces than we are now. An indicator of
that: I keep between 10 to 12 brigade- or
higher-level headquarters deployed at
any one time—engineer brigades, military police brigades, logistics brigades,
medical brigades, civil affairs brigades,
across the gamut. So, when you look at
the senior-level headquarters that are in
the theater that are not in the combat
arms, they are primarily in the Reserves,
and that 10 to 12 stays pretty constant.
Of the 115 general officers that I’m authorized, 40 are currently on active duty,
either within the Pentagon, joint staff,
or deployed around the world. That stays
pretty constant.
And you’d be amazed at what they’re
doing. One example, most recently when
the Soviet Union invaded Georgia [the
United States put together a task force to

assess military involvement]. Jon Miller,
one of my one-stars over in Europe, led
that task force, met with the president
of Georgia, met with the vice president
of the United States, met with all these
senior-level people, came back, did an assessment, and said, “No, you don’t need
a military presence. You’re just going
to get bogged down. Here’s what you
need,” and laid out the plan. You see that
happening over and over again, where
Army Reserve or other Reserve Component senior-level leaders have really been
drawn upon for their experience. So, I’ve
never seen us integrated as much, never
seen as much combat experience in our
forces as we’ve got today. Since 9/11,
we’ve mobilized well over 175,000 Army
Reserve Soldiers.
We continue to grow. As of today
we are at over 201,000 in end-strength.
Two-and-half years ago when I took
over, we were at 185,000. So people
are joining the force. I’m in awe of the
Soldiers we have today because they are
great Americans with a great education,
great jobs, and they’re volunteering
knowing what they are getting into.
When I was in Iraq over Christmas, I
was talking to a military police company
and a young E-4 by the name of SPC
Dunbar from Maryland. I asked him,
“What do you do back home?” He said,
“I’m getting my degree.” I said “Great,
what are you majoring in?” He said “I’m
getting my doctorate in physics.” It just
knocks your socks off to see these kids
out there, and you have to ask yourself,
why are they here? They are here to serve
their country.
Your Army Reserve is in good shape.
We are growing, Soldiers are sticking
with us, and ROA is helping us. My
focus right now in the Army Reserve
continues to be on junior officer shortages. ROA has brought that to the
forefront with a recent paper, saying,
“Hey Army, hey Congress, hey Department of Defense (DoD), you’d better
get your arms around this because you’ve
got a junior officer shortage out there.”
It is a problem. On employer issues,
WWW.ROA.ORG

Lt Gen Charles E. Stenner Jr.,
USAFR, Chief, Air Force Reserve:
The Air Force Reserve
Command is strong
today as well, and we are
at the point today where
we have finished drawing down manpower as a
result of the base realignment and closure. We are
in the process of growing,
and we will grow back into the new
missions that all of us are facing that
include things called cyber, that include
unmanned aerial systems, that include
intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance, that include all those things that
we as a service and we at the DoD are
going to have to do for both today’s fight
and for tomorrow’s fight.
To continue the theme that was
started by VADM Debbink, I’ll start
with a little bit of thought on the operational and strategic reserve because that
is what is on my mind most these days.
We have been, and continue to be, not
only an operational three-component
Air Force, we’ve been an operational Department of Defense for quite some time
with all services participating, whether
you’re Active, Guard, or Reserve, in
missions around the world today. But we
are, in my opinion, and need to remain
an inherently strategic Reserve, and we
need to maintain that strength and that
WWW.ROA.ORG

strategic depth. We have to ensure that
we don’t bankrupt ourselves by becoming too operational. We need to be
careful there.
The operational force has a mission
to do, and as an Air Force, we do provide
that operational force as a three-component force. That would not happen without the regular Air Force and the Guard
and Reserve working together in what
we call the Air Expeditionary Force. The
construct there is that we rotate, and
we are able to do that on a daily basis
because we maintain a source capability.
Our training is at the highest level it can
be so that we can deploy immediately
when we need to, with all three components doing the same kinds of training
and maintaining the same currency and
able to interface and interact. As has
been mentioned, I think we’re at an alltime high with regard to the cooperation
we have among all three components
delivering that capability needed by the
nation around the world.
So, maintaining strategic depth,
leveraging that strategic reserve to
function today as a three-component
operational force, is very, very important
to the Air Force. That not only becomes
apparent when we do the Air Force
missions but the joint missions as well.
There are lots of missions today where
there’s a shortfall in another service, and
the Air Force is stepping up, as our chief
and our secretary will say, “All in” when
needed for the defense of this nation.
The Air Force Reserve is strong today,
it’s a full partner in all those other missions, and I believe that is because we
have all the great folks out there right
now as volunteers. Everybody out there
who is doing this is doing so because
they want to, and it’s recognized and appreciated by all the senior leadership up
here and throughout our government. I
will say also that as a strategic reserve is
inherently the way we are organized, we
need to accomplish the voluntary piece
so that the volunteerism that is so strong
today is not depleted because we have
overused the Reserve and the Guard. I

am going to watch that very closely. How
do we do our business, how do we make
sure that we maintain our capability and
that we keep faith with all of you who
have volunteered to do the jobs you’re
doing and put as much predictability as
we can in when you need to go, when
you will be back, and how long it will be
before you go again? If we can give you
that predictability, that means the availability you have will marry up with the
opportunities we give you, and then the
nation’s defense sustains the operational
needs today as well as maintains the
strategic depth.
Another part of that, in my opinion, is the Reserve triad, and I call it
the triad because nobody out there is
uniformly one dimensional. Everybody
has a family; everybody has some kind
of military commitment; and generally
we all have some kind of civilian job or
other commitment. That is the Reserve
triad that we so much need to sustain
and maintain. The backbone of what we
are doing today is based on our employers’ support, the fact that our families
support us, and the fact that you all have
volunteered to do the military jobs.
Those three things have to be balanced,
and we need to maintain balance in
each of those three parts in each of your
lives. That, in my mind, will give us the
strategic depth we need and allow us as
a three-component Air Force to deliver
that capability around the world.
That, to me, is the foundation of what
ROA is attempting to do right now in
articulating that on Capitol Hill and
wherever else we can get that message
out: that we are very much a strategic
and operational force. And guess what?
We’re probably not all going to look exactly alike service-wise, and that’s OK. I
think that we do a little bit of the tweaking on the edges as to how we deliver the
capability, but we can’t forget that we are
very much Reserve and Guard Citizen
Soldiers, Citizen Airmen, Citizen Marines, you name it. Here we are, working
together to take care of business as the
national defense requires us.
the
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how do we continue to gain support to
make sure our Soldiers have jobs and
can maintain jobs while we’re asking
them to do what we’re asking them?
ROA has been in the forefront helping
us with this employer partnership that
we’re doing. On support for the families
back here and support for our Soldiers,
especially when it comes to the continuity of medical care, again, ROA has
been at the forefront with us, holding
symposiums, bringing in thought leaders, congressional staffers, and others to
bring this to the attention of the nation.
So thanks to ROA for what you’re doing
for our Soldiers and our families.
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I am very happy to be here, very
happy to be representing the Air Force
Reserves. It’s helping around the world
on a daily basis, not only deployed but
fighting from home stations, as well.
When you look at the mobility forces,
every 90 seconds a military aircraft takes
off somewhere around the world, 365
days, 24/7. So, it’s a lot of fighting from
home stations, as well as being deployed,
that makes it a very strong and joint
force. So, thank you all very much for
what you do, and thank you to ROA.
RDML Daniel R. May, USCG, Director, Research and Training: Let me
talk just a little bit about
what the Coast Guard
Reserves are doing for the
Coast Guard today and
touch briefly on a couple
of things we are working
on. The Coast Guard
Reserve is budgeted for
8,100 in end-strength.
We’re a little bit over that with about
8,400–8,500. That’s a small component, but for the Coast Guard that’s a
big extra punch for us. We’re kind of
the small service with the big mission,
and sometimes those missions seem
like they keep getting bigger and bigger
every day. We provide a big contribution to the nation.
Over the past seven or eight years
since 9/11, we have relied on our
Reserve force more than we ever have
in our service since World War II. Right
after 9/11, we had almost 50 percent
of our Reserve Component mobilized.
Currently we’re around 600 or 700 numbers of folks who are out there. They
are over in theater; we have forces down
in Guantanimo Bay; and all across the
nation, we have folks who are mobilized
in support of Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom out
of outload ports. They’re working seven
days a week, 24 hours a day, nonstop in
support of the effort. Unbelievable commitment our young men and women are
doing there. And we’re an integrated,
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operational force and therefore we have
a number of Reservists who are out there
every day, day in and day out, working
side by side with our operational forces
doing the search-and-rescue, law enforcement, and marine safety mission that we
do each and every day in the stations. I
tell people as I go around that we could
not do what we do if it were not for our
Reserve force, and that’s absolutely true.
ADM Thad Allen, our commandant,
has got a modernization effort going on.
We are trying to reorganize to make us
more flexible, more nimble, and more
adaptable in the fight as we go forward
into our mission in the future, and the
Reserves are a big part of that. We kind
of moved to an integrated force in the
mid-’90s. We had the Reserve force with
our Active Duty Component and they
trained side by side. It’s worked for us exceptionally well, but we never provided
the real resources out to the operational
commands to train or oversee our
Reserves to ensure that readiness—the
medical, the dental, the help with the
families, the mobilization, and demobilization—all those things that are a part of
that organization.
Well, we’re fixing that. We’ve got
a program we call Reserve Forces
Readiness System that we’re rolling out,
starting this year, for about three or four
years, and we are putting resources out
there in our operational commands. As
our organization changes, we will have
folks out there at the pointy end of the
spear for those operational planners to
ensure the maximum readiness of the
Reserve forces. So we’ve got 536 of our
full-time support billets we are realigning to ensure that every one of those
positions is working for our Reserves and
doing the things we need to do for our
Reserve forces. That’s a huge effort but
we’re committed to doing that. We’ve
got a group here in D.C. this week going
through a two-week training symposium. Those will be the first folks who go
out to the field to work side by side with
the operational planners to ensure that
readiness of their Reserve forces.

The other thing we’re working on
is recruiting. I’m trying to take some
points from LTG Stultz on the Army
Reserve’s growth. We hope to grow as
well. We’re trying to grow the Active
Duty and the Reserve. ADM Allen has
mentioned this a couple of times, and
of course a lot of this will depend on the
new administration and budgets, but
we certainly want to grow. We’re going
to be working in recruiting to see if we
can push our strength back up. We are
authorized up to 10,000. I’d like to push
our end-strength up over the next few
years—hopefully, somewhere around
200 a year—and grow back up toward
that 10,000. We’ve got a work group
that we just stood up to look at how our
forces are being utilized with our port
security units and our other forces across
the nation, and that will give us some
more requirements that we can push for
a greater end-strength.
I’m proud to serve as director, and
thank all the folks for everything they
do. I also want to thank ROA. We
couldn’t do what we do without the help
and support of ROA.
Maj Gen Kelly K. McKeague,
ANG, Chief of Staff, National Guard
Bureau: I’m here for Gen [Craig R.]
McKinley [chief of the
National Guard Bureau]
who is right now in
Kosovo visiting our deployed Citizen Soldiers.
Full disclosure on my
part, I do have rather
deep Reserve roots: I
spent a very proud and
joyful three-year tour in Headquarters
Air Force Reserve Command when I
was a lieutenant and captain. I can tell
you that understanding where we as
Reservists and Guardsmen come from
is important to this nation. We share
a common culture. You heard Lt Gen
Stenner talk about the balance we have
to employ among our employers, our
families, and our service commitments.
I remember one of my first bosses tellWWW.ROA.ORG
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things like VA benefits and communitybased medical operations.
The other thing I wanted to offer
each of you is the fact that, as you look
at where we as a National Guard and
Reserve are headed, the challenges are
as complex today as they have ever
been. Whether it’s a natural or manmade disaster, whether it’s a challenge
brought upon us by the president, the
fact remains that we have to look at different ways to approach these complex
challenges. That we look at things from
a joint paradigm, that we look at it
from an interagency standpoint, I think
we can learn from the fact that we all
share a responsibility for these complex
challenges. I can tell you that being a
member of [the National Guard Association of the United States], we share
an appreciation for ROA. We thank
you for joining with us on complex
challenges that meet the needs of our
servicemembers.
MG Raymond W. Carpenter,
ARNG, Special Assistant to the
Director of the Army National Guard:
Thank you for your
service as Reservists and
National Guardsmen, past
or present. We all need
to be reminded that we
wouldn’t be where we are
at right now if it weren’t
for the service of our
predecessors, so for those
of you who are retired in the audience,
thank you for your service. ROA is a
very important organization, and teaming your membership and the National
Guard Association becomes a powerful
force when we talk about representing
the interests of Reservists and National
Guardsmen across the spectrum. I’m
here representing the director of the
Army National Guard, LTG Clyde A.
Vaughn. He would be here today, except
he’s traveling, so it’s my honor to represent him in this forum.
For the past three years, we have
moved from a low of around 330,000

end-strength to a high right now
of 365,000 in a time of war. That is
absolutely phenomenal when we have
citizens out there who, first of all, are
willing to stay in the National Guard
and, beyond that, great young people
who are willing to join our ranks and
increase the number of people we have
by 35,000 over the past few years. It also
speaks to the quality of people we have
out there. Those people are continuing
to be Citizen Soldiers who are mobilizing in the Global War on Terrorism.
We have on average about 50,000
Soldiers who are mobilized and deployed
to Afghanistan, to Iraq, to the Horn of
Africa, to the Balkans, and to a number
of other places around the globe on a
regular basis. We have in theater or about
to go into theater seven Army National
Guard brigades. That is an impressive
number. That is getting back to where we
were at in 2004–2005 when the Army
National Guard had the majority of
combat brigades in the Iraq war theater.
We are getting ready to deploy our
second infantry division. The 42nd
deployed into Iraq; the 34th Infantry
Division out of Minnesota is at the
mobilization station right now getting
ready to deploy. We’re deploying the only
Stryker Brigade in the Army National
Guard. That Stryker Brigade comes out
of Pennsylvania, and they are entering
theater as we speak. We are getting ready
to deploy the 30th Heavy Brigade out of
North Carolina and West Virginia for
the second time, and they are going to go
through a counterinsurgency mission as
opposed to a brigade set formation. We
continue to support Task Force Phoenix
[training Afghan forces] with a brigadesize element, and they have been very
successful in fostering the growth of the
Afghan National Army as well as the
Afghan National Police.
One unique deployment cell we have
is called an agricultural development
team. As we all recognize, the way out
of Afghanistan is to grow the security
forces of the Afghan National Army
and Afghan National Police. But there
the
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ing me that when your employer, your
spouse, and your military organization
are equally torqued off at you, you’re
succeeding as a Guardsman.
I think the other cultural part we
share is the fact that, like our predecessors who have deep militia roots, we
respond when this nation calls upon us,
responding to the sound of the guns,
dropping our ploughs, picking up our
muskets. I don’t think that was more
duly noted than in Chairman [Arnold L.] Punaro’s Commission on the
National Guard and Reserve, a rather
voluminous report, but one I think each
of you will agree was revolutionary from
the standpoint that it recognized the
operational force that we as Guardsmen
and Reservists now have in front of us.
We as the Guard share a unique role
different from each of you. Our Guardsmen have a dual state role along with
their federal role. In that role we have a
responsibility to our governors as well as
to our president. On any given day, governors from 17 states will have Guardsmen deployed to respond to various
domestic operations. On this very day,
10,000 Guardsmen are on duty, many
of whom are in Kentucky and Arkansas,
responding to the vicious ice storm that
plagued those states. What you’ll find is
that, because we’re dispersed in our various communities, when our governors
call, we as Guardsmen, just like you as
Reservists, are ready to respond. The fact
that our nation has entrusted each of our
organizations with that unique responsibility gives us a unique perspective.
We in the Guard have been undergoing a six-year transformation. It began
with establishing 54 state joint-force
headquarters. One benefit that these
headquarters will offer you as Reservists
and servicemembers is that because our
Reservists and Guardsmen are dispersed
and oftentimes away from a VA [Veterans Administration] facility or Active
Duty installation, these joint force headquarters offer you all—Soldier, Sailor,
Airman, Marine—benefits that may be
available at an Active Duty installation,
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is another aspect to that, and that is to
grow the economic piece. So, over the
past couple of years, we have partnered
with universities—the first one being the
University of Missouri—and developed
these agriculture development teams
that go into a province in Afghanistan, and set up and provide guidance,
support, advice, and help for the local
population as they reestablish themselves in the agricultural field, whether
it’s livestock or crops. This team has a
reachback capability to the university
and hopefully rejuvenates economic
development away from the drug trade.
The first agricultural development team
we deployed is back home. We have
three currently deployed—one from
Missouri, one from Texas, and one from
Nebraska—and there are nine more that
are scheduled to deploy: two each from
Texas and Indiana, and one each from
Tennessee, Kansas, Missouri, Kentucky,
and Oklahoma. Our hope is that as
we see the violence decline over time
in Afghanistan, the relationship we’ve
established between that university and
that province will continue. I submit
to you that this is unique to us in the
Reserve Component because of the
relationship we have with the states and
the extra skills outside our military responsibilities the Citizen Soldier brings
to the table.
The last thing I’d like to mention is
equipment for the Army National Guard
and across the Army. As you know, the
Army has been in transformation for the
better part of four or five years. For us in
the Army National Guard, to fully equip
the units we have would cost somewhere
between $100–$110 billion. As we
started into transformation, resident in
our units were somewhere around $40
billion worth of equipment. We were
deploying much of that equipment into
theater, and some of it was left behind,
as happened with the Army Reserve
and other Reserve Components. The
governors looked to the National Guard
to support them in their domestic
mission, and in some cases they were
64
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handicapped because they didn’t have
the equipment necessary for them to
respond to their domestic missions.
That resulted, and in conjunction
with transformation, in an initiative to
equip the Army National Guard. Since
2003, we have seen almost $24 billion
appropriated to buy equipment for the
Army National Guard, and in ’09, if the
promise holds true, we’ll see another $5
billion worth of equipment come into
our ranks.
The time it takes to purchase that
equipment, from the time of appropriation to when it actually shows up in the
unit’s vehicle storage lot, is about an
18-month lag. The governors saw the
promises, but they wanted to ensure that
the equipment arrived in their National
Guard. So there’s been a special effort
to make sure the equipment that was
promised is delivered. This has really
done a service across the three components of the Army because we are now
looking at how we track the equipment
from acquisition to delivery. There are
some gaps out there, and there are some
things we need to work on as an Army. It
really has been a great effort because, as
we have things like tornadoes in Kansas,
we want to make sure that not only the
people but the equipment are available
so that they can respond and do what
they are supposed to do.
With that, I turn it over to my
colleague in the Air Guard, and again,
thank you for your service.
Maj Gen Emmett R. Titshaw
Jr., ARNG, Special Assistant to the
Director, Air National Guard: Thank
you very much for the opportunity to be with you
today on behalf of Gen
Craig McKinley, chief
of the National Guard
Bureau, and the new director of the Air National
Guard, Lt Gen Harry
“Bud” Wyatt. [Maj Gen
Titshaw had been serving as acting director since Gen McKinley was promoted

to become chief of the National Guard
Bureau in November.]
As a resident of St. Augustine, Fla.,
and as a National Guardsman, I can
trace my own roots back to a time 443
years ago when Pedro Menéndez landed
in St. Augustine and went north to
engage the French in Port Caroline in
military operations. He left a Citizen
Warrior contingent in St. Augustine to
defend the local population and in two
weeks fought their first consequencemanagement operation, as a hurricane
ravaged St. Augustine. That’s important,
for National Guardsmen and Air National Guardsmen, as we understand our
roots in the history of this nation.
I’d like to frame my remarks today
around the three enduring priorities of
the Air National Guard: winning the
war on terror and defending the home
front; developing adaptable Citizen Airmen; and understanding the transition
from a platform-based organization to a
capabilities-based organization.
Today, more than 11,000 Citizen
Airmen in the Air National Guard
are in service to this nation. What is
really relevant is that 2,600 of them are
mobilized, but 8,700 have volunteered:
a three-to-one ratio of volunteerism over
mobilization. As a Reserve Component,
all of us must be interested in how we
can maintain that sort of balance where
we leverage that volunteerism—the
Citizen Warrior spirit we are celebrating
here today—in order to meet the needs
of our nation.
As far as our second priority, developing adaptable Citizen Airmen, one
of the unique programs of the National
Guard—that has recently been identified by our service as one of our core
functions—is building partnership capacity. The National Guard has a unique
program where we have more than 60
nations aligned with our 54 states, territories, and the District. That can become
a powerful tool for our nation, and let
me just give you an example. Several
months ago, I had lunch with the crown
prince of Jordan. He started naming all
WWW.ROA.ORG
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say to each and every one of you from a
strategic point of view, the Quadrennial
Defense Review that is approaching, the
new administration, and the new budget
realities that face this nation offer us together, as Reserve Component members,
an opportunity to give a cost-effective
and combat-effective means of providing
defense and support to this nation.
MajGen Douglas M. Stone,
USMCR, representing the Marine
Forces Reserve: I have more than 30
months of earning combat pay as a general officer
in Pakistan, Afghanistan,
and Iraq. If there are a
number of lessons I’d
like to share with you,
they are at some level
central to this room: the
dependency of this nation
on the Reserve and the Guard for the
mission we have to do.
If you take a look at the DoD budget,
there’s about 5 cents out of a dollar
that goes to the Marine Corps. Take a
look at the Marine Corps nickel, about
one nickel of that goes to the Marine
Corps Reserve. We have 39,000 drilling
Reservists, 10,000 of whom—or one
third—are on active duty. About half
of those are in Afghanistan or Iraq; the
other half are doing various missions in
the Horn of Africa, South America, all
around the world. We have an additional
55,000 in our Individual Ready Reserve,
some 40 percent of which get called up
at one point or another. Interestingly
enough, about 70 percent of that 55,000
have two tours in combat. So the Marine
Corps Reserve is a pretty ready and, at
this point, a pretty tried organization,
and I am very proud to be assisting
LtGen Jack Bergman in that leadership.
What I wanted to mention to you
coming off this most recent assignment
working as the deputy commander of
Multi-National Forces for GEN David
Petraeus for 15 months heading the
interrogation and detention function,
I had the great honor to lead every one

of our Guard and Reserve forces: I was
the second largest employer of the Air
Force in Iraq and the largest employer of
the Navy; we had two Army brigades, a
Guard and a Reserve; a contingent of the
Marine Corps; and a legal team from the
Coast Guard. It would be hard to understand what it was like to, in the course
of the surge, bring in 26,000 detainees.
As we frequently point out, they are not
enemy in uniform. I’m just coming off
a nine-day tour that started up in West
Point, and one thing I mentioned to the
cadets up there was that it seems unlikely
in their tour that they will ever fight a
uniformed force. You have to face some
tough questions: Who is the enemy, and
how do you know they are? And to do
that, you have to know yourself first,
and I can tell you that Guardsmen and
Reservists know themselves first.
Imagine, too, doing 39,000 interrogations flawlessly, under the new Army
Manual, without touching anybody,
without bending anybody, but just following what is actually a public document that, frankly, the 2,000 Al-Qaida
and probably 6,000 Takfiri all understood as we went into it. In the course
of that, Airmen, Soldiers, and Sailors
individually found out some of the most
precious information of the entire war.
We were able to bring home Soldiers by
finding out where their remains were, by
simply doing the right thing in interrogation. These are Reservists who then
went back to their civilian jobs, who
were able to find the largest caches, who
were able to find the individuals who
were being trained by Hizballah in Iran
and give that information to the Corps
and our other forces who took care of
matters when we got that information.
That’s the performance that our Guard
and Reserve does in country when asked
to do it.
They, I want to point out, are sometimes trained to do that, but the vast
majority of them are what we call in lieu
of—that is to say, these were yeomen
doing guard work. These were Airmen,
who, four or five months earlier, had they
the
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the senior leaders of the Colorado Air
National Guard and telling me what
fine people they were. Why was that? It
was because the Colorado Air National
Guard and the Colorado National
Guard have a state partnership with the
country of Jordan. It just so happens
that Jordan flies F-16s and so does the
Colorado National Guard. Over the past
several years, they have formed a powerful relationship, a long-term relationship, and the folks of the Colorado Air
National Guard who traveled to Jordan
assisted them with some of their maintenance challenges with the F-16. That is
a powerful thing, as a Reserve Component, building partnership capacity to
our services and our nation.
I would like to address the recapitalization needs of our organization.
The procurement holidays of the ’90s
created a dynamic that we are now seeing approach rapidly. In 2005, the Air
National Guard had 19 F-16 organizations. In 2018, we will have four. That is
a tremendous change in the force structure and in the combat capability we
have as an organization, and we have to
find a way to address that. Now, part of
that may be in new emerging programs,
like the new F-35 program. But part of
it is going to be recognizing that we have
to transition from a platform-centric
organization to a capability-centric one.
We are going to have to be able to adapt.
Lastly, let me comment on what
I think offers us an opportunity as
Reserve Component members. We are
faced in the nation with an emerging
economic crisis, and at the same time
we’ve heard our secretary of defense
talk about rebalancing. The asymmetric warfare needs of this nation, along
with the major contingency operations
requirement while still maintaining a
capability of strategic reserve, all will
offer us an opportunity. I think if we
listen closely to Secretary Gates, and we
look at our own organization, we realize
that we can continue to deliver combat
capability for this nation, but we can do
it in a cost-effective manner. So, I would
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not gone to the training, would have
been doing something for an air crew,
but indeed are now doing guard or interrogation involvement. Imagine a country
that can take its citizens and put them
in that high-risk, high-volume, highdifficult situation, speaking a foreign
language and performing at that level; it
is beyond remarkable.
In the course of the past nine days,
I have met with countless employers, a
number of educators, a great number of
families, and I would like to tell you that
everything is healthy in the world out
there. But that’s not the reality. I may be
one of the few here who actually got a
draft notice when I was 17 or 18 years
old—I remember having my number 21
and going down and showing up at the
Army first before I ended up jumping
the pond and going into the Marine
Corps. I remember how involved the
community was in Vietnam. As much
as the tragedy of losing 4,000 has been
in this particular war, we lost 52,000 in
that war. And it was out of a draft and
the community was involved.
What I’m finding today is profoundly
different. I’m finding that you and I are
the new draft. We’re the ones who are
being pulled in, and whatever form of
citizens we touch are the only ones who
really genuinely understand what’s going
on. Indeed, they actually don’t fully
understand as much as I’d like to think
they could.
So, I think when we talked about
challenges for all of us, I ask myself
about retention. And I don’t mean
retention of those in service uniforms. I

actually don’t concern myself about that.
As my father used to say a long time ago:
“Don’t worry about not getting the right
guys and gals to come and fight. This
country will always fight. Any country
that thinks it can take away our liberty is
going to have a fight.” So I’m not worried
about the uniform. What I am worried
about is the retention of our families,
and I am worried about the retention of
our employers.
I had a great opportunity to meet
with the president of Georgia Power.
What a remarkable man. He has 3,000 of
our Guard and Reserve, and he takes care
to understand each one of them. Then he
makes sure their families are supported,
and he makes sure all their compensation
is covered no matter how many times we
pick up the phone and call. He’s rare, because he thinks his shareholders should
have that obligation. But 95 percent of
our GDP are by small companies, and
I’m not sure they can handle that kind
of load. So what does it mean to be an
employer over the next 10, or 15, or 20,
or 30 years with this kind of structure?
ROA is particularly important to be able
to address those kinds of retention and
citizen awareness issues.
Jefferson said that every citizen must
be a Soldier. It was the founding thought
behind our country. General Washington said at Valley Forge that the Soldiers
he was leading at that time did not leave
their citizenship behind; they were still
citizens. So, when you think about the
role we have—providing this vitally
important force that does creative, innovative, adaptive things to an enemy who

unceasingly is going to come at us—then
I will tell you that the one little side note
about the formation of the Constitution bears on our discussion today. The
founders chose to put the rights into
the Constitution and they debated at
great length, not just between federal
and anti-federalist discussions, but they
debated about the duties. Should they
also put in the duties of the American
citizen in the Constitution? What they
finally decided was said by Jefferson:
any American citizen with these rights
would understand—and you would not
have to write it on paper—what their
duties are. And I will tell you, for 15
months, having left the finest Americans
that exist, they were spot on. You don’t
have to ask our uniformed services or,
for that matter, our citizens what their
duties are. But we are going to have to
broaden that base.
People ask me frequently, what is
victory? Well, I’ll tell you what victory
is, and you have all signed up for it.
Victory is when the Constitution of the
United States is supported and defended
against all enemies foreign and domestic. Period. That’s it. And I say this as
clearly as I can, with four hours of sleep
every day for 15 months, handing out
more than 390 Purple Hearts and losing
78 great Americans of all four services
in the course of Task Force 134, I will
tell you that there is no question in the
minds of those who do the job out there
what their duty is.
I thank you for setting the leadership
on that, and I thank ROA for keeping
that banner going forward.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Biting Back at Imperialism
The Limits of Power: The End of American Exceptionalism
by Andrew J. Bacevich (Metropolitan)
Reviewed by Col Will Holahan, USMCR (Ret.)

I

mperial over-reach is a term ROA members may have heard
more than once if they are students of political history. This
tendency toward “war without exits,” or better yet, management of empire, has plagued and eventually doomed many a
nation-state throughout the world’s history.
Andrew J. Bacevich brings strongly held views on the subject in The Limits of Power. The book is dedicated to the memory of his son, U.S. Army 1LT Andrew John Bacevich, who
was killed in Iraq in May 2007. He applies these views to the
current world position and the apparent strategies of successive
U.S. administrations at this juncture in our history.
The major characteristics of his thesis are summed up as a
“near heedless worship of freedom that has been a mixed blessing” and whose “pursuit has caused us to pile up debts that are
becoming increasingly hard-pressed to meet.” Mr. Bacevich describes three interlocking crises: economic and cultural, political, and military. He feels that intellectual theologian Reinhold
Neibuhr decades ago anticipated and predicted with uncanny accuracy what is transpiring in the nation today. Neibuhr
warned of the dangers in trying to manage history, driven by
cultural arrogance and narcissism. Today’s rampant consumer-

ism manifests itself with Americans increasingly “looking
beyond our borders with an expectation for the world to accommodate our way of life whether that be oil, credit, or cheap
consumer goods.” The nation’s exercise of freedom is centered
on consumption and individual rights that have “eviscerated
the concept of citizenship.” The author likens it to a “limited
liability version of patriotism, one that emphasizes the display
of bumper stickers in preference to shouldering a rucksack.”
As for the nation’s military leadership, Mr. Bacevich quotes
former Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger’s comments on
the Joint Chiefs’ advice as “generally irrelevant, normally unread, and almost always disregarded.” The author doesn’t spare
Congress either, describing it as “a haven for narcissistic hacks,
for whom self-promotion and self-preservation take precedence over serious engagement with serious issues.”
Mr. Bacevich argues that, post 9/11, preventive war is now
a core principle of U.S. policy for which American citizens silently signed up, undeterred by the prospect that it has become
a permanent condition that will continue to demand more of
our nation’s blood and treasure.
Col Holahan, ROA’s director of member services, reads his
books on a Kindle.

ROA Author

Armed with Lollipops

Pediatrician Soldier: The Man the Kids Call ‘Dr. Charlie’
Goes to War by Charles Garbarino (iUniverse)

The photo on
the book jacket—
three girls dressed as
Soldier, doctor, and
cheerleader—shows
the three perspectives that ROA member COL Charles
Garbarino, ARNG, brings to his book
Pediatrician Soldier. The narrative is a
series of snapshots: e-mails and diary entries from two Operation Iraqi Freedom
deployments, written by a patriotic yet
irreverent 55-year-old National Guardsman from Brooklyn who has seen much
during his 30 years as a pediatrician.
WWW.ROA.ORG

COL Garbarino brings a unique
perspective: he’s simultaneously awed
by the patriotism and valor of those deployed with him yet keenly observant
of human frailties magnified by war. He
often scratches his head at the petty bureaucracies that deployed along with the
Soldiers. In a vignette we military can
sympathize with, when COL Gabarino
wears a bandana that is not proper camouflage material while exercising, he is
accused of being “against regulations.”
Dr. Charlie describes fellow medics
setting up a mobile clinic and trying, in
one afternoon, to put a dent in a life-

time of primitive health care for a remote village. The medics “carry a weapon in one hand and a stethoscope in
the other.” And when treating an ailing
Soldier, there is often no obvious cure.
“I am a pediatrician. I deal with kids but
what I learned is that all Soldiers are just
big kids. Treatment: double the dose,
bring additional lollipops, and hold
their hands more.”
This is a description of war at a very
raw, very individual level. Because Dr.
Charlie writes from the gut, it can make
the combat experience real for even
those who are physically and emotionally thousands of miles away from Iraq.
—LtCol M.E. Earl, USMCR (Ret.),
Associate Editor
the
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SPOTLIGHT ON FAMILIES
Jeanne Kouhestani • associate editor, The officer

An Hour, a Life
“Give an Hour” provides free therapy for veterans and their families.

V
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Last year, SPC Crane learned about the Give an Hour
program. “I have been seen privately by a therapist every
week, free, since I joined the program,” she said. “It’s been
phenomenal. I don’t have insurance and I don’t want to go
back to the VA.”
Give an Hour, a nonprofit organization, aims to develop
a national network of volunteers capable of responding to
both acute and chronic conditions.
These professionals donate an hour of
their time each week.
“Large numbers of our veterans
returning home from Iraq and Afghanistan are finding that they must
cope with a wide range of psychological difficulties,” said Dr. Barbara
Romberg, founder and president. “As
mental health professionals, we have
an opportunity to prevent a national
tragedy and we have the obligation
and the resources to do so.”
Give an Hour estimates that at
least 12 percent of returning soldiers
will come back from Iraq with a serious mental disorder and an additional 20 percent will suffer traumatic
brain injury. Some reports have identified as many as one-third returning
with psychiatric symptoms.
“When you have PTSD, you feel you
don’t have a place in the world. A huge
part is feeling lost—not quite fitting into
society anymore,” SPC Crane said. “Getting help let me feel like I belong again.
My treatments will go on as long as I need them … probably
an extremely long time. I know my life will never be the same
as before, but I have hope today. There’s someone there for
me. I’m married now, with a child, and I’m trying to sustain
my life in order to care for my family.”
“People should take advantage of this service,” SPC Crane
said. “It helps you have the life you want.” x
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JENNIFER CRANE

eterans returning from the battlefield often bear unseen scars that change their lives forever. But because
of a network of caring civilian volunteer therapists
across the country, any veteran or family member can now
get the help he or she needs—at no cost.
The Give an Hour program has helped Jennifer Crane get
her life back. SPC Crane of the Pennsylvania Army National
Guard was one of
the early casualties following Sept.
11, 2001, which
happened to fall
on her first day of
bootcamp.
SPC Crane,
then 20, deployed
in March 2003
and served under
the 18th Airborne
Corps and the 10th
Mountain Division
at Bagram Air Base
in Afghanistan. She
was a paralegal with
the Judge Advocate SPC Jennifer Crane, at home, above,
and in Afghanistan, right.
General’s office,
with additional
duty as a combat life-saver. Her office worked with warlords,
wrote treaties, and helped draft the new Afghan constitution—and thus became a favorite target of the Taliban.
SPC Crane’s experiences under these conditions rendered
her unable to continue service, and she was honorably discharged in December 2003. “I came home and disassociated
from society as a whole,” she said. “I started having nightmares and flashbacks. I couldn’t have a normal life, and I
couldn’t hold a job.”
SPC Crane kept awake and averted dreams by resorting
to drugs. She lost her apartment and lived in her car. Desperate, she contacted the Veteran’s Administration (VA). She
was diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
and given treatment that re-exposed her to traumatic events.
Not ready for that, SPC Crane left the program. Like many
veterans, she was also embarrassed knowing that her psychiatric treatment records would go into her military file.
“Sometimes you just want anonymity,” she said.

On the Web: Military or family members interested
in receiving services from Give an Hour can visit
www.giveanhour.org and use the ZIP code finder
to locate a provider.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CITIZEN WARRIORS
Jeanne Kouhestani • associate editor, The officer

Civil Affairs, Navy Style

W

hen the Navy Expeditionary Combat Command
(NECC) was established
in January 2006, it proved to be an
extraordinary marriage of interests and
opportunity for LTJG Albert Gembara,
then a recently commissioned ensign in
the U.S. Navy.
LTJG Gembara discovered NECC
and its Maritime Civil Affairs Group
(MCAG) while doing research to see
if the Navy had a civil affairs team that
worked with foreign governments, similar to that operated by the U.S. Army.
MCAG—about 47 percent Reservists—is one of 13 NECC commands
providing expeditionary capabilities to
joint warfighting commanders. MCAG
employs “soft power” by engaging
directly with foreign communities to
build good relationships through humanitarian civic action projects.
In civilian life, LTJG Gembara
owned a small company focused on
revitalizing Midwestern industrial
cities through economic development.
MCAG was an excellent fit for his skills
and interests, and the timing was perfect. He joined MCAG and deployed
to the Congo with 12 Navy Seabees for
the organization’s first mission.
“This mission was chosen as a humanitarian civic action project whereby
Seabeees would work with Congolese
soldiers and the local community to
rehabilitate a high school in the capital
city,” LTJG Gembara said. “My mission
as a civil affairs operator was to build relationships, trust, and confidence among
the Seabee team, the Congolese soldiers,
and the local Congolese community.”
The Navy’s approach differed greatly
from that of other nations that had
WWW.ROA.ORG

built infrastructure in the Congo during the past decade. Previous efforts
were carried out without providing jobs
in the community or giving the local
populace a sense of ownership. Consequently, such projects created local
resentment resulting in many being
destroyed during civil conflict.
LTJG Gembara, who speaks fluent
French (the Congolese language),
served as the liaison between the Seabees, who were in charge of construction, and the local community. He held
town hall discussions, met with various
civic organizations, and—most important—spent time with people, listening
to them talk about their lives and problems. Soon, teachers, parents, students,
and even soldiers starting pitching in
with the work, digging, painting, and
laboring alongside the Seabees.
“This mission was a success because
we were able to empower the Congolese people,” LTJG Gembara said.
“The project provided something they
had been lacking for quite some time:
pride and ownership over their own
community. Instead of us making the
decisions, the Congolese community
overcame previous struggles and came
together to map out a plan for how this
project should work. The day the school
was rededicated, the local community
was ecstatic simply because they had all
participated in the effort.”
LTJG Gembara has given up civilian
life to continue on active duty. Since his
first experience in the Congo, he has
witnessed rebel uprisings, food riots,
natural disasters, an Ebola breakout,
hostile crowds, and insurgency and
extremist activity during assignments in
Central and South America, Haiti, and

PHOTO COURTESY OF LTJG ALBERT GEMBARA

Citizen Sailor brings a spectrum of skills
to Seabee mission in the Congo.

LTJG Gembara, right, makes a site visit
with a local community’s chief.

the Horn of Africa. “Each day presents
its own unique set of challenges,” he
said, “which is why civil affairs operators
have to be quick on their feet.”
He is currently serving in Kenya as
the leader of a Maritime Civil Affairs
Team. Supporting the local government,
military, and U.S. entities there, his team
lives and works with the communities
along the Kenyan coast on projects
serving education, health, and the local
economy. The biggest challenge he faces
has been getting people to understand
MCAG’s purpose. “It’s hard to quantify
civil affairs work because most of the
time there are no tangible products
from our mission,” he said. “Civil affairs, when done correctly, shape and
influence the opinions and attitudes of
a large population of people. Yet how
can you begin to capture or demonstrate
positive attitudes or opinions?”
Despite its challenges, the work is
rewarding. LTJG Gembara said his
most fulfilling mission remains his first,
in the Congo. “I still receive e-mails and
photos from some of the people I met
down there, telling me how wonderful
the experience was working alongside
the Seabees and how it brought the
community together.” x
the
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LAW REVIEW
CAPT Samuel F. Wright, JAGC, USN (Ret.) • ROA LAW REVIEW editor

Law Review 0913

Disabled, Retired, but Still Covered
USERRA rights extend to medical exams while on TDRL.

Q

: I joined the regular Army in
1998, after I graduated from
high school. In 2006, while
on active duty in Iraq, I suffered serious wounds in combat. After extensive
surgery and rehabilitation, it became
clear that my wounds would likely preclude me from continuing my military
career. The Army released me from active duty and put me on the Temporary
Disability Retired List (TDRL). I then
returned to my home town and found
a good job working for an automobile
dealership.
While on the TDRL, I had, as responsibility to the Army, only to appear as directed, four or five times a
year, for medical examinations at military hospitals. The purpose of these
examinations is to determine if I have
recovered sufficiently from my wounds
to be able to return to active duty. It is
possible that I will recover and return

to active duty, but a much more likely
outcome is that I will be transferred to
the Permanent Disability Retired List
with a substantial disability rating.
The Army sends me written orders
for these military medical examinations many weeks in advance, and I
always share that information with my
employer as soon as I have it. I must
miss a day of work for each scheduled
examination, as I must travel to the
military hospital and the examination takes several hours. I asked the
Army to schedule the examinations on
weekends, to minimize my problems
with my civilian employer. The Army
told me that weekend exams are not
available.
I was recently promoted to sales
manager at the automobile dealership.
That was good news, but the bad news
is that the owner of the dealership gives
me a hard time about the work days

I miss for military medical examinations, even though we are only talking
about four or five missed days a year.
Recently, I asked the owner for a
day off next month for my next scheduled TDRL medical examination. The
owner told me that my request was
denied and that I must choose between
“playing Soldier” and being the sales
manager. I told the owner that I believe that the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights
Act (USERRA) gives me the right to
miss work to appear for my scheduled
TDRL examinations, as ordered by
the Army. The owner referred the matter to his lawyer, and the lawyer said
that USERRA only applies to National
Guard and Reserve members, not to a
person like me. Is the lawyer correct?
A: No. Contrary to a popular misimpression, USERRA is not limited to

Law Review 0914

The Other Half of the Solomon Amendment

By CDR Wayne L. Johnson, JAGC, USN (Ret.)

T

he U. S. Supreme Court in 2006, in an 8-0 decision
(see Rumsfeld v. Forum for Academic and Institutional
Rights (FAIR) Inc., No. 04-1152, March 6, 2006),
upheld as constitutional the law referred to as the Solomon
Amendment, 10 U.S. Code Section 983. Not only was the
court’s decision unanimous, there was only one written opinion signed by all the justices. Usually in such cases there may
be two or three concurring opinions supporting the outcome
but with different rationales.
The FAIR case involved Solomon as it applies to military
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recruiters being able to have access to college campuses or
the school losing its federal funding if it denies access. The
same law, however, requires colleges to permit ROTC on
their campuses or lose their federal funding as well.
The relevant portion of the law regarding ROTC reads:
“§ 983. Institutions of higher education that prevent
ROTC access or military recruiting on campus: denial of
grants and contracts from Department of Defense (DoD),
Department of Education, and certain other departments
and agencies
“a) Denial of Funds for Preventing ROTC Access to
Campus.—
“No funds described in subsection (d)(1) may be provided

WWW.ROA.ORG

the National Guard and Reserve. This
law accords the right to reemployment
to anyone who leaves a civilian job, for a
short or long period, in order to perform
service in the uniformed services—the
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force,
Coast Guard, and the commissioned
corps of the Public Health Service, including but not limited to the Reserve
Components of those services. See Law
Review 0719, available at www.roa.org/
law_review.
USERRA defines 16 terms used in
this law, including the term “service in
the uniformed services.” The definition of that term specifically includes “a
period [of time] for which such person
is absent from a position of employment for the purpose of an examination
to determine the fitness of the person
to perform any such service.” 38 U.S.C.
4303(13).
I discussed the “examination to determination fitness” clause of section
4303(13) in Law Review 50, in connection with the need to miss a day of work
to be examined for fitness to join a uniformed service. I think it is clear beyond
any doubt that this clause also covers
TDRL medical examinations. x

On The Web:
Law Review 0915

Supreme Law
We continue our Supreme Court series with the 13th reemployment case to reach the high court, Alabama Power Co. v.
Davis, in which the court allowed a retiree in 1971 to get pension credit for the time he served in World War II.
See the story at www.roa.org/law_review.
Other new articles posted this month at
www.roa.org/law_review:
Law Review 0916

The Final Move

How to get your retirement “Home of Selection” or discharge
“End of Tour of Service” move extended.
Law Review 0917

SCRA’s Long-Standing Clout

Off-base living leads to a Supreme Court favorable review of
the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Civil Relief Act.
These new Law Reviews join the library of more than 400
articles at www.roa.org/law_review pertaining to Citizen
Warriors’ rights.

by contract or by grant to an institution of higher education
(including any subelement of such institution) if the secretary
of defense determines that that institution (or any subelement
of that institution) has a policy or practice (regardless of when
implemented) that either prohibits, or in effect prevents—
“(1) the secretary of a military department from maintaining, establishing, or operating a unit of the Senior Reserve Officer Training Corps (in accordance with section
654 of this title and other applicable federal laws) at that institution (or any subelement of that institution); or
“(2) a student at that institution (or any subelement of
that institution) from enrolling in a unit of the Senior Reserve Officer Training Corps at another institution of higher
education....”
Based on the court upholding the Solomon Amendment,
the DoD could seek to enforce the ROTC portion of the
law. To date, DoD has never done so. At the moment, DoD

WWW.ROA.ORG

leaves it up to the schools as to whether they want ROTC.
Solomon would require them to have ROTC if DoD requested that they have a program. Thus, for a college to be
forced to have ROTC, DoD must first ask.
Harvard, Yale, Stanford, California Institute of Technology, Columbia, and the University of Chicago each receive
20 percent or more of their funding from the federal government but do not allow ROTC on their campuses. Most of
these schools dropped their ROTC programs about 30 years
ago because of their anti-military views and, in more recent
years, their not liking the federal law barring open homosexuals from serving in the military. Before the Vietnam War,
most if not all of these schools had ROTC programs.
DoD could look at any college that receives federal
money that does not allow ROTC on its campus and ask
it to allow at least one ROTC program on campus. If the
school declines the request, it would lose federal funding. x
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ROAL NEWS
Mid-Winter Discussions Raise Many ‘Ifs’

M

PHOTO BY JOHN CHAPMAN/ROA

id-Winter Conference 2009 began
with opportunities to embrace
changes that are coming as ROAL
turns 60 this summer. At the conference, we
discussed opportunities and challenges as we
move into the next 60 years of serving our military families and supporting ROA in its goal
Anne Groskreutz
of adequate national security for all of us.
ROAL President
We heard presentations by Wayne Gracie,
director, Policy Integration Directorate, Office of Air Force
Reserve, and Lt Gen John Bradley, USAFR (Ret.). Full coverage of those presentations are on page 54. Lt Gen Bradley
spoke at the luncheon, which was made even more special with
items members from across the country brought to decorate
the tables, representing everything from Washington fishing
to the California
gold rush and
Disney. There
were Ohio buckeyes, gingerbread
houses, Carolina
Rice and Sweetness cookbooks,
Rhode Island
lighthouse cookie
jars, Florida shell
flowers, and
Georgia peaches
ROAL Luncheon centerpieces featured
items from across the nation.
and peanuts.
For ROAL,
the Mid-Winter Conference kicked off with a gathering of
ROA and ROAL first-timers. ROA Past National President
Paul Groskreutz and ROAL Past National President Rick Riccardi told members what to expect at the conference and discussed opportunities to meet new friends and get reacquainted
with old friends; to network with top-ranking officers from
each of the services; and to learn what projects are going on at
ROAL local levels that help our military families in their daily
lives. First-timers were then given early entrance into the Exposition Hall to visit vendors showcasing their products.
In the Expo, the ROAL booth was a great success: we gave
away many items in drawings and earned money for ROAL
projects.
Members of ROAL’s Strategic Planning Committee discussed changes needed for ROAL to move its convention
timetable to coincide with ROA’s plan to move the conven72
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tion, after this year, to February. At the Convention, we will
vote on the election of officers, bylaws resolution, and any
other business of the organization. ROAL’s bylaws state that
our convention will be held at the same time as ROA’s. Therefore, the executive committee, on the recommendation of the
Strategic Planning Committee, will follow the lead of ROA to
elect our new officers at the convention in Orlando July 8–11.
In February 2010, when the National Convention is held in
Washington, D.C., the officers will be reaffirmed to serve for
the year until the next National Convention in Washington,
D.C., in February 2011. That means the board elected in Orlando will serve for about 18 months.
At the ROAL meeting, we continued the small-group discussion format started at the Atlanta convention. Two groups
of about 15 members discussed the future roles of national
meetings and the future roles of departments and clubs. There
are many “ifs” in the future. If there is no summer meeting, do
we consider holding local or regional meetings? Is this where
we are finding that we are more active? Would we benefit
from having something local or regional, possibly making it
more affordable, and taking less time away from other obligations? What should be the focus of our National Convention
in Washington, D.C.? There will be a lot of business that will
need to be conducted, including election of officers. Should
we visit more with our legislators? Should we plan a fun activity or outing? Would it be worth the added cost?
As you can see, we need to discuss many questions. Improving our communications in the next months before the convention in Orlando is a high priority for me. Besides the newsletter to all members and bulletins to club and department
officers, we will send out e-mails. If you personally get these
e-mails, please be sure to pass the information on to those who
might not have this communication tool. It is critical at this
time that all of the issues we need to deal with at the convention be brought to all members of the clubs and departments.
We must continue to talk about what the future holds for
ROAL and how we want to grab on to the new opportunities that will be available and move out with confidence in this
new venture. There will be many opportunities to combine the
old traditions and to make new ones as we move forward. Your
ideas and your continuing support of ROAL and our goals are
what will make this all possible in the days ahead.
We all want to support our military family members and
work with ROA to make sure that we have an adequate national defense. Come on, let’s go; we can do it! Here’s to 60
more years! x
WWW.ROA.ORG
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ROA NEWS

Vacation Rewards
ROA signs agreement with new travel affinity partner.
By LtCol M.E. Earl, USMCR (Ret.), Associate Editor

R

OA’s new affinity partner, Gov Vacation Rewards
(GovVacationRewards.com), made its debut at the
Mid-Winter Expo. Gov Vacation Rewards offers
members access to savings on thousands of cruise itineraries, partner resorts, and tour providers through International
Cruise & Excursions (ICE), a leader in integrated cruise and
leisure experiences.
ROA members earn earn additional savings with each
vacation they book through the club and enjoy a best price
guarantee on all their travel purchases. Members save on
cruises from the world’s leading cruise lines; can save $300
off on a week at exciting resorts; or reserve a weekend getaway from among thousands of quality hotel destinations
worldwide. Gov Vacation Rewards also brings the opportunity to enjoy once-in-a-lifetime getaways through one of

many vacation options. Save on excursions through Italy,
Australian adventures, Canadian rail passes, wine-tasting
tours, and more.
By enrolling, ROA members will immediately receive at
least 5,000 Vacation Rewards that can be redeemed for $300
or more in savings on their next vacation. ROA members can
sign up for Gov Vacation Rewards through ROA at www.
roa.org/vacations. Alternatively, you can call 1-866-8719181. The activation code is “ROASAVES,” and the authorization code is “VACATION.”
Mid-Winter participants who stopped by the Gov Vacation Rewards Expo booth were able to enter drawings and
enroll right away. Congratulations to the members who won
vacations: Madge Campbell won a four-day Caribbean or
Mexican cruise; Joyce Page, Richard McNorton, and CPT
Michael Lofton each won seven-day resort stays at one of
1,500 locations worldwide. x

Sneakers on the Ground

Army Ten-Miler seeks to mark anniversary with record 30,000 runners.

L

ace up those sneakers, ROA members, friends, and
family, to participate in the 25th annual Army 10Miler in Washington, D.C., Oct. 4, 2009. The scenic
run—which starts and finishes at the Pentagon—weaves
through the nation’s capital, past historical monuments and
cheering fans.
The race takes place the day before the annual meeting of
the Association of the U.S. Army, a founding sponsor, and
attracts runners from around the world to compete for honors in more than 27 individual and team divisions. Related
events include youth activities, music, Army displays, and a
race expo with more than 60 vendors.
ROA will host four teams this year, either running or
walking.
Registration opens April 1 online at www.armytenmiler.
com for both individuals and teams (of no less than four, no
more than eight runners). This year, the cap on the number
of runners has been raised to 30,000—4,000 more slots than
in 2008. Despite the increased runner field, race officials expect the race to sell out by mid-May and encourage runners
and teams to sign up early to assure entry.
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“The race filled in a record 21 days last year, so we increased
the runner field to allow more people to participate in this
year’s 25th anniversary race,” said Jim Vandak, race director.
To accommodate the additional runners, the race’s twoday packet pickup and expo will move to the D.C. Armory.
The popular pre-race Geico Pasta Dinner, featuring the U.S.
Army’s noncommissioned officer leadership, will remain at
the Marriott Crystal Gateway Hotel with an expanded seating capacity. This year’s dinner will be a special event, race
officials said, because Secretary of the Army Pete Geren and
Army Chief of Staff GEN George W. Casey Jr. have declared
2009 the Year of the NCO.
For information on joining the ROA team, e-mail
ThinkPR@wi.rr.com or select the ROA1, ROA2, ROA3, or
ROA4 teams when registering online. ROA team members
are responsible for their own registration fees.
If you are interested in becoming a corporate sponsor for
the ROA team, e-mail team captain LtCol Ann Peru Knabe
at ThinkPR@wi.rr.com. Corporate sponsors can support the
team by contributing toward ROA team shirts and Hooah
tent costs.—The Officer staff
WWW.ROA.ORG

REVEILLE
ROA Suspends
Henry J. Reilly
Scholarship Program
The Reserve Officers Association Executive Committee, with
the unanimous concurrence of
the Board of Trustees, has made
the difficult decision to temporarily suspend the activities of
the Henry J. Reilly Memorial
Scholarship program. This decision was made in order to preserve and protect this significant
benefit for members and their
families for years to come.
Since 1982, ROA and ROAL
members have benefited from
this scholarship. However, for
the trust fund that supports the
scholarship to survive into the
future, action had to be taken
today.
This temporary suspension is
a result of the faltering economy
and its effects on the scholarship’s investment fund. Like
investment funds everywhere,
the Reilly Scholarship fund lost
more than 30 percent of its value
between October 2008 and January 2009. The ultimate consideration was that it would not be
financially prudent for the future
legacy of this scholarship to deduct funds today for either scholarships or administrative costs.
This is a temporary action,
and the scholarship will be
reestablished once the investment fund can again sustain
itself. ROA will continue to ask
benefactors to contribute to the
fund as the Association seeks to
rebuild its corpus. The Board of
Trustees will continue to prudently manage the fund as a part
of that same effort. x

Welcome to members who joined ROA in December 2008.
A
LTC Hector L. Agosto-Rivera, USAR, Puerto Rico
COL James C. Allard, USA (Ret.), Maine
MID Alison Anderson, NROTC, Iowa
Lt Col John Armour, USAFR, Wash.

B
2Lt Michael J. Babar, USAFR, N.Y.
Col Christine Bader, USAFR, Va.
LTC Billy J. Baker, AUS (Ret.), Okla.
2Lt Janine M. Banas, USAFR, N.Y.
LTC Raul E. Bandas, USAR, Puerto Rico
Tim R. Bardgett, Mo.
CPT Brett N. Bardo, USA, R.I.
Capt Andrew B. Belcher, USAFR, Ala.
1Lt Wendy R. Bennett, ANG, Mo.
MAJ Eliezer Berrios, USAR, Puerto Rico
LTC David Biggers, AUS (Ret.), Okla.
1Lt Cheryl M. Bing, ANG, Mich.
Capt Christopher W. Blomberg, USAFR, Mich.
1Lt Daniel M. Boda, USAFR, Pa.
LT Lawrence Boe, USNR, Wash.
LTC Carla R. Bogenhagen, USAR, Va.
Cadet Christopher A.D. Bournes, AROTC, La.
Col Barrett P. Broussard, USAFR, Calif.
LTC James C. Brown, USA, N.C.
CPT Latricia A. Buck, USAR, Mo.

C
Cadet Susan M. Carlson, AFROTC, Ind.
ENS Danielle Centerio, USNR, N.Y.
1Lt Alfred P. Chan, USAFR, Calif.
ENS Roy Y. Chong, USNR, Hawaii
1LT LeAnne M. Coover, USAR, Pa.

D
Cadet Robyn L. Debray, AFROTC, Mo.
Capt Jessica Dees, ANG, Miss.
CPT Santos R. DeLeon, USAR, Puerto Rico
Maj Jose K. Delgado, USAFR, Maine
LtCol Luis Delvalle, USMCR, N.Y.
LTC Brian T. Dixon, USAR, N.Y.
LTC Richard E. Doone, AUS (Ret.), Ohio
Col Scherry E. Douglas, USAFR, N.J.
2Lt Gary D. Drummond, USAFR, Ohio
Maj Alexander J. Dudley, USAFR, Fla.

E
Capt Christine D. Engel, USAFR, Calif.

WWW.ROA.ORG

LTC Nathan D. Ennis, USAR (Ret.), Ga.
2Lt Andrea J. Essig, ANG, Calif.

F
Capt Jason B. Evatt, USAFR, S.C.
2Lt Kimberly A. Farley, ANG, Fla.
Lt Col Timothy W. Farquhar, USAFR, Va.
ENS Sean Fay, USCGR, S.C.
CPT Moises Figueroa-Davila, USAR, Puerto Rico
1Lt Michael A. Findley, USAFR, Ga.
Anne E. Flatt, Mo.
LTC Kevin N. Flatt, AUS (Ret.), Mo.
2Lt Melissa R. Franco, ANG, Okla.
2LT James M. Freeman, USAR, Va.
Maj Brian K. Friloux, USAFR, Miss.

G
1Lt John L. Gallagher, USAFR, N.C.
Capt David Ganz, USMCR, Mass.
CPT James J. Goethals, USAR, Calif.
Lt Col Bart A. Gray, USAFR, Va.
ENS Frank J. Greco, USNR, N.J.
1Lt Cheryl T. Green, USAFR, N.C.
CPT Morgan D. Greene, USAR, Wash.
2Lt Shawn P. Griffin, ANG, N.Y.

H
2Lt Yolanda V. Hagen, ANG, Wash.
2Lt Tracie A. Hall, USAFR, Ala.
CPT Mark Hammond, USAR, Utah
CPT Ivy J. Harris, USAR, Fla.
CAPT David E. Hendrix, USNR (Ret.), Mo.
MAJ Erick J. Herrera, USAR, Puerto Rico
Capt Albert E. Hester, USAFR (Ret.), Hawaii
1Lt Emily J. Hilf, USAFR, Pa.
2Lt Chris D. Hogan, ANG, Kan.
Lt Col Kurt V. Holden, ANG, Calif.
MAJ Arnaldo Huertas, USAR, Puerto Rico
1Lt Robert D. Huhn, ANG, Texas
MID Paul C. Hunsader, NROTC, Ill.
MAJ Bruce D. Hutchison, USAR, Conn.
1Lt Pauline Hutsler, ANG, Pa.

J
LT Reginald Jackson, USNR, Ariz.
1Lt Debbie J. Jacobsmeier, ANG, Iowa
Capt Thomas F. Jarnot, ANG, Ohio
Capt Hugh D. Joyce, USAFR, N.C.
MID Joshua A. Just, NROTC, Wis.
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K
COL Chance T. Kaplan, USAR, Fla.
Cadet Grant Karr, AROTC, Mo.
Col James Kelley, USAFR, Utah
LT Joseph D. Kelly, USPHS, Md.
CPT Ilana M. Ketzer, USAR, Texas
2LT Aditya S. Khurana, USAR, Puerto Rico
CW3 David A. King, USAR, Miss.
Capt Vincent R. Kirkhart, ANG, Ohio
2Lt William S. Koenig, USAFR, Wash.
LCDR Joseph J. Krasinski, USNR, Texas

N
1Lt Tracy L. Noling, USAFR, Ohio
1Lt Troy R.A. Novak, USAFR, Minn.
2Lt Tammara E. Nykun, USAFR, Fla.

L

O

Maj William M. Lane, USAFR, Wis.
Jerrie A. Laney, Okla.
MAJ Robert M. Lanning, ARNG, Mo.
Maj Brock Larson, USAFR, Colo.
Col Stewart LeBlanc, USAFR, Va.
BGen Kenneth J. Lee, USMCR, Va.
2LT Damon T. Leehan, ARNG, Okla.
2LT Chadd D. Letterman, USAR, Mo.
MID Tyler C. Lewis, NROTC, Mo.
Capt Justin K. Lindquist, USAFR, Fla.
1Lt Kelly A. Loringer, USAFR, Pa.
Lt Col Michael Louer, USAFR, Ill.
1Lt Kevin C. Loveridge, ANG, Utah
LT Todd Lowery, USNR, Va.
MID Matthew C. Lucas, NROTC, N.Y.
LTC Jose Lucena, USAR, Fla.
Cadet Jonathan M. Lunde, AROTC, N.D.
Capt Arthur H. Lysne, USAFR, Wash.

CPT Emilio J. Ocasio, USAR, Puerto Rico
2Lt Michael P. Ofman, USAFR, Fla.
1Lt Justin P. Olander, ANG, Ala.
Capt Oscar O’Neill-Rosado, USAFR, Pa.
CW3 Hiram Ortiz, USAR, Puerto Rico
CDR Erik Ostrom, USNR, Utah
WO1 Sebastian S. Oyegun II, USAR, Calif.

M

Q

Col Blake C. Mahan, USAFR, Ill.
Col Jean M. Mahan, USAFR, Ill.
LCDR Jerald Mahlau-Heinert, USPHS, Calif.
Lt Col Michael W. Manion, USAFR, Fla.
LCDR John L. Manuel, USPHS, W.Va.
MID Christopher M. Manzi, NROTC, Colo.
LTC Joseph Marsiglia, USAR, Mich.
Marilyn E. McCoy, Wash.
LTC George T.M. McCranie, USAR (Ret.), Ala.
Cadet DeAndre L. McDonald, AROTC, N.C.
2Lt Richard E. McDowell II, ANG, W.Va.
LTC Brian P. McGlinch, USAR, Minn.
2Lt Sarah A. McMullen, ANG, Wis.
Capt Scott W. McPherson, USAFR, Fla.
CPT Joseph V. Messina, USAR, Mass.
Lt Col Richard A. Mihovilich, USAFR, Ga.
Capt Barbara A. Miller, USAFR, Ga.
1LT Daniel J. Miller, USAR, Ga.
Capt Benjamin J. Mitchell, ANG, Ore.

76

1Lt Maureen E. Moffett, ANG, N.Y.
Capt Heather A. Moore, USAFR, N.Y.
LTC Stephen E. Moore, USA (Ret.), Wash.
Col Joel M. Morin, USAFR, Ohio
Lt Col David L. Moyer, USAFR, Mo.
LTC Wade L. Murdock, USA, Maine
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P
1LT Prez Palmer, USAR, N.C.
COL Angel L. Perez, USAR, Fla.
Col Frank C. Pettebone, USAFR, Fla.
1Lt Nathan H. Phelps, ANG, N.Y.
1LT Rhonda K. Philliber, USAR, Mo.
Maj Michael F. Pirrone, USAFR, Mass.
1Lt Mark A. Powers, USAFR, Ga.
Maj John B. Puet, USAFR, Tenn.

Lt Col Patrick H. Ryan, USAFR, Fla.

S
Maj Rebecca Samet, USAFR, Calif.
2LT Craig W. Sanderson, ARNG, N.J.
COL Angel L. Sarraga, USAR, Puerto Rico
2Lt Jordan M. Sax, ANG, Vt.
1Lt Julie A. Schwebke, USAFR, Minn.
Lt Col Susan Scott, ANG, Wash.
2Lt Angie L. Serrao, USAFR, Ohio
2Lt Janine C. Shreve, USAFR, Utah
COL Keith D. Simonson, USAR, Texas
2Lt Tanya L. Slattengren, ANG, Minn.
2Lt Stephen A. Smith, ANG, Va.
LTC Pablo Soto, USAR, Puerto Rico
2Lt Katie M. Spellman, USAFR, Ohio
Maj John R. Spigelmyer, ANG, Ill.
Capt LaDale K. St. Clair, USAFR, Texas
CPT Samantha W. Stanford, USAR, Ill.
WO1 Richard E. Steimel, USAR, Mo.
Maj Tiffiny A. Strever, ANG, Ariz.
Capt Christopher L. Suhr, USAFR, Fla.
COL Clark H. Summers, USAR, Va.
CPT Duane E. Synoground, USAR, Germany

T

MAJ Thomas J. Quilty, USAR (Ret.), Calif.

Cadet Travis G. Taggart, AROTC, Va.
2Lt Isreal J. Tannehill, USAFR, Md.
COL Robert A. Thompson, USAR, Ga.
Lt Col Brian Tighe, USAFR, N.Y.
Capt Chad A. Timberlake, USAFR, Wis.
Col William F. Todd, USMCR (Ret.), Tenn.
Maj Patrick J. Travers, USAFR, Alaska
Maj William A. Trout, USAFR, Mo.

R

V

Capt Dana G. Rader, USAFR, Md.
1Lt Jason A. Reding, USAFR, Fla.
ENS Peter G. Rettaliata, USNR, N.Y.
2Lt Stephen C. Richardson, USAFR, Texas
Capt Mark A. Ritter, ANG, Md.
CPT James E. Rivenbark, USAR, Tenn.
MAJ Javier J. Rivera, USAR, Puerto Rico
COL Gregory W. Robinette, ARNG, Ohio
CPT Todd Robins, USAR, Va.
CPT John P. Roder, USA, Mass.
2LT Alberto Rodriguez, USAR, Puerto Rico
LTC Tom Roltsch, USAR, Va.
2Lt Kelly M. Romero, ANG, N.M.
CDR Dillon Ross, USNR, Pa.
MAJ Teodoro Rovira, USAR, Puerto Rico
Maj Stephen C. Rush, ANG, N.Y.

CAPT Walter A. Verdon, USNR (Ret.), Wis.
2Lt Zachary D. Vorst, ANG, Ohio

W
2Lt Laurie K. Webb, ANG, W.Va.
CPT Nicholas A. White, USAR, Mo.
1Lt Miranda R. Williams, USAFR, Texas
Rebecca H. Willis, Ga.
Cadet Rory T. Wilson, AFROTC, N.C.

Y
COL Stacey T. Yamada, USAR, Hawaii

Z
COL Edward Zglenski, AUS (Ret.), Pa.

WWW.ROA.ORG

TAPS

Mary R. Hobbs
Kansas City, Mo.; Mo./001

CW3 Reinhold Kruger, USAR
Fort Pierce, Fla.; Fla./001

Col Raymond T. Casserly, USAFR
Houston, Texas; Texas/033

ARMY
COL Stephen E. Allen Jr., USAR
Hazlehurst, Miss.; Miss./007

MG Stuart Dejong Menist, AUS (Ret.)
Kentfield, Calif.; Calif./006

Lt Col George O. Cowan, USAF (Ret.)
Newport News, Va.; Va./020

MG J. Milnor Roberts Jr., AUS (Ret.)
Arlington, Va.; Va./025

Maj Warren E. Houghton, USAFR
Quincy, Mass.; Mass./033

LTC Dolores A. Schuler, USA
Amity, Pa.; Pa./057

Lt Col Jeannette C. Kapus, USAF (Ret.)
Germantown, Wis.; Wis./023

COL Harry B. Stewart Jr., USAR (Ret.)
Nashville, Tenn.; Tenn./013

Lt Col Douglas W. Moser, USAFR
Peru, Ind.; Ind./063

COL Carlos D. Arguelles, AUS (Ret.)
Makati City, Philippines; Far East/001
LTC Andrew W. Bias, AUS (Ret.)
Marion, N.C.; N.C./001
COL Charles H. Brown, USAR
Rockledge, Fla.; Fla./023
LTC Harry B. Chapman, USAR
Clayton, N.C.; N.C./008
LTC Stephen M. Delich Jr., AUS (Ret.)
Lehighton, Pa.; Pa./029
LTC Shirley D. Devoe, USA
Buffalo, N.Y.; N.Y./008
LTC George H. Dolan, USAR (Ret.)
Lacey, Wash.; Wash./015
COL Kenneth E. Dorsey, USAR
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; Ohio/025
MAJ Glenn R. Durbin, AUS (Ret.)
Stow, Ohio; Ohio/025
COL James F. Egler, USAR (Ret.)
Milton, Fla.; Fla./011

LTC Henry G.K. Tyrrell, AUS (Ret.)
Catonsville, Md.; Ariz./001
COL Allen C. Williams, USAR
Sugar Land, Texas; Texas/033
NAVY
CDR Donald L. Adams, USNR
Glen Dale, W.Va.; W.Va./003

Lt Col Langdon H. Raines, USAFR
Peachtree City, Ga.; S.C./009
Col Earl Rosenblum, USAFR
Greensburg, Pa.; W.Va./003
Lt Col Stanley R. Rundell, USAFR
Deerfield, Ill.; Ill./061

LTJG Margaret S. Bartol, USN
Altamonte Springs, Fla.; Fla./023

Lt Col Fred H. Siegel, USAFR
Grasonville, Md.; Md./028

LCDR Donald J. Fenzl, USNR (Ret.)
Milwaukee, Wis.; Wis./023

Lt Col William B. Thomas, USAFR (Ret.)
Springfield, Ill.; Ill./039

CAPT Paul M. Klein Jr., USNR (Ret.)
San Francisco, Calif.; Calif./006

Lt Col George I. Tripp Jr., USAF (Ret.)
Springwater, N.Y.; N.Y./040

CW4 Frank D. Geaben, USAR
Salamanca, N.Y.; N.Y./040

AIR FORCE
Lt Col Chester E. Bowman, USAF
Auburn, Ind.; Ind./012

LTC Robert F. Harvey, USAR
Virginia Beach, Va.; Va./ZZZ

Lt Col Onufry J. Broll, USAF (Ret.)
Beverly, Mass.; D.C./001

LTC Clyde D. Hylton, AUS (Ret.)
Knoxville, Tenn.; Tenn./009

Col Robert C. Brown, USAFR
Iowa City, Iowa; Iowa/033
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Col John F. Rabb, USAFR
Marion, N.C.; Ga./035

Lt Col Anna L. Wanzer, ANG (Ret.)
Stephens City, Va.; Va./ZZZ
Lt Col Robert B. Zuehlke, USAFR
Tucson, Ariz.; Minn./030

COAST GUARD
CAPT Henry D. Casey, USCGR (Ret.)
Denver, Colo.; Colo./005
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STARs INDUSTRY NEWS
Ltcol m.e. earl, usmcR (ret.) • associate editor

SAIC Applies Expertise to
Public Health Priorities
Public health and
safety are essential to
carrying out the missions of providing
homeland security and
SAIC is a leading provider of scientific,
domestic disaster reengineering, systems integration, and
lief. Supporting those
technical services and solutions to all
missions by protecting
U.S. military branches, Department of
the public from panDefense agencies, the intelligence
demics and bio-terror
community, the Department of Homethreats calls for experland Security, and other U.S. government agencies, as well as to commercial
tise in both health care
customers. With more than 43,000
and homeland security.
employees in 150 cities worldwide and
SAIC applies this
annual revenues of $7.8 billion, SAIC
dual
expertise to serve
solves complex technical challenges
public
health. For exrequiring innovative solutions for
ample,
SAIC supports
customers' mission-critical functions.
(www.saic.com)
a variety of disease
surveillance projects
for government departments and agencies. It has
even leveraged those projects to help provide early
warning of possible outbreaks of pandemic diseases
like avian influenza. To better share disease awareness
information, SAIC is developing enhanced means of
communicating with national and international public health information networks.
When facing a bio-emergency, preparedness is
crucial. Therefore, SAIC trains health care providers and first-responders to effectively respond to and
recover from biological and chemical disasters. It
provides preparedness officials with tools to identify
trends that may impact public health practices and
strategies, evaluate risk, determine resource requirements, and evaluate the success of public health
interventions.
To protect the public in the event of a biological, chemical, or radiological attack, SAIC supports
programs for the development and acquisition of
vaccines, therapeutics, and medical countermeasures.
It also helps federal civilian, military, and commercial
organizations make plans for continuity of operations in case of biological warfare or a major disease
outbreak. x

STARs partners participate in the ROA MidWinter Reserve Component Expo; see Page 52.
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TriWest Healthcare Alliance partners
with the Department of Defense to
provide access to cost-effective,
high-quality health care for 2.8 million
members of America's military family in
the 21-state Tricare West Region.
TriWest is the largest DoD contractor
based in Arizona and has more than
1,900 employees—about half of whom
are military dependents or veterans.
(www.triwest.com)
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Daimler Trucks North America LLC
provides a full line of Freightliner,
Sterling, and Western Star truck
transportation: military vehicles, GSA
trucks, step-vans, and school buses.
Daimler Trucks North America LLC
currently provides the Freightliner
M915A3 6x4 line haul tractors, the
M916A3 6x6 light equipment transporters, and the M917A2 6x6 20-Ton dump
trucks to the U.S. Army.

(www.daimler-trucksnorthamerica.com/govt/)

WWW.ROA.ORG

Northrop Grumman Corporation
supports the Air Force Reserve with
state-of-the-art products such as
LITENING AT for precision targeting on
the F-16, A-10, and B-52; APN-241
Radars for the C-130s; V-9 Radars for
the F-16s; Large Aircraft Infrared
Countermeasures for the C-130s, C-5s,
and C-17s; and Joint Threat Emitters for
Training. Northrop Grumman...
defining the future!
(www.northropgrumman.com)
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The Wexford Group International is an
honest, profitable company serving our
nation’s interest at home and abroad.
Wexford provides consultation and
services in acquisition management,
operational applications of technology,
strategic communications, and
management organization and
performance. We focus on challenging
and high-impact projects where we
believe our support will really make a
difference.
(www.thewexfordgroup.com)
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READER FEEDBACK
TBI Report Inspires ‘Eureka!’
In Australian Psychologist

The erudite ROA Special Report on
“The True Trauma of TBI” authored by
Eric Minton, with superlative articles
from Elizabeth H. Manning and Brian
P. Smith (The Officer, November 2008), offer unique explanations
evolved from the history of applied
combative neuropsychology. Benefits
to patients, their troubled families,
community at large, and doctors and
specialists are inestimable. As a clinical
psychologist, I’ve been treating veterans
since 1975 and working with MVA
[motor vehicle accident] patients. So,
the lamentably long-awaited “easy to
read publication” on diffuse axonal injury (DAI) lands like something from
Area 51.
Eureka! On Australia Day while
partying—without snobs but
including engineers, race horse owners,
psychologists, clergy, and even a
Churchill fellow and former federal
commissioner on education—we
toasted the authors, and will again on
ANZAC Day, “lest we forget.” This
report lands as a timely blessing for
everyone, including politicians.
Highlighting his service before self
as an advocate for corrective treatment
is BG Patt Maney’s courageous
stamina in DAI rehabilitation postAfghanistan 2005, returning to serve
as a judge for Florida’s Okaloosa
County Court. Humbly, I reflected
on concentration problems while
writing four peer-reviewed articles in

@
Corrections

In the January issue of The Officer, the Capitol Hill Connection directory of the 111th Congress First Session incorrectly listed the congressman from Indiana’s 7th District. He is Andre D. Carson (D), whose office
phone number is 5-4011. We regret the error.
1998, during terminally diagnosed,
biopsy-proven esophageal cancer and
relentless pain. One of those forensic
psychology articles stated: “In a recent
TBI personal injuries case, three
neuropsychologists, psychiatrists, and
neurologists gave evidence. Under
cross-examination, an astute attorney
asked experts whether it was necessary
the victim lost consciousness to sustain
moderate or gross brain damage. He
noted the most common form of
brain damage was cerebral concussion,
but patients with this disorder need
not lose consciousness and typically
have amnesia for a few seconds to
several minutes. Neuropsychological
assessment serves numerous specialties
and is not necessarily solely reliant on
EEG, CT scans, and MRI evaluation
for the whole patient picture. A
healthy mutual independence is
presently evolving amongst professional
specialties” (The Forensic Examiner,
Sept./Oct. 1998). Eureka! The Officer’s special report writes history.
Congratulations from an Aussie
research scientist, formerly trained
by Dr. Russell N. Cassel (USAFR),
expressed with gratitude from
psychologists internationally. Treating

shell shock while serving in World War
II, Liberia, and Vietnam, Dr. Cassel
and his colleague psychologists saw
brain damage nightmares in reality,
ironically commonplace on today’s
highways, as even the United Nations
would agree at conference banquets.
Dreams of scientific miracles, however,
remain statistically probable through a
legacy of service, as in God we trust.
R.H. Brian Costello, Ph.D.
Founder, Director, and Publisher,
Cassel Research Centre
National Faculty U.S. Sports Academy,
Sports Medicine Psychology
Chairman, International Council of
Integrative Medicine
Pearcedale, Australia

Citizen Soldier Wants to See
Citizen Needs Met, Too

Sometimes I read comments in The
Officer or otherwise from ROA
asking why members don’t participate
more. Here are some reasons from my
perspective.
1. The only time I get contacted at a
personal level is for fund raising.
2. My impression of the organization is that most of the major players and perspectives are from retired

Reader Feedback Policy

Send feedback by mail to The Editor, The Officer, Reserve Officers Association, One Constitution
Ave. NE, Washington DC 20002-5618; by e-mail to editor@roa.org (subject line: “Feedback”); or by using
the “Feedback” form on www.roa.org.
Letters should be no more than 500 words and must include the writer’s name, rank (if applicable), and
city and state of residence. The correspondence must also include a phone number to verify the letter’s
authenticity; the phone number will not be published. Letters may be edited for grammar, style, and length.
The Officer reserves the right to refuse publication of correspondence for any reason.
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military. Is ROA the “retired officer
association”?
3. The charter is to “support and
promote ... a military policy ... that will
provide adequate national security.”
That is my biggest challenge getting
excited about ROA. It doesn’t advocate
for me if what the military policy does
is good for the military, but not for me.
For example, I feel that the rotation
program—four or five train-up years
and one year of deployment—is just
too much. There are few good corporate careers that allow you to take four
to five years off in a 20-year period. I
have to take unpaid leave from work
for my two weeks of training each year,
and my recent deployment was 15
months, with another month of Reserve train-up prior to that. It puts me
behind my peers and makes me noticeable to my employer in a bad way: the
guy who will be leaving for substantial
periods on a regular basis, when everyone else doesn’t even take their vacation time.
I chose to be a Reservist because
I wanted to help my country in an
emergency, not on a regular basis. If I
wanted to deploy four times in a 20year career, I would have gone Regular
from the start. Reservists are a great
deal for the military: we’re cheap labor
kept on retainer, but we deploy just like
the Actives, who cost so much more, including better benefits. This shift into
an operational reserve happened later
in my Reserve career, so I’m looking at
only one more deployment, but even
that one will hurt my civilian career.
I see letters occasionally in which
similar sentiments are expressed, but
to my knowledge, ROA leadership has
never said “this is just too much” when
discussing the decision to switch the
model to an operational reserve. I understand why ROA supports the operational reserve concept: it improves the
nation’s defense posture, the Reserves’
value to the military, its prestige, etc.
WWW.ROA.ORG

But this is done against the preferences
of many Reservists. I’d love to see the
poll that asks all Reservists what they
think of the new operational reserve
model. Yes, it is predictable, but if it
is too much time, it is predictably too
much time.
I love my country, I revere my brothers in arms. I love the people of Iraq
that I served and worked with. But I
don’t want to be interrupted from my
civilian life over 20 percent of my working career. I liked the Citizen Soldier
model: the citizen part came first. I dislike the Warrior Citizen model because
the citizen part of me is made secondary rather than primary, with predictable impact to my civilian career.
Dana L. Tucker, Ph.D.
MAJ, USAR
Mooresville, N.C.

Martin Profile Shows ROA’s Role
Promoting Continuum of Service

I could not help but smile with satisfaction upon reading about LTJG
Joseph T. Martin’s own unique model
for continuum of service in the February/March edition of The Officer
(“Spotlight on Citizen Warriors”). LTJG
Martin credits the March/April 2007
edition of The Officer with providing
him the information necessary to pursue
his dream of serving as a naval officer.
Congratulations to LtGen Dennis
McCarthy, USMC (Ret.), for having
the foresight to publish that particular
edition with its focus on career management and service opportunities. Congratulations also to Eric Minton for
doing the hard work in gathering the
information and putting it into a useful
format.

Ease of use, peace of mind.
Be able to bathe safely, without worry

with a Premier Walk-In Bath.
Independence and security are only a phone
call away. If you struggle taking your bath, talk
to us at Premier about our extensive range of
walk-in baths.
s %NJOY A RELAXING BATH AGAIN WITHOUT THE
fear of slipping or falling.
s 4HE WALK IN DOOR FEATURE ALLOWS EASY ACCESS
and exiting at all times when taking a bath.
s

JETS SOOTHE AWAY YOUR
aches and pains.

 Yes! Please send me a FREE COLOR BROCHURE
R
about Premier Walk-In Baths.
Name
Telephone
Address
City
State

Zip

Send to: Premier Bathrooms Inc. 2330 South Nova Rd., South Daytona, Florida 32119
CODE 90049

“Transform your
bathroom and
transform your life.”
~ Karen Grassle

#!,, ./7 s 4/,, &2%%

1-800-578-2899
3/52#% #/$% 
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READER FEEDBACK
LtGen McCarthy has long been a
proponent of continuum of service
opportunities, dating back to before
his December 2004 article titled “The
Continuum of Reserve Service,” published in Joint Forces Quarterly.
Our Reserve Officers Association
serves as the one place where officers

from all seven commissioned corps can
share their experiences. It is appropriate
that our magazine is the one place where
you can read about all of the services’
career opportunities. Those opportunities change and evolve with each year’s
congressional legislation and current
service needs. Too, each year, another
cohort of officers
seeks to adopt its own
model of a continuum
CONTACT ROA
of service to the needs
Telephone ...............................................202-479-2200
of its families and
Toll-free ...............................................1-800-809-9448
employers.
Fax(Executive/Legislation) ...................202-547-1641
I look forward to
Fax (Member Services / Media) ...............703-243-1425
the next career-manFax (Defense Education Forum) ............ 202- 646-7767
Home page ..............................................www.roa.org

agement-focused edition of The Officer, and hope it will help other officers
to better develop their unique continuum of service while serving our nation.
Richard D. Howe
LTC, USAR
Yorktown, Va.

Technology, Economy Require
Rethinking Citizen Soldier Force
The concept of the Citizen Soldier
originated during the Colonists’ Revolution against England. These United
States have retained the concept, but
the world and constant warfare raise
questions as to the role of the Citizen

Reserve Officers Association National Leaders/HQ Staff Directory
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One Constitution Avenue NE
Washington DC 20002-5618
Telephone: 800-809-9448
Or use the “Feedback” form on the ROA Home Page:
www.roa.org
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Soldier. The electronic technical warfare measures outlined in the February/
March issue of The Officer illustrate
the need to rethink military strategy
and the conduct of global warfare.
It is the Citizen Soldier whose civilian skills and education are needed most
in the technical and electronic warfare
to come. The small Active military that
our government favors cannot continue to emphasize training of Reserve
personnel primarily as ground fighters
armed with rifles and bayonets. This
need is being eclipsed by the need for
technically trained leadership. Global
warfare cannot continue, given the economic conditions that now exist on a
shrinking planet. The continued emphasis on military power against other nations must rely instead on economic and
political realities.
Thus, the current concept of a small,
permanent military force dependent
on the Citizen Soldier to augment it in
emergencies must change drastically.
First, the Reserve forces must recognize that the training for Reservists
must be different from that of the National Guard. Reserve forces’ missions
should be to provide personnel technically trained in the special fields that the
Citizen Soldier utilizes in daily civilian
life and in the art of leadership so that
in the event of foreign attack, they may
be used either to augment the permanent establishment or to take the initiative themselves. National Guard forces
ought to be trained and maintained
as units of combat and to accomplish
homeland tasks such as aid to communities in disasters.
Any planning for reorganizing Reserve and National Guard missions must
consider as first priority the advances in
personal education and economic status
of the younger generations that would
become Citizen Soldiers. Unlike the
Depression period, when enlisting was a
means of getting three meals a day plus
housing and clothing, today’s employWWW.ROA.ORG

ment wage structure makes joining a
military force a low priority. The current
unemployment situation may cause a
temporary spike in recruiting, but the
prospects of multiple tours in combat
can be an offsetting factor.
The Active military still requires
people willing to be ground, sea, and
air fighters. The need for highly trained
non-commissioned and commissioned
leadership will be greater than ever. One
way to provide such leadership is to utilize the Reserve Component as a training ground to produce technicians with
modern skills who can develop into
non-commissioned and commissioned
officers for emergency military expansions. The National Guard system would
continue to recruit Citizen Soldiers
trained to augment the air and ground
services needed to cope with internal
emergencies, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and riot-control incidents.
This assumes that recruiting for the
Reserve Component would emphasize
selecting members with specific skills in
communications, electronic, medical,
and similarly important fields of use to
military actions. The recruiting for the
National Guard would concentrate on
matters that enhance the missions of the
Guard: engineering, carpenters, medical
clinicians, civil administration.
Abner D. Kuperstein
MAJ, USAR (Ret.)
San Francisco, Calif.

Bayonet Caption Confuses
Musket for Rifle

RE: “Fix, Bayonets!” The Officer,
February/March 2009.
The caption on page 43 misidentifies what I am pretty sure is a .75-caliber Brown Bess smooth-bore musket
as a rifle.
John M. Davidson
Pvt., Maryland Loyalist Battn,
Royal Provincials
LTC, USAR (Ret.)
Baltimore, Md.

U.S. Mission in Middle East
Undercuts ROA’s Funding Needs

Does the future of ROA depend on
contributions or on mission success as
measured by member satisfaction or
beyond? I suggest that increasing ROA
contributions that drive operations are
dependent on success in a mission that
needs to be revised.
Our nation’s leaders have led us into
a quagmire in the Middle East without
any definable national mission objective. Although by self-proclamation we
have authorized our military and political actions, in reality it is not our right
to decide what type of government
Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, or the Palestinians enact. Yet we invaded, overthrew
their governments, and are occupying
nations that we have to subdue with
force, thus wounding, making ill, or
killing the residents of those nations
while destroying their infrastructures. I
fail to see how that promotes peace and
justice.
Our own costs—with at least
400,000 disease and non-battle injuries,
33,560 wounded in action, and 4,840
killed in action—are simply unacceptable because there is not now and never
has been any justification for these combatant and non-combatant casualties.
[ROA National President] COL
Pattillo wants to establish “a culture
of philanthropy”; but maybe we need
to establish a culture whereby we act
to ensure peace, medical care, training, and environmental remediation.
Then maybe we will receive additional
money for our organization’s missions.
But even if we do not receive additional funding, we will have something
far more precious: respect of God’s
children, and with that, rather than enhancing wartime operations, we would
enhance the probability of peace and
justice.
Doug Rokke, Ph.D.
MAJ, USAR (Ret.)
Rantoul, Ill.
the
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HEADS UP
Elizabeth h. manning • senior editor, The officer

DoD Joins Talk Radio Circuit. “Armed with Science,”
a new Department of Defense (DoD) program, uses online radio to highlight DoD research and its applications to
military operations. Each bimonthly show features a project
from one of the defense agencies. For example, the show’s
inaugural program in January featured the atomic clock at
the U.S. Naval Observatory, which is used in navigation and
communication. Researchers at the Washington, D.C., Observatory plan to start up a new master clock in 2010 based
on the rubidium atom. This “fountain clock” is expected to
be 10 to 100 times more accurate than the current master
clock, according to the show. “Armed with Science” broadcasts on www.blogtalkradio.com/stations/PentagonRadioNetwork/ArmedwithScience; you can also download audio
and transcripts from DoDLive at www.defenselink.mil/
Blogger/Index.aspx.
Camp Needs Your Help for Families of Fallen. Can you
spare a dime? Or a compass, bow and arrow, air rifle, even a
canoe? A week-long camp in Colorado this June aims to mentor boys who have lost their fathers in Iraq or Afghanistan.
While the boys face the challenges of—and have fun with—
rock climbing, canoeing, horseback riding, and other outdoor adventures, their mothers and sisters enjoy experiences
of their own together nearby, all with peers and role models
who understand. Maj Steve Harrold, USAF, was inspired to
found the Knights of Heroes camp after losing a friend in
Iraq. The camp depends completely on donations to fly in,
feed, and supply the families. Last year, the group’s second in
operation, 22 boys and their families from 11 states were able
to participate. You can read some of their comments, information about the Knights of Heroes, and how to support its
efforts at the website www.knightsofheroes.org. You also can
contact Maj Harrold at 719-964-3387, sjstharrold@hotmail.
com, or 505 Baptist Rd., Colorado Springs CO 80921.
DoD Opens 24-Hour Contact for Traumatic Brain
Injury. DoD has set up a new outreach center to convey
information and referrals regarding traumatic brain injury
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And for TBI/Mental Health Caregivers, New Online
Training. Stanford University and the California office of
the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) have teamed up to
develop training for anyone who cares for a military veteran
with TBI, post-traumatic stress disorder, or some form of
dementia such as Alzheimer’s Disease. They’ve launched a
six-week, interactive online workshop with goals such as how
to manage difficult emotions and behaviors; set goals and
work toward them; get and share support from other caregivers and resources; deal with your own stress; and take care
of your own health. Part of the program will be a study to
examine how well its strategies, tips, and networking opportunities work for caregivers. To participate in the pilot workshop, caregivers must live in California, Hawaii, or southern
Nevada. You must be at least 18 years of age, care for a military veteran for at least 10 hours a week, and have Internet
access and an e-mail account. For more information, visit the
Stanford website https://caregivers.stanford.edu/hl/hlMain,
e-mail the office at caregivers@stanford.edu, or call the California office of the VA toll-free at 877-820-8820. x
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(TBI) and mental health. Available to anyone—current or
former servicemember, relative, or member of the general
public—the new center can be reached 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. “Getting the best possible information and tools,
hassle-free, will empower and strengthen warriors and their
families to successfully manage what can be confusing and
disturbing circumstances,” said BG Loree K. Sutton, M.D.,
director of the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic Brain Injury, which will operate
the center. Staff members are behavioral health consultants
and nurses, and “if we need to research a question, we’ll do
the legwork and quickly reconnect with callers,” said BG
Sutton. Services they expect to offer range from simple requests for information to listening to descriptions of symptoms and directing callers to appropriate sources for help.
More information is available at www.dcoe.health.mil, or
contact the center toll-free at 866-966-1020 or resources@
dcoeoutreach.org.
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